
A Bear Called Paddington
Michael Bond

HarperCollins Children's Books (2003)

Summary: 
To celebrate Paddington Bear's 60th birthday in 2018 this hilarious classic novel from master storyteller Michael Bond has
been given a fresh new look. Paddington is now a major movie star! "A bear on Paddington Station?" said Mrs Brown in
amazement. "Don't be silly - there can't be." Paddington Bear had travelled all the way from Darkest Peru when the Brown
family first met him on Paddington station. Since then their lives have never been quite the same... for ordinary things
become quite extraordinary when a bear called Paddington is involved. For nearly sixty years, Paddington Bear has touched
the hearts of adults and children worldwide with his earnest good intentions and humorous misadventures.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 158
Language: English
ISBN: 9780007174164
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

A Christmas Carol
Charles Dickens

Dover Publications (1991)

Summary: 
In October 1843, Charles Dickens ― heavily in debt and obligated to his publisher ― began work on a book to help
supplement his family's meager income. That volume, A Christmas Carol, has long since become one of the most beloved
stories in the English language. As much a part of the holiday season as holly, mistletoe, and evergreen wreaths, this
perennial favorite continues to delight new readers and rekindle thoughts of charity and goodwill.With its characters
exhibiting many qualities ― as well as failures ― often ascribed to Dickens himself, the imaginative and entertaining tale
relates Ebenezer Scrooge's eerie encounters with a series of spectral visitors. Journeying with them through Christmases
past, present, and future, he is ultimately transformed from an arrogant, obstinate, and insensitive miser to a generous,
warmhearted, and caring human being. Written by one of England's greatest and most popular novelists, A Christmas Carol
has come to epitomize the true meaning of Christmas.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 68
Language: English
ISBN: 9780486268651
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



A Girl Named Disaster
Nancy Farmer

Scholastic Paperbacks (January 1, 2012)

Summary: NIMAC-sourced textbook
Genre: Literature and Fiction
Number of Pages: 336
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545356626
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

A House Called Awful End
Philip Ardagh

Scholastic (September 1, 2003)

Summary: 
Prepare for gales of laughter and showers of clever merriment as this "scrumptious cross between Dickens and Monty
Python" (The Guardian) grandly appears in paperback. When both of Eddie's parents catch a diseas that makes them turn
yellow, , it's agreed he should go away and stay wioth relatives at their house, Awful End. Alas for Eddie, those relatives are
Mad Uncle Jack and Even Madder Aunt Maud - and the journey to Awful End will take him to everywhere from St. Horrid's
Hone for Grateful Orphans to an audience with The Empress of All China. They never actually make it to Awful End, but
that's okay. The hilarious, nefarious, precarious journey is well worth its weight in wonderful and wacky words.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439537599
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

A Random Walk Down Wall Street: The Time-Tested Strategy
for Successful Investing (Completely Revised and Updated)
The Time-Tested Strategy for Successful Investing
Burton G. Malkiel

W. W. Norton (January 9, 2011)

Summary: 



One of the "few great investment books" (Andrew Tobias) ever written. A Wall Street Journal Weekend Investor "Best Books
for Investors" Pick Especially in the wake of the financial meltdown, readers will hunger for Burton G. Malkiel’s reassuring,
authoritative, gimmick-free, and perennially best-selling guide to investing. With 1.5 million copies sold, A Random Walk
Down Wall Street has long been established as the first book to purchase when starting a portfolio. In addition to covering
the full range of investment opportunities, the book features new material on the Great Recession and the global credit crisis
as well as an increased focus on the long-term potential of emerging markets. With a new supplement that tackles the
increasingly complex world of derivatives, along with the book’s classic life-cycle guide to investing, A Random Walk Down
Wall Street remains the best investment guide money can buy.
Genre: Business & Economics
Number of Pages: 496
Language: English
ISBN: 9780393081695
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Personal

A Series of Unfortunate Events #2: The Reptile Room
Lemony Snicket

Harper Collins (August 25, 1999)

Summary: 
Violet, Klaus, and Sunny Baudelaire are intelligent children. They are charming, and resourceful, and have pleasant facial
features. Unfortunately, they are exceptionally unlucky. In the first two books alone, the three youngsters encounter a greedy
and repulsive villain, itchy clothing, a disastrous fire, a plot to steal their fortune, a lumpy bed, a deadly serpent, a large
brass reading lamp, a long knife, and a terrible odour. In the tradition of great storytellers, from Dickens to Dahl, comes an
exquisitely dark comedy that is both literary and irreverent, hilarious and deftly crafted. Never before has a tale of three
likeable and unfortunate children been quite so enchanting, or quite so uproariously unhappy. Ages 10+
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064407670
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

A Spell is Cast
Eleanor Cameron

Little, Brown (1964)

Summary: 
During her visit to Tarnhelm, a huge old house on the California coast, Cory Winterslow discovers the secret of her past.
Genre: California
Number of Pages: 271
Language: English
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 2, 2020



A Thief in the Theater
A Kit Mystery
Sarah Masters Buckey

American Girl Pub. (2008)

Summary: 
It's 1935 and Kit Kittredge is volunteering backstage for a local theater company. She plans to write an exciting newspaper
article about a new play that stars famous actors from New York City. But behind the scenes, Kit and her friend Stirling
discover more drama than they bargained for! Includes an illustrated 'Looking Back' essay. This story features characters
from American Girl's popular Kit series and is written by Sarah Masters Buckey, previously nominated for both the Edgar
and Agatha Awards.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 177
Language: English
ISBN: 9781593692940
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

A Wrinkle in Time
Madeleine L'Engle

Dell Publishing Company (1973)

Summary: 
This special edition of A Wrinkle in Time includes a new essay that explores the science behind the fantasy.Rediscover one
of the most beloved children's books of all time: A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L'Engle:Meg Murray, her little brother
Charles Wallace, and their mother are having a midnight snack on a dark and stormy night when an unearthly stranger
appears at their door. He claims to have been blown off course, and goes on to tell them that there is such a thing as a
"tesseract," which, if you didn't know, is a wrinkle in time. Meg's father had been experimenting with time-travel when he
suddenly disappeared. Will Meg, Charles Wallace, and their friend Calvin outwit the forces of evil as they search through
space for their father?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 211
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440498056
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Afternoon on the Amazon
Mary Pope Osborne

Random House (1995)

Summary: 
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Vampire bats and killer ants? That's what Jack and Annie are about to run into when the Magic Tree House whisks
them away to the Amazon River. It's not long before they get hopelessly lost. Will they be able to find their way back to the
tree house? Or are Jack and Annie stuck forever in the rain forest? Did you know that there's a Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books
Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack
and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 67
Language: English
ISBN: 9780679863724
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Allies
Alan Gratz

Scholastic Press (2019)

Summary: 
It is June 6, 1944, D-Day, and Dee Carpenter (true name Dietrich Zimmermann), an underage private in the United States
Army, is headed for Omaha Beach, seeking revenge for his uncle, who was arrested by Nazis when Dee was a little boy;
meanwhile, Samira Zidano, an eleven-year old French-Algerian girl is looking for the French resistance, desperate to deliver
the message that the invasion is about to begin, and get their help in freeing her mother--this is the most important day of
the twentieth century, and both children want to fight, and survive.
Number of Pages: 322
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338604498
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Alone in the Ice World
MaryAnn Easley

Scholastic Inc. (2005)

Genre: Eskimos
Number of Pages: 127
ISBN: 9780439742801
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

America's Most Wanted Fifth-Graders
Jan Lawrence, Linda Raskin

Scholastic (1997)

Summary: 
Unable to believe their luck when they read an ad that claims they can make $5000 in a month, Robert and Margaret Anne
find themselves involved in a swindling operation selling cash-in-advance cookies. Original.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 116
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590582957
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Among the Barons
Margaret Peterson Haddix

Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers (September 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Luke Garner, an illegal third child, spent his first twelve years in hiding. For the past four months Luke has lived among
others, using the identity of Lee Grant, at the Hendricks School for Boys. But just as things are finally starting to go right,
Lee's little brother Smits arrives at the school and Luke finds himself caught in a tangle of lies that gets more complex with
every passing day. Can Luke trust Smits to keep his secret? And can he trust Smits's menacing bodyguard, Oscar?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689839108
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: July 1, 2020

Among the Enemy
Margaret Peterson Haddix

Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers (June 1, 2005)

Summary: 
An ache grew in his throat and he wanted to sob, but he set his jaw and held it in. He'd been wrong to send Nina away,
wrong to refuse to help her, wrong to let the commander treat him like a pet. He'd been wrong to think that everything ended
when he lost Percy and Alia....I can stop this evil, he thought. The Population Police are gaining more and more power, and
illegal third-borns are in increasing danger. Young Matthias finds himself caught in the cross fire between the Population
Police and the rebels -- and unwittingly ends up saving the life of a Population Police officer. By way of reward, the officer
takes Matthias to the luxury of Population Police headquarters to train him to become one of their own. There, among his
most feared enemies, Matthias encounters Nina, another illegal third-born, who enlists his help in a plot to undermine the
Population Police. But Matthias is under constant scrutiny, he has no idea whom he can trust, and he's mourning the loss of
his friends Percy and Alia. What can one boy do against a wicked bureaucracy? In the most exciting Shadow Children book
yet, Margaret Peterson Haddix examines how the courage of individuals can make an impact on growing evil.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689857973
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Among the Free
Margaret Peterson Haddix

Scholastic (2006)

Summary: 
When thirteen-year-old Luke Garner unwittingly sets off a rebellion which sweeps the country and ousts the Population
Police from power, he quickly realizes that the new regime is corrupt and he may hold the only key to true freedom.
Number of Pages: 194
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439890861
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: September 28, 2020



Among the Impostors
Margaret Peterson Haddix, CLIFF NIELSEN

Simon & Schuster (October 1, 2002)

Summary: 
OUT OF HIDING. INTO DANGER. Luke Garner is an illegal third child. All his life has been spent in hiding. Now, for the first
time, Luke is living among others. He has assumed a deceased boy's identity and is attending Hendricks School for Boys, a
windowless building with cruel classmates and oblivious teachers. Luke knows he has to blend in, but he lives in constant
fear that his behavior will betray him. Then one day Luke discovers a door to the outside. He knows that beyond the walls of
Hendricks lie the secrets he is desperate to uncover. What he doesn't know is whom he can trust -- and where the answers
to his questions may lead him...
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689855030
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Animorphs #1: The Invasion
K. A. Applegate

Scholastic Inc. (May 1, 2011)

Summary: 
The Earth is being invaded, but no one knows about it. When Jake, Rachel, Tobias, Cassie, and Marco stumble upon a
downed alien spaceship and its dying pilot, they're given an incredible power -- they can transform into any animal they
touch. With it, they become Animorphs, the unlikely champions in a secret war for the planet. And the enemies they're
fighting could be anyone . . . even the people closest to them.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545388665
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Anne
Lucy Maud Montgomery

Bantam (1998)

Summary: Anne



Genre: Orphans
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553213188
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Anne of Avonlea
(Lucy Maud), . Montgomery

Bantam Books (1988)

Summary: 
Anne has reached the age of sixteen, and begins teaching at the Avonlea school, but finds she still has much in common
with her pupils.
Genre: Anne Shirley (Fictitious character)
Number of Pages: 277
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553213140
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Anne of Green Gables
Lucy Maud Montgomery

Baronet Books (1961)

Genre: Country life
Number of Pages: 236
ISBN: 0866119930
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Anne of Green Gables
Dalmation Press

Dalmatian Press (September 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Anne, an eleven-year-old orphan, is sent by mistake to live with a lonely, middle-aged brother and sister on a Prince Edward
Island farm and proceeds to make an indelible impression on everyone around her.



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9781403709806
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Anne of Ingleside
L. M. (Lucy Maud) Montgomery

Bantam Books (1992)

Number of Pages: 274
ISBN: 9780329046958
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Anne of the island
Lucy Maud Montgomery

Bantam Books (1998)

Summary: 
New adventures lie ahead as Anne Shirley packs  her bags, waves good-bye to childhood, and heads for  Redmond
College. With old friend Prissy Grant  waiting in the bustling city of Kingsport and  frivolous new pal Philippa Gordon at her
side, Anne tucks  her memories of rural Avonlea away and discovers  life on her own terms, filled with  surprises...including
a marriage proposal from the worst fellow  imaginable, the sale of her very first story, and a  tragedy that teaches her a
painful lesson. But  tears turn to laughter when Anne and her friends move  into an old cottage and an ornery black cat
steals  her heart. Little does Anne know that handsome  Gilbert Blythe wants to win her heart, too. Suddenly  Anne must
decide if she's ready for love...
Genre: Friendship
Number of Pages: 243
Language: English
ISBN: 0553213172
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Anne of Windy Poplars
Lucy Maud Montgomery

Bantam (1998)

Summary: 
Anne Shirley has left Redmond College behind to begin a new job and a new chapter of her life away from Green Gables.
Now she faces a new challenge: the Pringles. They
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553213164
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Around the world in eighty days
Jules Verne

Dodd, Mead and Co (1989)

Genre: French language
Number of Pages: 234
ISBN: 0866119523
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Artemis Fowl
The Opal Deception
Eoin Colfer

Scholastic, Incorporated (2005)

Summary: 
Artemis has no memory of the fairy people and has returned to his unlawful ways. In Berlin, he is preparing to steal a
famous Impressionist painting from a German bank. He doesn't know that his old rival, Opal, has escaped from prison by
cloning herself. She's left her double behind in jail and, now free, is exacting her revenge on all those who put her there,
including Artemis. Meanwhile in the lower elements, Captain Holly Short of the LEPrechon fairy police is framed for a
heinous crime, yet she manages to elude her captors and escape to the surface to rescue Artemis. But before Holly and
Artemis can get away, Opal arrives and abducts them both, forcing Artemis to go head to head with an enemy who plans on
destroying the fairy world forever.
Number of Pages: 342
Language: English



ISBN: 9780439806855
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Artemis Fowl
the eternity code
Eoin Colfer

Scholastic Inc. (2003)

Genre: Computers
Number of Pages: 352
ISBN: 9780439576529
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Artemis Fowl
Eoin Colfer

Disney-Hyperion (June 1, 2002)

Summary: 
At last, one of the most talked-about novels of last year is now available in an accessible mass-market edition. Twelve-year-
old Artemis is a millionaire, a genius-and above all, a criminal mastermind. But Artemis doesn't know what he's taken on
when he kidnaps a fairy, Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon Unit. These aren't the fairies of the bedtime stories-they're
dangerous!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 304
Language: English
ISBN: 9780786817078
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Artemis Fowl
The Arctic Incident
Eoin Colfer

Scholastic Incorporated (September 1, 2002)

Summary: 



Artemis is at boarding school in Ireland when he receives an urgent video e-mail from Russia. In it is a plea from a man who
has been kidnapped by the Russian Mafiya -- a man Artemis had thought he would never see again: his beloved father. As
Artemis rushes to his rescue, he is stopped by a familiar nemesis, Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon fairy police. But this
time, instead of battling the fairies, he is going to have to join forces with them if he wants to save one of the few people in
the world he loves.
Genre: Mothers and sons
Number of Pages: 277
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439450706
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Artmis Fowl Files (Fall 2005 edition)
Eoin Colfer

Hyperion/Miramax Kid (November 6, 2005)

Summary: 
Two original short stories, plus puzzles, interviews with characters, and other writings that unlock secrets of the Artemis
Fowl books, which feature a twelve-year-old evil genius and his dealings with fairies and other magical beings.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423100447
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Baby-Sitter Go Home (Bakers Dozen, No 4)
Suzanne Weyn

Little Apple (February 1, 1992)

Number of Pages: 100
ISBN: 0590435612
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Bad Kitty for president
Nick Bruel

Roaring Brook Press (2012)

Number of Pages: 142
ISBN: 9781596438156
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Bad Princess
True Tales from Behind the Tiara
Kris Waldherr

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
Forget everything you thought you knew about princesses... Welcome to Bad Princess by Kris Waldherr (author of Doomed
Queens), where you'll discover what really happens after "Happily Ever After." From the war-torn Dark Ages of Medieval
Europe to America's Gilded Age, and all the way up to Kate Middleton, Bad Princess explores more than 30 true princess
stories, going beyond the glitz and glamour to find out what life was really like for young royals throughout history. A mix of
royal biography, pop culture, art, style, and pure fun, Bad Princess is a whip-smart, tongue-in-cheek spin on the traditional
princess narrative, proving that it takes more than a pretty crown to be a great leader.
Genre: Social life and customs
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338047981
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Barfing in the Backseat
How I Survived My Family Road Trip
Henry Winkler

Penguin (2007)

Summary: 
Hank?s dad has decided to enter a crossword-puzzle tournament, and he wants to make a family road trip of it! So the
family piles into the car?along with Frankie and Katherine the iguana (Hank and Emily each get to bring a ?friend?). When
they reach their destination, they?ll get to spend the day at a roller-coaster park during Hank?s dad?s tournament! The only
caveat is that Hank has a homework packet to finish before they get there . . . which he somehow manages to lose at a stop
along the way. Suddenly, Hank doesn?t feel so good . . . Can Hank and Frankie rescue the lost packet and get Hank on a
roller coaster?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction



Number of Pages: 152
Language: English

ISBN: 9780448443287
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Because of Winn-Dixie
Kate DiCamillo

Candlewick Press (2000)

Summary: 
Ten-year-old India Opal Buloni describes her first summer in the town of Naomi, Florida, and all the good things that happen
to her because of her big ugly dog Winn-Dixie.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 182
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439250511
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Becoming Naomi León
Pam Muñoz Ryan

Scholastic Press (2005)

Summary: 
When Naomi's absent mother resurfaces to claim her, Naomi runs away to Mexico with her great-grandmother and younger
brother in search of her father.
Number of Pages: 246
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439803779
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Beetles, Lightly Toasted
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Harcourt Brace (1987)



Summary: 
Andy's entering the fifth-grade essay contest stirs his imagination to creative heights as he competes with his know-it-all
cousin by making recipes with some unusual food sources and testing them on unaware friends and family.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 134
Language: English
ISBN: 9780153052248
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Beetles, Lightly Toasted
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Harcourt Brace (1987)

Summary: 
Andy's entering the fifth-grade essay contest stirs his imagination to creative heights as he competes with his know-it-all
cousin by making recipes with some unusual food sources and testing them on unaware friends and family.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 134
Language: English
ISBN: 9780153052248
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Beryl
A pig's tale
Jane Simmons

Scholastic

Number of Pages: 216
ISBN: 9780545390507
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Beryl
A pig's tale
Jane Simmons

Scholastic

Number of Pages: 216



ISBN: 9780545390507
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Best Friends
Shannon Hale

First Second (August 27, 2019)

Summary: 
A National and New York Times Bestseller!The creators of Real Friends Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham are back with a
true story about popularity, first crushes, and finding your own path in the graphic novel, Best Friends.Follow your heart.
Find your people.Sixth grade is supposed to be perfect. Shannon’s got a sure spot in the in-crowd called The Group, and
her best friend is their leader, Jen, the most popular girl in school. But the rules are always changing, and Shannon has to
scramble to keep up. She never knows which TV shows are cool, what songs to listen to, and who she’s allowed to talk to.
Who makes these rules, anyway? And does Shannon have to follow them?A School Library Journal Best Book of 2019A
Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Book of 2019A National Public Radio (NPR) Best Book of 2019One of NBC Today's
26 Best Kids' Books of 20192020 Bank Street College of Education Best Children's Books of the Year List
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9781250317469
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Beverly Hills Chihuahua 2
Dannah Phirman

Disney Press (2011)

Summary: 
The adorable chihuahuas Chloe and Papi are back in this third installment of the popular Beverly Hills Chihuahua franchise!
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 122
ISBN: 9781423142331
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020



Beverly Hills Chihuahua 2
Dannah Phirman

Disney Press (2011)

Summary: 
The adorable chihuahuas Chloe and Papi are back in this third installment of the popular Beverly Hills Chihuahua franchise!
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 122
ISBN: 9781423142331
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Bicycle Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic (1970)

Summary: 
The adventures of the Alden family as they ride across country in a caboose that has a strange history--or is it a mystery?
Genre: Detective and mystery stories
Number of Pages: 127
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590426824
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Blood Relations (Hardy Boys Casefiles (Paperback))
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (May 1, 1988)

Genre: Detective and mystery stories
Number of Pages: 152
ISBN: 9780671644611
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Brendan Buckley's Universe and Everything in it
Sundee Tucker Frazier

Yearling (2008)

Summary: 
Winner of the Coretta Scott King / John Steptoe New Talent Award, this acclaimed, multicultural book about a biracial boy
with a passion for science will resonate with children everywhere who can't--or won't--be defined by categories. Ten-year-old
Brendan Buckley is a self-declared scientist: asking questions and looking for answers, but most of all struggling against the
overprotective behavior of his parents. Up until now, he has never even met his grandfather--the grandfather his mother
won't even speak of. A chance encounter brings Brendan and his grandfather together where Brendan initiates a
relationship with estranged grandfather, Ed DeBose. While they share a passion for geology, they do not share the color of
their skin; Brendan's skin is brown, not pink like Ed DeBose's. Pretty soon, Brendan sets out to uncover the reason behind
Ed's absence but soon discovers that family secrets can't be explained by science. A winner of the Coretta Scott King/John
Steptoe New Talent Author Award, this is a novel about a boy learning about race relations and what it means to be a family.
An NCSS-CBC Notable Social Studies Trade Book for Young People A Bank Street College of Education Best Children's
Book of the Year "Frazier writes affectingly about what being biracial means in twenty-first century America." --School
Library Journal "Brendan is an appealing character with a sense of honor. . . . A good, accessible selection to inspire
discussion of racism and prejudice." --Kirkus Reviews "Frazier delivers her messages without using an overly heavy hand.
Brendan is a real kid with a passion for science and also a willingness to push his parents' rules." --Booklist
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 198
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440422068
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Bridge to Terabithia
Katherine Paterson

Harper Collins (June 17, 1987)

Summary: 
A secret world of their ownJess Aaron's greatest ambition is to be the fastest runner in the fifth grade. He's been practicing
all summer and can't wait to see his classmates' faces when he beats them all. But on the first day of school, a new kid, a
new girl, boldly crosses over to the boy's side of the playground and outruns everyone.That's not a very promising beginning
for a friendship, but Jess and Leslie Burke become inseparable. It doesn't matter to Jess that leslie dresses funny, or that
her family has a lot of money -- but no TV. Leslie has imagination. Together, she and Jess create Terabithia, a magical
kingdom in the woods where the two of them reign as king and queen, and their imaginations set the only limits. Then one
morning a terrible tragedy occurs. Only when Jess is able to come to grips with this tragedy does he finally understand the
strength and courage Leslie has given him.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064401845
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Bridge to Terabithia Movie Tie-in Edition
Katherine Paterson

Harper Collins (December 26, 2006)

Summary: 
Now a major motion picture, discover the beloved Newbery Medal-winning story of Jess Aarons and Leslie Burke. Join Jess
and Leslie as they form an unlikely friendship and create the imaginary land of Terabithia. There they rule as king and
queen, until a terrible tragedy occurs that helps Jess understand just how much he has learned from Leslie.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780061227288
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Bus Station Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic, Incorporated (1991)

Summary: 
Four orphaned children used to live alone in a boxcar. Now they have a home with their grandfather, and in their new life
encounter various adventures and mysteries.
Genre: Boxcar children (Fictitious characters)
Number of Pages: 127
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590426848
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

By the Shores of Silver Lake
Laura Ingalls Wilder

HarperCollins (January 7, 1994)

Summary: 



The adventures of Laura Ingalls and her family continue as they move from their little house on the banks of Plum Creek to
the wilderness of the unsettled Dakota Territory. Here Pa works on the new railroad until he finds a homestead claim that is
perfect for their new little house. Laura takes her first train ride as she, her sisters, and their mother come out to live with Pa
on the shores of Silver Lake. After a lonely winter in the surveyors' house, Pa puts up the first building in what will soon be a
brand-new town on the beautiful shores of Silver Lake. The Ingallses' covered-wagon travels are finally over.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction

Number of Pages: 304
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400053
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

By the Shores of Silver Lake
Laura Ingalls Wilder

Scholastic, Incorporated (1953)

Summary: 
In Dakota territory, Pa has a job in a railroad building camp and Laura, the central character in the story, is now 13.
Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 291
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590014014
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

By the Shores of Silver Lake
Laura Ingalls Wilder

HarperCollins (January 7, 1994)

Summary: 
The adventures of Laura Ingalls and her family continue as they move from their little house on the banks of Plum Creek to
the wilderness of the unsettled Dakota Territory. Here Pa works on the new railroad until he finds a homestead claim that is
perfect for their new little house. Laura takes her first train ride as she, her sisters, and their mother come out to live with Pa
on the shores of Silver Lake. After a lonely winter in the surveyors' house, Pa puts up the first building in what will soon be a
brand-new town on the beautiful shores of Silver Lake. The Ingallses' covered-wagon travels are finally over.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 304
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400053
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Byrd & Igloo
a polar adventure
Samantha Seiple

Scholastic Press (2013)

Genre: American
Number of Pages: 186
ISBN: 9780545616423
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Caboose Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic Incorporated (June 1, 1999)

Summary: 
The Alden children have an adventure as they journey along with the Little North Railroad in two cabooses rented for the
summer by their grandfather.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590426817
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Capt. Hook
The Adventures of a Notorious Youth
J. V. Hart

Harper Collins (April 24, 2007)

Summary: 
With his long black curls, a shadowy family tree, and an affinity for pet spiders, James Matthew bears little resemblance to
his starched-collar, blue-blooded peers at Eton. Dubbed King Jas., he stops at nothing to become the most notorious
underclassman in the prestigious school's history. For James, sword fighting, falling in love with an Ottoman Sultana, and
challenging the Queen of England are all in a day's skullduggery. But when he sets sail on a ship with a mysterious mission,
King Jas.' dream of discovering a magical island quickly turns into an unimaginable nightmare.Screenwriter J. V. Hart traces
the evolution of J. M. Barrie's classic villain from an eccentric outcast to the scourge of Neverland.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 342
Language: English



ISBN: 9780060002220
Reading Status: Unread

Date Added: July 1, 2020

Cast of Criminals
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1989)

Summary: 
When Frank and Joe take on bit parts in the Bayport community theater production, they get more drama--and mystery--
than they bargained for. Now, if they don't stop a desperate thief, it could be curtains for the Bayport Players.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 152
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671663070
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Charlie Bone and the Castle of Mirrors
Jenny Nimmo

Orchard Books (2005)

Summary: 
Charlie and his magically gifted friends and relatives work together to rescue Billy Raven, a young orphan, from a
mysterious and dangerous couple who have adopted him.
Genre: Castles
Number of Pages: 410
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439545297
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Charlie Bone and the invisible boy
Jenny Nimmo

Scholastic (2004)

Summary: 



Charlie and his friends unite to rescue Ollie, a boy who was turned invisible and made to live in the attics at Bloor's Academy
more than a year ago, but they are hindered by a mysterious new student who lives with Charlie's aunts.
Genre: Boarding schools
Number of Pages: 408
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439545273
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Charlie Bone and the Time Twister
Jenny Nimmo

Orchard Books (2003)

Summary: 
In January 1916 Henry Yewbeam and his younger brother, James, have been sent to stay with their cousins at the Bloor's
Academy. It is one of the coldest days of the year, and all Henry wants to do is hide from his mean cousins and play
marbles. He finds a nice, long hall and begins to roll his marbles. Then he discovers a marble that doesn't look familiar to
him. Suddenly a series of strange events takes place. Henry begins to disappear. He quickly scribbles on the floor Give The
Marble To James, and then he vanishes from the year 1916.
Genre: Juvenile fction
Number of Pages: 402
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439496889
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Charlotte's Web
E. B. White

HarperCollins (March 17, 2015)

Summary: 
Don’t miss one of America’s top 100 most-loved novels, selected by PBS’s The Great American Read.This beloved book by
E. B. White, author of Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a classic of children's literature that is "just about
perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all other
devices.Some Pig. Humble. Radiant. These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's
spiderweb tells of her feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a friend. They also express the love of a girl
named Fern, who saved Wilbur's life when he was born the runt of his litter.E. B. White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender
novel of friendship, love, life, and death that will continue to be enjoyed by generations to come. It contains illustrations by
Garth Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart Little and Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House series, among
many other books.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062406781
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Chasing Lincoln's Killer
James L. Swanson

Scholastic Press (2010)

Summary: 
"This story is true. All the characters are real and were alive during the great manhunt of April 1865. Their words are
authentic and come from original sources: letters, manuscripts, trial transcripts, newspapers, government reports,
pamphlets, books and other documents. What happened in Washington, D.C., that spring, and in the swamps and rivers,
forests and fields of Maryland and Virginia during the next twelve days, is far too incredible to have been made up." So
begins this story of the pursuit and capture of John Wilkes Booth and gives a day-by-day account of the wild chase to find
this killer and his accomplices. Based on James Swanson's adult book Manhunt: The 12-Day Chase for Lincoln's Killer, this
young people's version is a look at the assassination of a president, and shows readers Abraham Lincoln the man, the
father, the husband, the friend, and how his death impacted those closest to him.
Number of Pages: 194
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545220910
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Chasing Vermeer
Blue Balliett

Scholastic Press (2005)

Summary: 
When strange and seemingly unrelated events start to happen and a precious Vermeer painting disappears, eleven-year-
olds Petra and Calder combine their talents to solve an international art scandal.
Number of Pages: 254
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439799270
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Chihuawolf
A Tail of Mystery and Horror
Charlee Ganny

Scholastic (2012)

Summary: 



Tired of being a member of the smallest dog breed and hoping to impress a silky Afghan hound, Paco the chihuahua
decides to transform himself into a werewolf.
Genre: Dogs
Number of Pages: 136
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545492553
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Chihuawolf
A Tail of Mystery and Horror
Charlee Ganny

Scholastic (2012)

Summary: 
Tired of being a member of the smallest dog breed and hoping to impress a silky Afghan hound, Paco the chihuahua
decides to transform himself into a werewolf.
Genre: Dogs
Number of Pages: 136
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545492553
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Chinese Cinderella and the Secret Dragon Society
Adeline Yen Mah

Harper Collins (November 21, 2006)

Summary: 
The future belongs to you. Should anyone insult you, tell yourself this: I am a child of destiny who will unite East and West
and change the world. After enduring abuse at the hands of her cruel stepmother, Chinese Cinderella (CC) seeks refuge at
a martial-arts school and joins a secret dragon society. Under the guidance of Grandma Wu, CC is introduced to the exciting
world of espionage as a part of the Chinese Resistance movement. And when CC and her new comrades take on a daring
mission to rescue a crew of WWII American airmen, they prove that true bravery knows no age barrier.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780060567361
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Circle of Gold
Candy Dawson Boyd

Scholastic (1984)

Summary: 
After the death of Mattie's father, her mother seems to take out her frustrations on Mattie. But Mattie devises a plan to bring
her family back together again. Coretta Scott King Award Honor Book; Notable Children's Trade Book in the Field of Social
Studies.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 134
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590432665
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

City of the rats
Emily Rodda

Scholastic Inc. (2001)

Genre: Quests (Expeditions)
Number of Pages: 132
ISBN: 9780439253253
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

City of the Rats (Deltora Quest #3)
Emily Rodda

Scholastic Inc. (October 1, 2012)

Summary: 
The international bestselling series returns for a new generation with a fresh look and bonus content from the legends of
Deltora. Lief, Barda, and Jasmine--three companions with nothing in common but their hatred of the enemy--are on a
perilous quest to recapture the seven lost gems of the magic Belt of Deltora. Only when the Belt is complete can the evil
Shadow Lord be overthrown.They have succeeded in finding the golden topaz and the great ruby. The two gems' mysterious
powers have strengthened them and given them courage to move on in their search for the third stone. But none of them
can know the horrors that await them in the forbidden City of the Rats.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160



Language: English
ISBN: 9780545529563

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Class is Not Dismissed!
Gitty Daneshvari, Carrie Gifford

Scholastic Inc. (June 1, 2010)

Number of Pages: 307
ISBN: 9780545395755
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Claudia and the New Girl
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic (1988)

Summary: 
Ashley Wyeth is the new girl who wears funky clothes, has six holes pierced in her ears, and is the best artist Claudia has
ever met. She persuades Claudia to spend more time on her art instead of baby-sitting, and the club is angry!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 150
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590411264
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Come Home, Jessie
Christine Pullein-Thompson

Willowisp Press (1991)

Summary: Matt knows Jessie has been in trouble before but this time he must rescue her from certain death.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780874065619



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Coraline
Neil Gaiman

HarperCollins (2002)

Genre: Fantasy
Number of Pages: 162
ISBN: 0380977788
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Count Me in
A Novel
Christine McDonnell

Viking Kestrel (1986)

Summary: 
Thirteen-year-old Katie has a difficult time adjusting to her new family situation, especially after her mother and new
stepfather announce that they are expecting a baby.
Genre: Remarriage
Number of Pages: 173
Language: English
ISBN: 9780670804177
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Courage at Indian Deep
Jane Resh Thomas

Clarion Books

Number of Pages: 122
ISBN: 9780395618264
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Crash
Jerry Spinelli

Scholastic, Incorporated (March 2, 2005)

Summary: 
Seventh-grader John "Crash" Coogan has always been comfortable with his tough, aggressive behavior, until his
relationship with an unusual Quaker boy and his grandfather's stroke make him consider the meaning of friendship and the
importance of family.
Genre: Conduct of life
Number of Pages: 162
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439176743
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Crispin
The Cross of Lead
Avi

Scholastic, Incorporated (2002)

Summary: 
Falsely accused of theft and murder, an orphaned peasant boy in fourteenth-century England flees his village and meets a
larger-than-life juggler who holds a dangerous secret.
Genre: Middle Ages
Number of Pages: 262
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439574686
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Cuckoo Child
Dick King-Smith

Tandem Library (October 1, 1999)

Genre: Farm life
ISBN: 0785755241
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Dachshund in Danger (Pet Finders Club #8)
Liss Norton writing as Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic, Inc (2006)

Number of Pages: 156
ISBN: 9780439863100
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Danger After Dark
Ellie McDonald

Annie's Attic/DRG Pub. (2006)

Summary: Two friends investigate a strange light burning in an abandoned mansion.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 118
Language: English
ISBN: 9781596351271
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Danger unlimited
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1993)

Summary: 



From the back of the book:

Flight of fury!

Joe's girlfriend, Vanessa Bender, has introduced the Hardys to an old friend of her family, Brett Cooper. Bret is the pilot and
designer of Brett's Beauty, the high powered piston-engine prop plane set to compete in the upcoming Bayport Unlimited Air
Races. But while he's aiming to break the world speed record, someone else has targeted him for terror!

The' key to the case is the mystery of Brett Cooper himself-his hidden past, his hidden enemies. For Frank and Joe, the
investigation quickly turns into a crash course in danger, as they fly blind into a web of blackmail, sabotage, and murder.
They're about to learn that in a world of daredevil pilots and death-defying stunts, the risks can be sky-high.

=============

From inside the book:

BIRD OF PREY

Joe rolled down the window of the van and gazed up at the plane. Suddenly the landing gear descended from the Mustang.
"Now what?" Joe muttered as the plane's nose dipped.

When the plane swooped down in front of the van, Frank veered to the side of the road and slammed on the brakes. "Get
out!" he shouted.

Joe and Frank ran into the field beside the road and fell to their stomachs. An instant later, the Mustang thundered over the
van The wheels of the plane connected with the roof, and the van tipped over and crashed onto its side.

Joe got up and shook his fist at the airplane. "Come down and fight us face-to-face, you coward!"

"Get down!" Frank yelled, pulling Joe into the grass. The wind from the propeller threw grass and dirt into the air, and the
wheels were so low they almost skidded across Joe's back.

"We're trapped!" Frank shouted. "The van is out of commission and there's nowhere to hide!"
Genre: Mystery and Thrillers
Number of Pages: 155
Language: English
ISBN: 0671794639
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Dangerous waters
An adventure on Titanic
Gregory Mone

Scholastic Inc (2013)

Number of Pages: 223
ISBN: 9780545567497
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Darkness, be My Friend
John Marsden

Scholastic (2006)

Summary: 
The battle continues as five ordinary kids must journey back into the heart of an epic conflict. Five months into World War III,
Ellie and her four remaining friends have barely escaped the Australian town of Wirrawee with their lives and their sanity
intact. But as the next step becomes clear, they realize they must once again sacrifice their hard-won comfort and safety. A
group of soldiers has recruited the kids to guide the way to the Wirrawee air base. What could possibly motivate Ellie and
her friends to return? This risky sabotage mission may be their only hope of rescuing their families, too.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 259
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439858021
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Darwen Arkwright and the Peregrine Pact
A. J. Hartley

Razorbill (August 30, 2012)

Number of Pages: 448
ISBN: 9781595144812
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Dash
Kirby Larson

Scholastic Press (July 5, 2014)

Number of Pages: 243
ISBN: 9780545835428
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

David Copperfield
Charles Dickens

Bantam Books (1981)

Summary: 
A classic tale of an orphan growing up in the 1800's of England. Intimately rooted in the author's own biography and written
as a first-person narrative, "David Copperfield" charts a young man's progress through a difficult childhood in Victorian
England to ultimate success as a novelist, finding true love along the way. Jeremy Tambling's provocative Introduction
reveals subtle themes relevant today in Dickens' favorite work.
Genre: Social life and customs
Number of Pages: 814
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553210514
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Dawn Saves the Planet (The Baby-Sitters Club #57)
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic (September 1, 1992)

Summary: 
The hit series is back, to charm and inspire another generation of baby-sitters!
Dawn thinks studying ecology is so cool. For a science project, she and Stacey are even teaching an ecology class for some
of their baby-sitting charges. It's fun to get kids excited about cleaning up the Earth.
But Dawn isn't through yet. She wants to start a recycling center at SMS. The BSC is all for it, but Dawn needs a lot of help.
And lately she's been so busy lecturing people about being environmentally responsible that no one can stand being around
her. Poor Dawn. She's trying to do a good thing--but she's driving everyone crazy!
The best friends you'll ever have--with classic BSC covers and a letter from Ann M. Martin!
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 151



Language: English

ISBN: 9780590456586
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Day of the Iguana
Henry Winkler, Lin Oliver

Grosset & Dunlap (2003)

Summary: 
Inspired by the true life experiences of Henry Winkler, whose undiagnosed dyslexia made him a classic childhood
underachiever, the Hank Zipzer series is about the high-spirited and funny adventures of a boy with learning differences. It's
science project time in Ms. Adolf's class. This is good news and bad news for Hank-he loves science, but he hates the
report part. So Hank turns to TV to take his mind off things. But when the program directory scrolls by too quickly for Hank to
know what's on, he decides to take apart the cable box to try to slow down the crawl. Great! Now Hank has found the perfect
science project! But what he wasn't counting on was his sister's pet iguana laying eighteen eggs in the disassembled cable
box. How is Hank going to get out of this one? Illustrated by Carol Heyer.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 154
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448432120
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Dear Mr. Henshaw
Beverly Cleary

HarperCollins Publishers (July 1, 1996)

Summary: 
A boy from a broken home begins corresponding with his favorite author. Through his letters to Mr. Henshaw--and later his
journal entries--he grapples with his problems, finds comfort, and begins to recognize his own talent as a writer. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380727988
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Deathgame
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1987)

Summary: 
Frank and Joe sneak into a survival-game camp to find their missing friend, but before they can uncover any clues they are
drugged, tied up and transported to another island where they run for their lives from a madman.
Genre: Camps
Number of Pages: 151
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671626488
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Design Patterns
Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software
Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, John Vlissides

Pearson Education (October 30, 1994)

Summary: 
Capturing a wealth of experience about the design of object-oriented software, four top-notch designers present a catalog of
simple and succinct solutions to commonly occurring design problems. Previously undocumented, these 23 patterns allow
designers to create more flexible, elegant, and ultimately reusable designs without having to rediscover the design solutions
themselves. The authors begin by describing what patterns are and how they can help you design object-oriented software.
They then go on to systematically name, explain, evaluate, and catalog recurring designs in object-oriented systems. With
Design Patterns as your guide, you will learn how these important patterns fit into the software development process, and
how you can leverage them to solve your own design problems most efficiently. Each pattern describes the circumstances in
which it is applicable, when it can be applied in view of other design constraints, and the consequences and trade-offs of
using the pattern within a larger design. All patterns are compiled from real systems and are based on real-world examples.
Each pattern also includes code that demonstrates how it may be implemented in object-oriented programming languages
like C++ or Smalltalk.
Genre: Computers
Number of Pages: 457
Language: English
ISBN: 9780321700698
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Professional



Diary of a Wimpy Kid
Rodrick Rules
Jeff Kinney

Amulet Books (January 1, 2008)

Summary: 
"Boys dont keep diariesor do they?" "The launch of an exciting and innovatively illustrated new series narrated by an
unforgettable kid every family can relate to" Its a new school year, and Greg Heffley finds himself thrust into middle school,
where undersized weaklings share the hallways with kids who are taller, meaner, and already shaving. The hazards of
growing up before youre ready are uniquely revealed through words and drawings as Greg records them in his diary. In
book one of this debut series, Greg is happy to have Rowley, his sidekick, along for the ride. But when Rowleys star starts to
rise, Greg tries to use his best friends newfound popularity to his own advantage, kicking off a chain of events that will test
their friendship in hilarious fashion. Author/illustrator Jeff Kinney recalls the growing pains of school life and introduces a
new kind of hero who epitomizes the challenges of being a kid. As Greg says in his diary, Just dont expect me to be all Dear
Diary this and Dear Diary that. Luckily for us, what Greg Heffley says he wont do and what he actually does are two very
different things. Since its launch in May 2004 on Funbrain.com, the Web version of "Diary of a Wimpy Kid" has been viewed
by 20 million unique online readers. This year, it is averaging 70,000 readers a day.
Genre: New York Times bestseller
Number of Pages: 216
Language: English
ISBN: 9780810995529
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Dingoes at Dinnertime
Mary Pope Osborne

Random House (2000)

Summary: 
Jack and Annie are ready for their next fantasy adventure in the bestselling middle-grade series—the Magic Tree House!
Wildfire! That's what Jack and Annie are up against when they are whisked away to the land of Australia. And they're not
alone! Jack and Annie must help a baby kangaroo and a koala escape from a fire-filled forest. Will they be able to rescue
the animals in time? Visit the Magic Tree House website! MagicTreeHouse.com
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 71
Language: English
ISBN: 9780679890669
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Dinosaurs Before Dark
Mary Pope Osborne

Random House (1992)

Summary: 
"With an entertaining blend of fact, farce, and fantasy, Osborne tells the story of Jack and his sister, Annie, who take a trip in
a magic tree house and land in a time 65 million years ago. They find dinosaurs and volcanoes and adventure. Veteran
storyteller Osborne builds the power of reading into the story: it's the books in the tree house that give the kids the magic to
travel and see far, far away."--Booklist.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 68
Language: English
ISBN: 9780679824114
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Disney High School Musical: Poetry in Motion - #3
Stories from East High
Alice Alfonsi

Disney Press (May 22, 2007)

Summary: 
Everyone at East High is freaking out. In one week, every student in Ms. Barrington’s English class must recite an original
poem in front of a special school assembly. Chad, Jason, and Zeke are afraid they’ll be laughingstocks, but Troy is
determined to help his friends succeed. Enlisting Gabriella’s help, Troy helps his basketball buddies understand that there’s
more than one way to bust a rhyme!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423106135
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Dog at the Door
Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic Inc. (2002)

Summary: 



With sales of more than 3 million books, this newest Animal Ark title will provide cozy reading for young animal lovers. One
night, Mandy finds a distressed golden retriever tied up outside Animal Ark -- with no sign of her owner. The dog is expecting
puppies, and it doesn't look like there's long to wait! Who would abandon a mother-to-be? Mandy can't believe anyone could
be so cruel. Can she find the dog's owner before the puppies arrive?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 145
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439343862
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Amber
Date Loaned: September 21, 2021
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Dog Called Kitty
Bill Wallace

Simon and Schuster (April 1, 1992)

Summary: 
The puppy was small and fuzzy, with a friendly, wagging tail -- and Ricky was afraid of him! No wonder, since he was
attacked by a dog when he was just a baby. So when a stray puppy comes sniffling around the farm, Ricky tells it to get lost.
But the puppy keeps trying to play with Ricky. And every time Ricky's Mom feeds the cats, the little dog comes running. The
cats aren't sharing their food, however, and the poor pup is slowly starving. If Ricky doesn't overcome his fear, the little
puppy may die -- but if he lets himself get close enough to feed it, he may find the best friend he's ever had! Winner of the
Texas Bluebonnet, the Oklahoma Sequoyah and the Nebraska Golden Sower Awards.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671770815
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Dog Called Kitty
Bill Wallace

Simon and Schuster (April 1, 1992)

Summary: 
The puppy was small and fuzzy, with a friendly, wagging tail -- and Ricky was afraid of him! No wonder, since he was
attacked by a dog when he was just a baby. So when a stray puppy comes sniffling around the farm, Ricky tells it to get lost.
But the puppy keeps trying to play with Ricky. And every time Ricky's Mom feeds the cats, the little dog comes running. The
cats aren't sharing their food, however, and the poor pup is slowly starving. If Ricky doesn't overcome his fear, the little
puppy may die -- but if he lets himself get close enough to feed it, he may find the best friend he's ever had! Winner of the
Texas Bluebonnet, the Oklahoma Sequoyah and the Nebraska Golden Sower Awards.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671770815



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Dog heroes
tales of dramatic rescues, courageous journeys, and true-blue friendships
Karl Meyer

Storey Pub. (2008)

Genre: Rescue dogs
Number of Pages: 64
ISBN: 9781603421379
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Dogs Don't Tell Jokes
Louis Sachar

Scholastic (2000)

Summary: 
Twelve-year-old Gary, known as Goon because of his constant clowning and joke-telling, tries to change his image and
make new friends at school.
Number of Pages: 209
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439166232
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Dolphins at Daybreak
Mary Pope Osborne

Scholastic (1997)

Summary: 
Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie deep into the sea, where they meet up with dolphins, sharks, and octopi as
they search for the answer to an ancient riddle.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 67
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590706353
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: June 30, 2020

Double Play
Baseball Genius 2
Tim Green, Derek Jeter

Aladdin (March 6, 2018)

Summary: 
Jalen DeLuca and his hero New York Yankee James “JY” Yager must team up to prove themselves in this sequel to Tim
Green and Derek Jeter’s New York Times bestselling novel, Baseball Genius.Jalen DeLuca loves baseball. He’s playing for
his summer travel team and trying to win a regular spot in the rotation. But Jalen’s got more than talent on the field. He’s a
baseball genius who can analyze and predict almost exactly what any pitcher is going to do with his next pitch. He can’t
quite explain how he knows, he just does. His unique ability helped him save the career of New York Yankee star baseman
James “JY” Yager, and now Jalen figures he’ll be almost part of the team. Or will he? After a power struggle with the
Yankees GM and a failed negotiation with Cat, JY strikes out on his own to show he can still hit in the majors without Jalen’s
help. Disappointed, but focused on his own baseball career, Jalen tries to carve out his own spot with the Rockton Rockets.
When things go wrong for both of them, JY works out a deal with Cat, bringing the pair together again. With JY’s help, Jalen
and Daniel are able to join a travel team from a nearby rival town who will face off against the Rockets in the championship
game of an elite tournament in Boston. With the pressure mounting for JY to perform at the Green Monster and Jalen intent
on paying back his former team, they’ll have to pull off the ultimate double play if they’re both going to succeed.
Genre: Sports fiction
Number of Pages: 352
Language: English
ISBN: 9781534406681
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Double play at short
Matt Christopher

Little, Brown (1995)

Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 139
ISBN: 9780316142014
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Dragonwings
Golden Mountain Chronicles: 1903
Laurence Yep

Harper Collins (April 6, 1977)

Summary: 
Will Windrider take to the skies?Moon shadow is eight years old when he sails from China to join his father, Windrider, in
America. Windrider lives in San Francisco and makes his living doing laundry. Father and son have never met.But Moon
Shadow grows to love and respect his father and to believe in his wonderful dream. And Windrider, with Moon Shadow's
help is willing to endure the mockery of the other Chinese, the poverty, the separation from his wife and country'even the
great earthquake'to make his dream come true.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 336
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400855
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: May 16, 2022

Drowned Wednesday
Garth Nix

Scholastic (March 1, 2006)

Summary: 
The third spellbinding book in bestselling author Garth Nix's magical Keys to the Kingdom series. Everyone is after Arthur
Penhaligon. Strange pirates. Shadowy creatures. And Drowned Wednesday, whose gluttony threatens both her world and
Arthur's. With his unlimited imagination and thrilling storytelling, Garth Nix has created a character and a world that become
even more compelling with each book. As Arthur gets closer to the heart of his quest, the suspense and mystery grow more
and more intense . . .
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 389
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439436564
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Edge Chronicles 1
Beyond the Deepwoods (Edge Chronicles, The)
Chris Riddell

Yearling (May 13, 2008)



Summary: 
THE TWIG TRILOGY, Book IWhen thirteen-year-old Twig discovers that he was abandoned at birth by an unknown outsider,
he leaves his woodtroll family behind and sets off on a journey through and beyond the dangerous Deepwoods. As he
makes his way through a nightmarish world of goblins and trogs, bloodthirsty beasts and flesh-eating trees, only two things
keep Twig going: the mystery of his identity and the promise of a heroic destiny. . . .
Genre: Fantasy
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440420873
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Ella Enchanted
Gail Carson Levine

Scholastic (1997)

Summary: 
In this novel based on the story of Cinderella, Ella struggles against the childhood curse that forces her to obey any order
given to her.
Genre: Fantasy
Number of Pages: 232
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590646086
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Encyclopedia Brown and the Case of Pablos Nose
Donald J. Sobol

Random House Children's Books (May 4, 2011)

Summary: 
Encyclopedia Brown, the secret weapon in Idaville's war on crime, is back--with 10 all-new mysteries to solve. Bugs Meany
and his tricky Tigers are back, too. And Wilford Wiggins, lazy as a bedpost, is still dreaming up ways to part little kids from
their allowances. But with the help of Sally Kimball, the prettiest (and the toughest) girl in the fifth grade, Encyclopedia can
solve any case. From Pablo's missing nose to racing reptiles that become snake snacks, the answers to all the cases are in
the back of the book--but can you solve them on your own first?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 80
Language: English
ISBN: 9780307781994
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Encyclopedia Brown and the Case of the Mysterious
Handprints
Donald J. Sobol

Harper Collins (September 16, 1985)

Summary: 
Who hid the blond wig in the trash can near the Yacht Club...why does Tyrone Taylor have a black eye...and what about the
mysterious handprints outside Mr. Heiden's cottage?Who knows? Encyclopedia Brown, of course! America's Sherlock
Holmes in sneakers is back, with ten brand-new solve-it-yourself mysteries to challenge and amaze his fans. You can match
wits with the ten-year-old super-sleuth as he and his partner, Sally Kimball, track down clues and make some startling
discoveries as they work to keep Idaville in order. There are puzzling problems of missing property, sabotaged races, a
frame-up involving the boy wonder himself, and even a case of unrequited love. And if you get stuck, you can turn to the
back of the book to see how Encyclopedia solved the mystery. But don't peek until you're stumped!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780688046262
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Encyclopedia Brown Carries on
Carries on
Donald J. Sobol

Scholastic (1982)

Summary: 
Ten-year-old Encyclopedia Brown, America's Sherlock Holmes in sneakers, solves a series of brain-teasing mysteries
plaguing his hometown of Idaville.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 80
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590445757
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Encyclopedia Brown sets the pace
Donald J. Sobol

Scholastic (1982)

Summary: 



A stolen painting and a troubled bubblegum-blowing contest. Whenever there's a mystery to be solved, Encyclopedia Brown
gets going. Idaville's favorite sleuth in sneakers is back with ten new cases to crack.
Genre: Encyclopedia Brown (Fictitious character)
Number of Pages: 89
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590445771
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Encyclopedia Brown Takes the Cake!
Donald J. Sobol, Glenn Andrews

Scholastic (1983)

Summary: 
Solve Encyclopedia's mysteries and then try his favorite recipes. With an updated cover look! Match wits with Encyclopedia
Brown and see if you can solve these mysteries before he does, in this exciting compilation featuring Encyclopedia's favorite
recipes that you can make at home! - Figure out if Willford's painting of the Liberty Bell is a fake, then celebrate with red,
white, and blue shortcake. - Prove that Bugs stole Tim Gomez's pinata, then make a Mexican fiesta. - Solve the Case of the
Secret Recipe, then serve up some Idaville Apple Pie.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 121
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590445764
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Encyclopedia Brown Takes the Cake!
Donald J. Sobol, Glenn Andrews

Scholastic (1983)

Summary: 
Solve Encyclopedia's mysteries and then try his favorite recipes. With an updated cover look! Match wits with Encyclopedia
Brown and see if you can solve these mysteries before he does, in this exciting compilation featuring Encyclopedia's favorite
recipes that you can make at home! - Figure out if Willford's painting of the Liberty Bell is a fake, then celebrate with red,
white, and blue shortcake. - Prove that Bugs stole Tim Gomez's pinata, then make a Mexican fiesta. - Solve the Case of the
Secret Recipe, then serve up some Idaville Apple Pie.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 121
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590445764
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



ENEMY MATCH (NANCY DREW 73)
Carolyn Keene

Aladdin (December 2, 1987)

Number of Pages: 177
ISBN: 0671642839
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Everest
Gordon Korman

Scholastic (2002)

Genre: Mountaineering expeditions
Number of Pages: 137
ISBN: 0439401399
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Extreme Sports Almanac
Dan Koeppel

Roxbury Park/Lowell House Juvenile (1998)

Summary: 
What do snowboarding, skateboarding, in-line skating, and mountain biking have in common? They're all considered
"extreme sports", the explosive new trend in recreational and competitive athletics. Now, with the Extreme Sports Almanac,
midgraders can learn everything about these sports, including information ranging from extreme sports superstars to
competitions and equipment.
Genre: Sports & Recreation
Number of Pages: 127
Language: English
ISBN: 9780737300321
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Face Off
L. E. Blair

Western Publishing Company (April 1, 1993)

Summary: 
Katie decides to quit the flag squad and try out for the boys' ice hockey team and every one seems to disapprove, even
Scottie, the gorgeous captain of the hockey team.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780307220028
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Fahrenheit 451
A Novel
Ray Bradbury

Simon and Schuster (January 10, 2012)

Summary: 
Ray Bradbury's internationally acclaimed novel Fahrenheit 451 is a masterwork of twentieth-century literature set in a bleak,
dystopian future.Guy Montag is a fireman. In his world, where television rules and literature is on the brink of extinction,
firemen start fires rather than put them out. His job is to destroy the most illegal of commodities, the printed book, along with
the houses in which they are hidden.Montag never questions the destruction and ruin his actions produce, returning each
day to his bland life and wife, Mildred, who spends all day with her television “family.” But then he meets an eccentric young
neighbor, Clarisse, who introduces him to a past where people didn't live in fear and to a present where one sees the world
through the ideas in books instead of the mindless chatter of television.When Mildred attempts suicide and Clarisse
suddenly disappears, Montag begins to question everything he has ever known. He starts hiding books in his home, and
when his pilfering is discovered, the fireman has to run for his life.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 159
Language: English
ISBN: 9781451673319
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Farmer Boy
Laura Ingalls Wilder

HarperCollins (January 7, 1994)

Summary: 
While Laura Ingalls grows up in a little house on the western prairie, Almanzo Wilder is living on a big farm in New York
State. Here Almanzo and his brother and sisters help with the summer planting and fall harvest. In winter there is wood to be
chopped and great slabs of ice to be cut from the river and stored. Time for fun comes when the jolly tin peddler visits, or
best of all, when the fair comes to town. This is Laura Ingalls Wilder's beloved story of how her husband Almanzo grew up
as a farmer boy far from the little house where Laura lived.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 384
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400039
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Fate of the Gods
Matthew J. Kirby

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
Isaiah, a rogue Templar agent, has discovered both the faith prong and the fear prong of the powerful Trident of Eden relic.
Should he possess the devotion prong, there is little that can stop him from destroying the world. Owen and his fellow teens
have established an uneasy alliance across Assassin and Templar lines in order to stop Isaiah while they still can. They
discover that it is on Viking battlefields that the secrets of the devotion prong lie. The actions they take will change the world
of Assassin's Creed forever.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 355
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338267020
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Feathers
Jacqueline Woodson

Scholastic (2008)



Summary: 
When a new, white student nicknamed "The Jesus Boy" joins her sixth grade class in the winter of 1971, Frannie's growing
friendship with him makes her start to see some things in a new light.
Genre: Noirs américains
Number of Pages: 118
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545107679
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Feeding Frenzy
Michael P. Spradlin

Scholastic Inc. (2013)

Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 167
ISBN: 9780545622004
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Feeding Frenzy
Michael P. Spradlin

Scholastic Inc. (2013)

Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 167
ISBN: 9780545622004
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Fermat's Enigma
The Epic Quest to Solve the World's Greatest Mathematical Problem
Simon Singh

Paw Prints (April 8, 2009)

Summary: 
A national best-seller traces the quest of scientists around the world to solve the theorem devised by seventeenth-century
French mathematician Pierre de Fermat, a story of extraordinary human emotion, ambition, and desperation. Reprint.
Genre: Mathematics



Number of Pages: 336
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442006898
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Personal

Fifth Grade Magic
Beatrice Gormley

HarperCollins Publishers (1984)

Summary: 
Portfolio of 181 black-and-white patterns — medieval to Renaissance — from a rare 19th-century portfolio: floor tiles,
mosaics, textile designs, more.
Genre: Schools
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380674398
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Fight for Life (Vet Volunteers #1)
Laurie Halse Anderson

Scholastic (2007)

Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 135
ISBN: 9780545045117
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Fight for Life (Vet Volunteers #1)
Laurie Halse Anderson

Scholastic (2007)

Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 135
ISBN: 9780545045117
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: July 1, 2020

Fish in a Tree
Lynda Mullaly Hunt

Penguin (2015)

Summary: 
"Fans of R.J. Palacio's Wonder will appreciate this feel-good story of friendship and unconventional smarts." --Kirkus
Reviews Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of smart people. Every time she lands in a new school, she is able to hide
her inability to read by creating clever yet disruptive distractions. She is afraid to ask for help; after all, how can you cure
dumb? However, her newest teacher Mr. Daniels sees the bright, creative kid underneath the trouble maker. With his help,
Ally learns not to be so hard on herself and that dyslexia is nothing to be ashamed of. As her confidence grows, Ally feels
free to be herself and the world starts opening up with possibilities. She discovers that there's a lot more to her--and to
everyone--than a label, and that great minds don't always think alike. The author of the beloved One for the Murphys gives
readers an emotionally-charged, uplifting novel that will speak to anyone who's ever thought there was something wrong
with them because they didn't fit in. This paperback edition includes The Sketchbook of Impossible Things and discussion
questions. A New York Times Bestseller! * "Unforgettable and uplifting."--School Library Connection, starred review *
"Offering hope to those who struggle academically and demonstrating that a disability does not equal stupidity, this is as
unique as its heroine."--Booklist, starred review * "Mullaly Hunt again paints a nuanced portrayal of a sensitive, smart girl
struggling with circumstances beyond her control." --School Library Journal, starred review
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 276
Language: English
ISBN: 9780142426425
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Fourth Grade Rats
Jerry Spinelli (Pizza Delivery Man) (Pizza Hut)

Scholastic Inc. (1991)

Summary: 
A fast, fun, friendship read from the Newbery-award winning author of Maniac Magee.

Fourth graders are tough. They aren't afraid of spiders. They say no to their moms. They push first graders off the swings.
And they never, ever cry.
Suds knows that now that he's in fourth grade, he's supposed to be a rat. But whenever he tries to act like one, something
goes wrong. Can Suds's friend Joey teach him to toughen up...or will Suds remain a fourth grade wimp?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 84
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590442442
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020



Fourth Grade Rats
Jerry Spinelli (Pizza Delivery Man) (Pizza Hut)

Scholastic Inc. (1991)

Summary: 
A fast, fun, friendship read from the Newbery-award winning author of Maniac Magee.

Fourth graders are tough. They aren't afraid of spiders. They say no to their moms. They push first graders off the swings.
And they never, ever cry.
Suds knows that now that he's in fourth grade, he's supposed to be a rat. But whenever he tries to act like one, something
goes wrong. Can Suds's friend Joey teach him to toughen up...or will Suds remain a fourth grade wimp?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 84
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590442442
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Framed
Frank Cottrell Boyce

Harper Collins (2005)

Summary: 
A few things to know about DylanHe is the only boy in his entire town—so forget about playing soccer.His best friends are
two pet chickens.His family owns the world's only gas station/coffee house—their pies are to die for, but profits are in the
hole.Criminal instincts run in his family—his sister is a mastermind-in-training, and the tax men are after his father for
questioning. And one more small thing about nine-year-old Dylan—the crime of the century has just fallen into his lap.With
the same easy mix of wit, warmth, and wonder that made his debut novel, Millions, an award-winning international
bestseller, Frank Cottrell Boyce tells the story of a boy who reminds an entire town of the power of art.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 306
Language: English
ISBN: 9780060734022
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Frantastic Voyage (Franny K. Stein, Mad Scientist #5)
Jim Benton

Aladdin (April 25, 2006)

Summary: 
Goosebumps and Bill Nye the Science Guy fans, meet Franny!Franny’s faithful Lab assistant, Igor, has swallowed a
doomsday device that is ready to go off at any moment! For a regular scientist, it might seem like there’s only one way to get
the device out—um...make that two ways.But Franny K. Stein is no ordinary scientist, so she concocts her own way to get
the device back and save her friend. With her miniaturization machine, Franny shrinks herself to the size of a pin and goes
on a field trip like no other...through the body of a ticking time-dog! Fasten your seat belts, it’s going to be a bumpy ride!
Genre: Imaginary Voyages
Number of Pages: 103
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416902300
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Free baseball
Sue Corbett

Scholastic Inc. (2008)

Summary: 
Angry with his mother for having too little time for him, eleven-year-old Felix takes advantage of an opportunity to become
bat boy for a minor league baseball team, hoping to someday be like his father, a famous Cuban outfielder. Includes
glossaries of baseball terms and Spanish words and phrases.
Genre: Baseball
Number of Pages: 152
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545078979
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Frindle
Andrew Clements

Atheneum Books for Young Readers (February 1, 1998)

Summary: 



From bestselling and award-winning author Andrew Clements, a quirky, imaginative tale about creative thought and the
power of words that will have readers inventing their own words.Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven
things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information about how
words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a pen has to be called a
pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin innocently enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then other
people in town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick has become a local hero. His teacher wants
Nick to put an end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is
spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick can do to stop it.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689818769
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Frindle
Andrew Clements

Atheneum Books for Young Readers (February 1, 1998)

Summary: 
From bestselling and award-winning author Andrew Clements, a quirky, imaginative tale about creative thought and the
power of words that will have readers inventing their own words.Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven
things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information about how
words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a pen has to be called a
pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin innocently enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then other
people in town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick has become a local hero. His teacher wants
Nick to put an end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is
spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick can do to stop it.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689818769
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
E.L. Konigsburg

Scholastic (2007)

Summary: 



When Claudia decided to run away, she planned very carefully She would be gone just long enough to teach her parents a
lesson in Claudia appreciation. And she would live in comfort-at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. She invited her brother
Jamie to go, too, mostly because he was a miser and would have money The two took up residence in the museum right on
schedule. But once the fun of settling in was over, Claudia had two unexpected problems: She felt just the same, and she
wanted to feel different; and she found a statue at the museum so beautiful she could not go home until she had discovered
its maker, a question that baffled even the experts. The former owner of the statue was Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler And
without her help Claudia might never have found a way to go home.
Number of Pages: 162
Language: English

ISBN: 9780545041737
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Fudge-a-mania
Judy Blume

Dutton Children's Books (1990)

Number of Pages: 147
ISBN: 9780439656184
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Fudge-a-Mania
Judy Blume

Pan Macmillan (May 29, 2014)

Summary: 
Fudge is five – and he's driving his older brother, Peter, mad, as usual! Going on holiday with Fudge – and baby Tootsie,
Turtle the dog and Uncle Feather the bird – means disasters every day. Even worse for Peter, disgusting Sheila Tubman is
staying in the same house. Will it be Peter's nightmare holiday? One thing's for sure – it's going to be fudge-a-mania all the
way!Fudge-a-Mania is the fourth book in the hilariously funny Fudge series from the bestselling author and household name
Judy Blume, featuring cover art from picture book star, Emily Gravett.Start at the beginning with Tales of Fourth Grade
Nothing or continue the chaos with Double Fudge.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9781447280415
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Gamer Army
Trent Reedy

Arthur A. Levine Books (2018)

Summary: 
Even though he is only twelve, Rogan Weber is an obsessed gamer, whose motto, ego sum maximus, declares his
confidence in his own abilities, and whose parents are also deeply involved in ultra high tech (a little too deeply sometimes);
naturally he is thrilled to receive an invitation to join a tech giant's virtual reality TV gaming contest--but as the games
become more and more intense and dangerous, he and his fellow gamers realize that something sinister is behind this
particular game.
Genre: Conspiracies
Number of Pages: 325
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338328448
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

George's marvelous medicine
Roald Dahl

Scholastic (1998)

Summary: 
George is alone in the house with Grandma. The most horrid, grizzly old grunion of a grandma ever. She needs something
stronger than her usual medicine to cure her grouchiness. A special grandma medicine, a remedy for everything. And
George knows just what to put into it. Grandma's in for the surprise of her life--and so is George, when he sees the results of
his mixture.
Genre: Roald Dahl
Number of Pages: 88
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590032742
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Ghost Camp
R. L. Stine

Scholastic, Incorporated (August 1, 2003)

Summary: 



Harry and his brother Alex are finding their summer camp very odd. Everything is weird, including the other campers, who
seem determined to scare them witless. The jokes get scarier and scarier, but they are meant to be jokes, aren't they?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439568319
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Ghost in the Mirror
R. L. Stine

Scholastic (2000)

Summary: 
There's something eerie about Jason's new mirror. It's almost as if a force were pulling him into his own reflection and into a
cold, dark world he may never leave again. This series has been recently entered into the "Guiness Book of World Records"
as the biggest-selling children's book series ever.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 110
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439135351
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Girl in Blue
Ann Rinaldi

Scholastic, Incorporated (December 1, 2001)

Summary: 
To escape an abusive father and an arranged marriage, fourteen-year-old Sarah, dressed as a boy, leaves her Michigan
home to enlist in the Union Army, and becomes a soldier on the battlefields of Virginia as well as a Union spy working in the
house of Confederate sympathizer Rose O'Neal Greenhow in Washington, D.C.
Number of Pages: 310
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439073370
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Goosebumps
R. L. Stine

Scholastic, Incorporated (1992)

Summary: 
Gabe just got lost-- in a pyramid. One minute, his crazy cousin Sari was right ahead of him in the pyramid tunnel. The next
minute, she'd disappeared. But Gabe isn't alone. Someone else is in the pyramid, too. Someone. Or some thing. Gabe
doesn't believe in the curse of the mummy's tomb. But that doesn't mean that the curse isn't real. Does it?
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 132
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590453691
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Grave images
Jenny Goebel

Date Published: 2014
Genre: Magic
Number of Pages: 198
ISBN: 9780545653381
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Great Quicksolve Whodunit Puzzles
Mini-mysteries for You to Solve
Jim Sukach

Sterling Publishing Company (1998)

Summary: 
Dr. Quicksolve and his son Junior and solve some dastardly crimes! Interview suspects, evaluate their stories, examine
crime scenes, and note strange details. Be on the alert for liars, tricksters, and unlikely alibis. Did Mary Contrary kill her new
husband? Who was stealing cattle from McDonald's farm? By reading these mini-mysteries carefully, paying attention, and
thinking hard, all secrets can be revealed.
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780806984452



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Greenwitch
Susan Cooper

Scholastic (1974)

Summary: 
Jane's invitation to witness the making of the Greenwitch begins a series of sinister events in which she and her two
brothers help the Old Ones recover the grail stolen by the Dark.
Genre: Fantasy
Number of Pages: 147
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590433181
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Guinea Dog
Patrick Jennings

Scholastic (2010)

Summary: 
When his mother brings home a guinea pig instead of the dog he has always wanted, fifth-grader Rufus is not happy--until
the rodent starts acting exactly like a dog.
Genre: Guinea pigs
Number of Pages: 183
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545286725
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 26, 2021

Guts
Raina Telgemeier

Scholastic (2019)

Summary: 



A true story from Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York Times bestselling, multiple Eisner Award-winning author of Smile,
Sisters, Drama, and Ghosts! Raina wakes up one night with a terrible upset stomach. Her mom has one, too, so it's probably
just a bug. Raina eventually returns to school, where she's dealing with the usual highs and lows: friends, not-friends, and
classmates who think the school year is just one long gross-out session. It soon becomes clear that Raina's tummy trouble
isn't going away... and it coincides with her worries about food, school, and changing friendships. What's going on? Raina
Telgemeier once again brings us a thoughtful, charming, and funny true story about growing up and gathering the courage to
face -- and conquer -- her fears.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 211
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545852500
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Guy Time
Sarah Weeks

Scholastic Incorporated (2000)

Summary: 
A humorous account of thirteen-year-old Guy's dealing with the separation, and possible divorce, of his eccentric parents
and with his own new-found interest in girls.
Genre: Divorce
Number of Pages: 165
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439322980
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hair in the Air
Gary Hogg

Scholastic (1997)

Summary: Spencer opened the door and reached into the hot machine. "Hairy, hairy, where are you?" called Spencer.
Genre: Children: Grades 1-2
Number of Pages: 60
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590939379
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Half-Moon Investigations
Eoin Colfer

Hyperion/Miramax Kid (July 1, 2006)

Summary: 
Fletcher Moon has trained on the Internet and been certified as the world's youngest detective. Then a classmate hires him
to solve a crime and his investigation leads to the town's worst crime family, the Sharkeys. While working on the case,
Fletcher is himself framed for a crime and he must go on the run with an unlikely ally to find the true criminal.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 304
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423105091
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Happy Birthday, Samantha!
A Springtime Story
Valerie Tripp

Pleasant Company (2000)

Summary: 
When Samantha's tenth birthday party is spoiled by the boy next door, Aunt Cornelia and her young twin sisters try to ease
Samantha's disappointment by inviting her and Grandmary to visit them in New York City.
Genre: Suffrage
Number of Pages: 62
Language: English
ISBN: 9780937295359
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hardy Boys # 18
Killing in the market
Franklin Dixon

Archway (1988)

Number of Pages: 150
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671646813
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Harry Potter
The Complete Series
J. K. Rowling

Scholastic Press (October 1, 1999)

Summary: 
Collects the complete series that relates the adventures of young Harry Potter, who attends Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry, where he and others of his kind learn their craft.
Genre: Fantasy fiction
Number of Pages: 435
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439136358
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
J. K. Rowling

Arthur A. Levine Books (2003)

Summary: 
This book "follows the darkest year yet for our young wizard, who finds himself knocked down a peg or three after the events
of last year. Over the summer, gossip (usually traced back to the magic world's newspaper, the Daily Prophet) has turned
Harry's tragic and heroic encounter with Voldemort at the Triwizard Tournament into an excuse to ridicule and discount the
teenager. Even Professor Dumbledore, headmaster of the school, has come under scrutiny from the Ministry of Magic,
which refuses to officially acknowledge the terrifying truth: that Voldemort is back. Enter a particularly loathsome new
character: the toad-like and simpering ("hem, hem") Dolores Umbridge, senior undersecretary to the minister of Magic, who
takes over the vacant position of defence against dark arts teacher--and in no time manages to become the high inquisitor of
Hogwarts. Life isn't getting any easier for Harry Potter. With an overwhelming course load as the fifth years prepare for their
examinations, devastating changes in the Gryffindor Quidditch team line-up, vivid dreams about long hallways and closed
doors, and increasing pain in his lightning-shaped scar, Harry's resilience is sorely tested." - product description.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 870
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439358064
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
J. K. Rowling

Scholastic Incorporated (2015)

Summary: 
The beloved first book of the Harry Potter series, now fully illustrated by award-winning artist Jim Kay. For the first time, J.K.
Rowling's beloved Harry Potter books will be presented in lavishly illustrated full-color editions. Kate Greenaway-award-
winning artist Jim Kay has created over 100 stunning illustrations, making this deluxe format a perfect gift as much for a
child being introduced to the series, as for the dedicated fan. Harry Potter has never been the star of a Quidditch team,
scoring points while riding a broom far above the ground. He knows no spells, has never helped to hatch a dragon, and has
never worn a cloak of invisibility. All he knows is a miserable life with the Dursleys, his horrible aunt and uncle, and their
abominable son, Dudley -- a great big swollen spoiled bully. Harry's room is a tiny closet at the foot of the stairs, and he
hasn't had a birthday party in eleven years. But all that is about to change when a mysterious letter arrives by owl
messenger: a letter with an invitation to an incredible place that Harry -- and anyone who reads about him -- will find
unforgettable.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 246
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545790352
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hattie Big Sky
Kirby Larson

Delacorte Press (December 1, 2007)

Summary: 
This Newbery Honor winning, New York Times bestseller celebrates the true spirit of independence on the American frontier.
For most of her life, sixteen-year-old Hattie Brooks has been shuttled from one distant relative to another. Tired of being
Hattie Here-and-There, she summons the courage to leave Iowa and move all by herself to Vida, Montana, to prove up on
her late uncle's homestead claim. Under the big sky, Hattie braves hard weather, hard times, a cantankerous cow, and her
own hopeless hand at the cookstove. Her quest to make a home is championed by new neighbors Perilee Mueller, her
German husband, and their children. For the first time in her life, Hattie feels part of a family, finding the strength to stand up
against Traft Martin's schemes to buy her out and against increasing pressure to be a "loyal" American at a time when
anything--or anyone--German is suspect. Despite daily trials, Hattie continues to work her uncle's claim until an unforeseen
tragedy causes her to search her soul for the real meaning of home. This young pioneer's story is lovingly stitched together
from Kirby Larson's own family history and the sights, sounds, and scents of homesteading life. AN AMERICAN LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS A SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL BEST BOOK A BOOKLIST
EDITORS' CHOICE NAMED TO 13 STATE AWARD LISTS "A marvelous story about courage, loyalty, perseverance, and
the meaning of home." --Newbery Award-Winning Author Karen Cushman
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 305
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440239413
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Hauntings and Heists
Dan Poblocki

Scholastic (2011)

Summary: 
Can you crack the case with six clues or less?Welcome to Moon Hollow, where mystery lurks around every corner--and four
kids have come together to solve crimes and puzzles big and small.Whether they're debunking sea monsters, thwarting
bullies, or revealing who threw out mom's asparagus, Viola, Sylvester, Rosie, and Woodrow will figure out the truth in six
clues or less. And readers are invited to guess alongside them each step of the way.Each book comes with an exclusive
code so that readers can download a FREE copy of the e-book . . . which includes an extra mystery unavailable anywhere
else!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545299800
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Head First Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
A Brain Friendly Guide to OOA&D
Brett McLaughlin, Gary Pollice, David West

O'Reilly Media, Inc. (November 26, 2006)

Summary: 
"Head First Object Oriented Analysis and Design is a refreshing look at subject of OOAD. What sets this book apart is its
focus on learning. The authors have made the content of OOAD accessible, usable for the practitioner." Ivar Jacobson, Ivar
Jacobson Consulting "I just finished reading HF OOA&D and I loved it! The thing I liked most about this book was its focus
on why we do OOA&D-to write great software!" Kyle Brown, Distinguished Engineer, IBM "Hidden behind the funny pictures
and crazy fonts is a serious, intelligent, extremely well-crafted presentation of OO Analysis and Design. As I read the book, I
felt like I was looking over the shoulder of an expert designer who was explaining to me what issues were important at each
step, and why." Edward Sciore, Associate Professor, Computer Science Department, Boston College Tired of reading Object
Oriented Analysis and Design books that only makes sense after you're an expert? You've heard OOA&D can help you write
great software every time-software that makes your boss happy, your customers satisfied and gives you more time to do
what makes you happy. But how? Head First Object-Oriented Analysis & Design shows you how to analyze, design, and
write serious object-oriented software: software that's easy to reuse, maintain, and extend; software that doesn't hurt your
head; software that lets you add new features without breaking the old ones. Inside you will learn how to: Use OO principles
like encapsulation and delegation to build applications that are flexible Apply the Open-Closed Principle (OCP) and the
Single Responsibility Principle (SRP) to promote reuse of your code Leverage the power of design patterns to solve your
problems more efficiently Use UML, use cases, and diagrams to ensure that all stakeholders are communicating clearly to
help you deliver the right software that meets everyone's needs. By exploiting how your brain works, Head First Object-
Oriented Analysis & Design compresses the time it takes to learn and retain complex information. Expect to have fun,
expect to learn, expect to be writing great software consistently by the time you're finished reading this!
Genre: Computers
Number of Pages: 600
Language: English
ISBN: 9780596008673
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Professional



Heads, You Lose!
R. L. Stine

Scholastic Inc. (2010)

Summary: 
Jessica Bowen and Ryan Chang bring home a two-headed "joke" coin from the HorrorLand souvenir shop. A simple coin
toss transports them to a world of terror. They find themselves back in time, being chased by guards who accuse them of
beheading the prince. Unless they can avenge him and reunite him with his head, their own heads will be on the chopping
block!Start the summer the Goosebumps way, with the third book in the newest seven-book HorrorLand arc. Every book
begins in the HorrorLand Gift Shop, owned by Jonathan Chiller, who invites unsuspecting kids to "take a little horror home!"
Little do they know what terrors await them!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 136
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545161961
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Help! I'm Trapped in an Alien's Body
Todd Strasser

Scholastic (1998)

Summary: 
Jake Sherman has switched bodies - again. And this time with an alien. A funny-looking alien. From a planet where aliens sit
around and watching TV and eating junk food all day long. Sounds good to Jake but the alien has run off with Jake's body.
Does Jake really want to be a couch potato...forever?
Genre: Human-alien encounters
Number of Pages: 137
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590762717
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Henry Reed, Inc
Keith Robertson

Penguin (1989)



Summary: 
Henry Reed has arrived in Grover's Corner--and the town will never be the same. While spending the summer with his aunt
and uncle, Henry comes up with a sure-fire money-making project: Henry Reed, Inc., Research. Henry's neighbor, Midge
Glass, has an even more sure-fire hit: Reed and Glass, Inc. Now with Henry's ingenious mind and Midge's practical
reasoning, Reed and Class Inc. turns into a huge success--while creating more bewildering and outrageous schemes than
the townfold could have imagined.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 239
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140341447
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Henry Reed's Baby-Sitting Service
Keith Robertson

Puffin Books (1989)

Summary: 
Henry Reed has another sure-fire money-making plan--but the kids of Grover's Corner have plans of their own An intelligent
person like Henry should have no problem riding herd on the town's toddlers. But Henry's never tangled with such monsters
as daredevil Danny, whose stunts keep Henry on his toes--when he's not ducking the toys Danny hurls at his head. There's
also Bernice, the amazing disappearing five-year old, the always obnoxious Sebastians, who want in on the fun, and
Henry's old friend Midge, able to outwit any fiendish five-year-old.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 204
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140341461
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hidden figures
the untold true story of four African-American women who helped launch our
nation into space
Margot Lee Shetterly

Harper, An Imprint of HarperCollins Publishers (2016)

Summary: 
New York Times bestselling author Margot Lee Shetterly's book is now available in a new edition perfect for young readers.
This is the amazing true story of four African-American female mathematicians at NASA who helped achieve some of the
greatest moments in our space program. Soon to be a major motion picture starring Taraji P. Henson, Octavia Spencer,
Janelle Monae, Kirsten Dunst, and Kevin Costner.Before John Glenn orbited the earth, or Neil Armstrong walked on the
moon, a group of dedicated female mathematicians known as "human computers" used pencils, slide rules, and adding
machines to calculate the numbers that would launch rockets, and astronauts, into space. This book brings to life the stories
of Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson, and Christine Darden, four African-American women who lived
through the civil rights era, the Space Race, the Cold War, and the movement for gender equality, and whose work forever
changed the face of NASA and the country.
Genre: Officials and employees
Number of Pages: 231



Language: English
ISBN: 9780062662378
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Holes
Louis Sachar

Farrar, Straus and Giroux (2000)

Summary: 
Winner of the Newbery Medal and the National Book Award! This #1 New York Times bestseller is a modern classic that will
remind readers that adventure is right around the corner--or just under your feet! Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse
that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed generations of
Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys' detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build
character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp
Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn't take long for Stanley to realize there's more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for something. But
what could be buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of
crime and punishment--and redemption. Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as
well as an excerpt from the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." --The New York
Times WINNER OF THE BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD A NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW NOTABLE
CHILDREN'S BOOK SELECTED FOR NUMEROUS BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR AND ALA HONORS
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 233
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440414803
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Holes
Louis Sachar

Scholastic (2000)

Summary: 
As further evidence of his family's bad fortune which they attribute to a curse on a distant relative, Stanley Yelnats is sent to
a hellish correctional camp in the Texas desert where he finds his first real friend, a treasure, and a new sense of himself.
Genre: Newbery Medal
Number of Pages: 233
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439253222
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Holy Enchilada!
Henry Winkler, Lin Oliver

Grosset & Dunlap (2004)

Summary: 
PS 87 is having multicultural week, and Ms. Adolf's class is putting on a "Foods from Around the World" luncheon. Hank is
thrilled&150no reading, no outlining, and no review questions, just cooking! Hank makes enchiladas, and at the luncheon,
Ms. Adolf piles her plate with lots of food. But after a few bites, her face turns bright red&150one of the dishes is super-
spicy! Ms. Adolf accuses someone of playing a mean practical joke, and punishes the entire class with no recess until the
guilty party comes forward. Hank realizes his trouble with numbers might have caused the problem&150what if he
accidentally used three cups of peppers instead of 1/3 cup? Will Hank be able to get recess back for everyone without
getting detention for the rest of his life?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 158
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448433530
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hoofbeats of Danger
Holly Hughes

Pleasant Company Publications (1999)

Summary: 
These suspenseful stories will leave readers on the edge of their seats! Each spine-tingling tale features a brave, clever girl
solving an intriguing mystery at an important time in America's past.Life at a Pony Express station in 1860 is filled with
danger -- especially after someone poisons Annie's beloved pony.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 130
Language: English
ISBN: 9781562477585
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hook
Geary Gravel, Jim V. Hart, Malia Scotch Marmo

Fawcett Columbine (1991)



Summary: 
What if Peter Pan grew up? It seems unthinkable, even impossible, but it's true! And what if Peter's own children
disappeared from their nursery one night . . . leaving nothing behind but a mysterious note, signed by none other than the
villainous Captain Hook! So begins the incredible adventure of Peter's adult life in this adaptation of Steven Spielberg's new
motion picture.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 111
Language: English
ISBN: 9780449907085
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hostages of Hate
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1987)

Summary: 
When Frank tries out for the basketball team, it's Joe's job to videotape the tryouts for the coach. But somebody takes the
tape and steals the whole show! So what's Frank and Joe's game plan? First, send out a dog to sniff for clues. Second, put
a gob of green goop in Chet's hair. Then eat lots of pizza. Dogs? Goop? Pizza? Sometimes detective work is even better
than basketball.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 149
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671630812
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hound at the Hospital
Ben M. Baglio, Ann Baum

Scholastic, Incorporated (June 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Mandy and James have been invited to spend a week at the SPCA hospital. They can't wait to see SPCA inspector Danny
Davies in action -- along with his beagle, Sasha.But during their first day out on patrol with Danny, Sasha is critically injured.
Now it's Danny's own dog that needs to be saved.
Number of Pages: 133
Language: English
ISBN: 9780756976187
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020



How to Eat Fried Worms
Thomas Rockwell

Yearling (1988)

Summary: 
Fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, The Worst Class Trip Ever, and the Tapper Twins series "will revolt and delight" in How to Eat
Fried Worms (Booklist). People are always daring Billy to do zany things. But Billy may have bitten off more than he can
chew when he takes his friend Alan's bet that Billy can't eat fifteen worms in fifteen days. If Billy wins, Alan has to fork over
fifty dollars. Billy wants the money to buy a used minibike, so he's ready to dig in. He sets up mustard and ketchup, salt and
pepper, and sugar and lemon to disguise the disgusting taste. Good news for Billy--once he gets going, he finds himself
actually getting hooked on those juicy worms. Bad news for Billy--Alan is busy cooking up schemes to make Billy worm out
of the bet. Will Billy keep up his wormy work for fifteen days? No cheating! Keep eating! Worm by worm by worm... Praise
for How to Eat Fried Worms: [STAR] "The clear writing, clever illustrations, and revolting subject matter are sure to make a
hit."--School Library Journal, Starred Review "A hilarious story that will revolt and delight....Colorful, original writing in a
much-needed comic vein."--Booklist "Rockwell's sensibilities (if that's the word) are so uncannily close to those of the
average ten-year-old boy that one begins to admire Billy as a really sharp operator."--Kirkus Reviews
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 115
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440445456
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Hugh Pine
Janwillem Van de Wetering

Beach Tree Books (1992)

Summary: 
An irascible and independent porcupine, Hugh Pine decides to avoid the Great Calamity of being flattened under passing
cars by emulating humans and learns to walk upright wearing a red, floppy hat.
Genre: Porcupines
Number of Pages: 82
Language: English
ISBN: 9780688117993
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Hunting the Hunter
Gordon Korman

Scholastic (2006)

Summary: 
Aiden and Meg Falconer find and confront the man who could free their parents in this thrilling conclusion to the first ON
THE RUN series. Aiden and Meg Falconer have been all across country, looking for the man who framed their parents and
sent them off to life in prison. Now they've found him -- and need to trap him before he gets away again. But it isn't going to
be easy. Hairless Joe is a professional killer ... and he's not about to let two kids stand in the way of his freedom. It's the
ultimate showdown -- and only one side can win.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 151
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439651417
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Husky in a Hut
Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic (March 1, 2005)

Summary: 
An adventurous series sure to win the hearts of animal lovers everywhere! While staying on Baffin Island, Mandy and her
parents enjoy the thrill of a dogsled ride. But the trip is plunged into disaster when wolves attack one of the Husky teams.
The lead dog, Nanook, is badly injured. Mandy helps move her to a secluded hut, but can she get the rescue party to
Nanook in time?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 131
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439448949
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Elianna
Date Loaned: September 21, 2021
Date Added: June 30, 2020



I Survived the American Revolution, 1776
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic Incorporated (August 29, 2017)

Summary: 
British soldiers were everywhere. There was no escape. Nathaniel Fox never imagined he'd find himself in the middle of a
blood-soaked battlefield, fighting for his life. He was only eleven years old! He'd barely paid attention to the troubles
between America and England. How could he, while being worked to the bone by his cruel uncle, Uriah Storch? But when
his uncle's rage forces him to flee the only home he knows, Nate is suddenly propelled toward a thrilling and dangerous
journey into the heart of the Revolutionary War. He finds himself in New York City on the brink of what will be the biggest
battle yet.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545919739
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

I Survived the American Revolution, 1776
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic Incorporated (August 29, 2017)

Summary: 
British soldiers were everywhere. There was no escape. Nathaniel Fox never imagined he'd find himself in the middle of a
blood-soaked battlefield, fighting for his life. He was only eleven years old! He'd barely paid attention to the troubles
between America and England. How could he, while being worked to the bone by his cruel uncle, Uriah Storch? But when
his uncle's rage forces him to flee the only home he knows, Nate is suddenly propelled toward a thrilling and dangerous
journey into the heart of the Revolutionary War. He finds himself in New York City on the brink of what will be the biggest
battle yet.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545919739
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Jace
Date Loaned: August 17, 2022
Date Added: August 17, 2022



I Survived the American Revolution, 1776
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic Incorporated (August 29, 2017)

Summary: 
British soldiers were everywhere. There was no escape. Nathaniel Fox never imagined he'd find himself in the middle of a
blood-soaked battlefield, fighting for his life. He was only eleven years old! He'd barely paid attention to the troubles
between America and England. How could he, while being worked to the bone by his cruel uncle, Uriah Storch? But when
his uncle's rage forces him to flee the only home he knows, Nate is suddenly propelled toward a thrilling and dangerous
journey into the heart of the Revolutionary War. He finds himself in New York City on the brink of what will be the biggest
battle yet.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545919739
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Jace
Date Loaned: August 18, 2022
Date Added: August 18, 2022

I Survived the Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic, Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
New York Times bestselling author Lauren Tarshis tackles the historic grizzly bear attacks in Glacier National Park in this
latest installment of the groundbreaking I Survived series.No grizzly has ever killed a human in Glacier before . . . until
tonight. Eleven-year-old Melody Vega and her family come to Glacier National Park every year, and it's always been a place
where she can forget her troubles. But this year is different. With Mom gone, every moment in the park is a heartbreaking
reminder of the past.Then Mel comes face-to-face with the mighty grizzly. Now her only thought is one of survival. Mel will
soon be a part of one of the most tragic seasons in the history of America's national parks - a summer of terror that will
forever change ideas about how grizzlies and humans can exist together in the wild.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 114
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545919821
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



I Survived the Attacks of September 11, 2001
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic (2021)

Summary: 
When Lucas decides to skip school because he wants to discuss football with a firefighter friend of his father, he finds
himself caught up in the terrorist attacks on New York City.
Number of Pages: 147
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338812756
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Kayson
Date Loaned: August 16, 2022
Date Added: August 16, 2022

I Survived the Battle of Gettysburg, 1863
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic (2013)

Summary: 
The bloodiest battle in American history is under way . . . It's 1863, and Thomas and his little sister, Birdie, have fled the
farm where they were born and raised as slaves. Following the North Star, looking for freedom, they soon cross paths with a
Union soldier. Everything changes: Corporal Henry Green brings Thomas and Birdie back to his regiment, and suddenly it
feels like they've found a new home. Best of all, they don't have to find their way north alone-they're marching with the army.
But then orders come through: The men are called to battle in Pennsylvania. Thomas has made it so far . . . but does he
have what it takes to survive Gettysburg?
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 89
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545459365
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

I survived the Children's Blizzard, 1888
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic Press (2018)

Summary: 



Eleven-year-old John Hale has already survived one brutal Dakota winter, and now he's about to experience one of the
deadliest blizzards in American history. The storm of 1888 was a monster, a frozen hurricane that slammed into America's
midwest without warning. Within hours, America's prairie would be buried under ten feet of snow. Hundreds would be dead,
thousands terrified and lost and freezing. John never wanted to move to the wide-open prairie. He's a city kid, not a tough
pioneer! But his inner strength is seriously tested when he finds himself trapped in the blinding snow, the wind like a giant
crushing hammer, pounding him over and over again. Will John ever find his way home?
Genre: Blizzards
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545919777
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

I Survived: The Eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic (2016)

Genre: Friendship
Number of Pages: 94
ISBN: 9780545658522
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Inheritance
Christopher Paolini

Alfred A. Knopf (2011)

Summary: 
Not so very long ago, Eragon—Shadeslayer, Dragon Rider—was nothing more than a poor farm boy, and his dragon,
Saphira, only a blue stone in the forest. Now the fate of an entire civilization rests on their shoulders. Long months of
training and battle have brought victories and hope, but they have also brought heartbreaking loss. And still, the real battle
lies ahead: they must confront Galbatorix. When they do, they will have to be strong enough to defeat him. And if they
cannot, no one can. There will be no second chances. The Rider and his dragon have come further than anyone dared to
hope. But can they topple the evil king and restore justice to Alagaësia? And if so, at what cost? This is the much-
anticipated, astonishing conclusion to the worldwide bestselling Inheritance cycle. Sneak Peek at Chapter Titles
fromInheritanceMooneater To Feed a God Black-Shrike-Thorn-Cave A Crown of Ice and Snow A Cradle Song Dancing with
Swords A Sea of Nettles No Honor, No Glory, Only Blisters in Unfortunate Places The Hall of the Soothsayer Burrow Grubs
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 860
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375856112
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Into the Blue
Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic Inc. (May 1, 2002)

Summary: 
Dolphin Diaries is an exciting new series that explores all aspects of dolphins' relationships with mankind.Jody McGrath and
her family are sailing around the world researching dolphins, and Jody records all their exciting adventures in her Dolphin
Diaries.In the series' first book, the yacht begins its journey in the waters off Florida. A sudden storm puts Jody's life in
danger, but a dolphin rescues her from the water and brings her back to safety.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 163
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439319478
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Is that a Sick Cat in Your Backpack?
Todd Strasser

Scholastic (2007)

Summary: 
Skinny Cat is the scrawniest, scraggliest, laziest cat ever, but he has one very big, very disgusting talent-- he can cough up
hair balls like a champ. Will that be enough for him to win the school's cat talent show?
Genre: Humorous stories
Number of Pages: 193
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545037266
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020
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Scholastic (2007)

Summary: 
Skinny Cat is the scrawniest, scraggliest, laziest cat ever, but he has one very big, very disgusting talent-- he can cough up
hair balls like a champ. Will that be enough for him to win the school's cat talent show?
Genre: Humorous stories



Number of Pages: 193
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545037266
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Island of the Blue Dolphins
Scott O'Dell

Houghton Mifflin (1960)

Summary: 
In the Pacific there is an island that looks like a big fish sunning itself in the sea.  Around it, blue dolphins swim, otters play,
and sea elephants and sea birds abound.  Once, Indians also lived on the island.  And when they left and sailed to the east,
one young girl was left behind.This is the story of Karana, the Indian girl who lived alone for years on the Island of the Blue
Dolphins.  Year after year, she watched one season pass into another and waited for a ship to take her away.  But while she
waited, she kept herself alive by building a shelter, making weapons, finding food, and fighting her enemies, the wild
dogs.  It is not only an unusual adventure of survival, but also a tale of natural beauty and personal discovery.
Genre: Adventure fiction
Number of Pages: 184
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440940005
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Jackson Whole Wyoming
Joan Clark

AAPC Publishing (2005)

Summary: 
Tyler is confused when he is selected by his entire fifth-grade class to present a going-away gift to Jackson, a classmate
who is moving out of town. The agonizing dilemma is that while Tyler likes Jackson, he is a little embarrassed to admit it,
and is worried about being “lumped together” with Jackson, whom many of the other students view as a bit “strange.” The
truth of the matter is that Jackson has Asperger Syndrome, which explains his sometimes bizarre behavior and lack of social
skills. In the end, Tyler's kind nature prevails and he does a wonderful job of presenting a class book to the departing
Jackson. This heart-warming and often humorous book paints a realistic picture of the ups and downs in the life of a fifth-
grader and, more important, of a young boy with Asperger Syndrome.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 142
Language: English
ISBN: 9781931282727
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020



James and the Giant Peach
A Children's Story
Roald Dahl

Bantam (1980)

Summary: 
After James Henry Trotter's parents are tragically eaten by a rhinoceros, he goes to live with his two horrible aunts. Life
there is no fun, until James receives some magical, tiny green things and accidentally drops them by the old peach tree and
strange things start to happen. The peach at the top of the tree begins to grow, and before long it's as big as a house.
Inside, James meets a bunch of oversized friends-- Grasshopper, Centipede, Ladybug, and more. With a snip of the stem,
the peach starts rolling away, and the great adventure begins!
Genre: Christian Books
Number of Pages: 118
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553151138
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Jemma Hartman, Camper Extraordinaire
Brenda A. Ferber

Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) (April 27, 2009)

Summary: 
Jemma Hartman knows that her first summer at beautiful Camp Star Lake is going to be amazing. There will be swimming,
sailing, and overnight trips – not to mention her best friend, Tammy, who moved away a year ago. But when Tammy’s
cousin, Brooke, decides to come to camp as well, Jemma’s perfect summer starts to crumble. Brooke never laughs at
Jemma’s jokes, and she thinks she rules the cabin. She even convinces Tammy to be her sailing partner, sticking Jemma
with the camp weirdo. Jemma just can’t understand why Tammy wants to spend all her time with Brooke. And is it really
possible to make new friends but keep the old, like the song says, or does Jemma simply need to let go? Recalling the
camp she attended as a child, Brenda A. Ferber offers an endearing look at friendships lost and found.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9780374336721
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Jeremy Visick
David Wiseman

Houghton Mifflin (1993)

Summary: 
Twelve-year-old Matthew is drawn almost against his will to help a boy his own age who was lost in a mining disaster a
century before.
Number of Pages: 170
Language: English
ISBN: 9780395618479
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Jessi's Wish
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic (1991)

Summary: 
When Jessi volunteers to help supervise kids at the Kids Can Do Anything Club, she meets nine-year-old Danielle, who has
cancer. Danielle has two wishes--to go to Disney World and to graduate from elementary school. Jessi knows she has to be
strong for Danielle, so she makes a very special wish of her own. A percentage of the proceeds will be donated to the Make
a Wish Foundation.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 146
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590435710
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Joey Pigza Loses Control
Jack Gantos

HarperCollins (March 5, 2002)

Summary: 



"He was wired. No dought about it...Now I knowwhat Mom meant when she said he was like me, only bigger."Joey Pigza
really wants his six-week visit with his dad to count, to show him he's not as wired as he used to be, to show his dad how
much he loves him. But Carter Pigza's not an easy guy to love. He's eager to make it up to Joey for past wrongs and to
show him how to be a winner, to take control of his life. With his coaching, Joey's even learned how to pitch a baseball, and
he's good at it. The trouble is, Joey's dad thinks taking control means giving up the things that "keep Joey safe. And if he
wants to please his dad, he's going to have to play by his rules, even when the rules don't make sense.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 195
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064410229
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Josh Baxter levels up
Gavin Brown

Scholastic (2016)

Number of Pages: 172
ISBN: 9780545873277
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Christi
Date Loaned: August 18, 2022
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Journey
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic Paperbacks (September 1, 2003)

Summary: 
A classic hero mythology about the fight between good and evil, Guardians of Ga'Hoole is filled with adventure, suspense,
and heart.It began as a dream. A quest for the Great Ga'Hoole Tree, a mythic place where each night an order of owls rises
to perform noble deeds. There Soren, Gylfie, Twilight, and Digger hope to find inspiration to fight the evil that dwells in the
owl kingdom. The journey is long and harrowing.When Soren and his friends finally arrive at the Great Ga'Hoole Tree, they
will be tested in ways they never dreamed and face challenges they never imagined. If they can learn from their leaders and
from one another, they will soon become true Ga'Hoolian owls -- honest, brave, wise, and true.
Genre: Digger (Fictitious character)
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439405584
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020
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Genre: Digger (Fictitious character)
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439405584
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Journey to the Volcano Palace
Tony Abbott

Scholastic (1999)

Summary: 
A hidden door. A magical staircase. Discover the world of Droon!

Eric, Julie, and Neal have a problem. The nasty Lord Sparr has stolen a magic jewel from their friend Princess Keeah. The
princess really needs their help. The good news is the jewel is in Lord Sparr's secret palace. The bad news is the secret
palace is in a volcano!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 85
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590108416
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Judy Moody Goes to College
Megan McDonald

Scholastic (2008)

Summary: 
Third grader Judy Moody is in a first day of school bad mood until she gets an assignment to create a collage all about
herself and begins creating her masterpiece, the Me collage.
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545205955
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Julie of the Wolves
Jean Craighead George

Harper Collins (June 6, 1997)

Summary: 
Lost on the TundraTo her small Eskimo village, she is known as Miyax; to her friend in San Francisco, she is Julie. When the
village is no longer safe for her, Miyax runs away. But she soon finds herself lost in the Alaskan wilderness, without food,
without even a compass to guide her.Slowly she is accepted by a pack of Arctic wolves, Mid she grows to love them as
though they were family. With their help, and drawing on her father's teachings, Miyax struggles day by clay to survive. But
the time comes when she must leave the wilderness and choose between the old ways an(] the new. Which will she
choose? For she is Miyax of the Eskimos--but Julie of the Wolves.Faced with the prospect of a disagreeable arranged
marriage or a journey acoss the barren Alaskan tundra, 13-year-old Miyax chooses the tundra. She finds herself caught
between the traditional Eskimo ways and the modern ways of the whites. Miyax, or Julie as her pen pal Amy calls her, sets
out alone to visit Amy in San Francisco, a world far away from Eskimo culture and the frozen land of Alaska.During her long
and arduous journey, Miyax comes to appreciate the value of her Eskimo heritage, learns about herself, and wins the
friednship of a pack of wolves. After learning the language of the wolves and slowly earning their trust, Julie becomes a
member of the pack.Since its first publication, Julie of The Wolves,winner of thr 1973 Newbery Medal, has found its way into
the hearts of millions of readers.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400589
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400589
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Juliet Dove, Queen of Love
Bruce Coville

Scholastic, Incorporated (2003)

Summary: 
A shy twelve-year-old girl must solve a puzzle involving characters from Greek mythology to free herself from a spell which
makes her irresistible to boys.
Genre: Bashfulness
Number of Pages: 190
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439740685
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Jumanji
Chris Van Allsburg, George Spelvin

Scholastic Paperbacks (December 1, 1995)

Summary: 
Left on their own for an afternoon, two bored and restless children find more excitement than they bargained for in a
mysterious and mystical jungle-adventure board game. "Mr. Van Allsburg's illustrations have a beautiful simplicity of de-sign,
balance, texture, and a subtle intelligence beyond the call of illustration." -- New York Times Book Review
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 210
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590679091
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Just Shocking!
Andy Griffiths

Scholastic (2008)

Summary: 
Another JUST hilarious collection of stories from the literary genius behind the New York Times bestseller THE DAY MY
BUTT WENT PSYCHO!Before introducing the world to butts gone bad, Andy Griffiths unleashed the internationally
bestselling JUST books. He continues to amuse, annoy, and totally ick out readers with this latest collection of shockingly
funny stories.Join Andy in his quest to shock and annoy everyone around him. Brace yourself--here come The Playground
of Doom, Girl Germs, and Andy the Robot. Each madcap adventure is more outrageous and hilarious than the last. You'll
laugh so hard you'll lose your lunch!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 214
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439926232
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Justin Morgan had a horse
Marguerite Henry

Scholastic (2007)

Number of Pages: 160



ISBN: 9780545005562
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Justin Morgan had a horse
Marguerite Henry

Scholastic (2007)

Number of Pages: 160
ISBN: 9780545005562
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Karen's Doll
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic (1991)

Summary: 
Karen loves the expensive English baby doll Grandma and Grandpa Packett brought back from London. When Karen's
friend Nancy is hospitalized, Karen lends her doll to Nancy. Now Nancy thinks Karen is giving her the doll to keep. How can
Karen get her doll back without losing a friend?
Genre: Dolls
Number of Pages: 95
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590448321
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Key to the Treasure : [apsakymai]
Peggy Parish

Dell (1980)

Summary: 
Each summer Lisa, Bill, and Jed visit their grandparents, and they hear the story of the sketches hung above the mantel.
The sketches are clues to a hidden treasure, and no one has been able to figure them out for a century. There is a missing
first clue, but when the children stumble upon the second clue, they're on their way. Could it be that on this visit they will
solve the secret that has eluded so many for more than a hundred years?.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction



Number of Pages: 154
Language: English

ISBN: 9780440444381
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Kidnapped
Robert Louis Stevenson

ABDO (January 1, 2002)

Summary: 
For generations, readers have enjoyed classic literature. They have delighted in the romance of Jane Austen, thrilled at the
adventures of Jules Verne, and pondered the lessons of Aesop. Introduce young readers to these familiar volumes with
Great Illustrated Classics. In this series, literary masterworks have been adapted for young scholars. Large, easy-to-read
type and charming pen-and-ink drawings enhance the text. Students are sure to enjoy becoming acquainted with traditional
literature through these well-loved classics.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 236
Language: English
ISBN: 9781577656906
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Kidnapped at Birth?
Louis Sachar

Random House (1992)

Summary: 
Illus. in black-and-white. Marvin Redpost has finally figured out why hedoesn't look like anyone in his family. He's not really
Marvin Redpost--he'sRobert, the lost prince of Shampoon! "The story is wonderfully logical andabsurd, with a wit and
attention to detail rare in an easyreader."-- "Bulletin, Center for Children's Books." "Fast paced, easy toread, and full of
humor."-- "School Library Journal. "
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 68
Language: English
ISBN: 9780679819462
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



King Arthur
Jane B. Mason, Sarah Hines-Stephens

Scholastic Inc. (2003)

Summary: 
Tales of knights and adventure! In the center of the courtyard of a medieval church stands a single block of marble. On top
of the marble lies a heavy black anvil. Struck deep through them both is a glittering sword. Whoever can remove the sword
from the stone is the rightful king of Britain. Brave knights, important lords, and strong men from across the kingdom all try
and fail. Then one steps forward whose touch frees the sword like magic. But could the next king of Britain really be...a
young boy?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 131
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439440646
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Kizzy Ann Stamps
Jeri Hanel Watts

Scholastic (2013)

Summary: 
"In 1963, as Kizzy Ann prepares for her first year at an integrated school, she worries about the color of her skin, the scar
running from the corner of her right eye to the tip of her smile, and whether anyone at the white school will like her. She
writes letters to her new teacher in a clear, insistent voice, stating her troubles and asking questions with startling honesty.
The new teacher is supportive, but not everyone feels the same, so there is a lot to write about. Her brother, James, is
having a far less positive school experience than she is, and the annoying white neighbor boy won't leave her alone. But
Shag, her border collie, is her refuge. Even so, opportunity clashes with obstacle. Kizzy Ann knows she and Shag could
compete well in the dog trials, but will she be able to enter?"--
Genre: Race relations
Number of Pages: 183
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545614788
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020
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Genre: Race relations
Number of Pages: 183
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545614788
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Kristy and the Walking Disaster
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic Incorporated (1989)

Summary: 
This time the baby-sitters have started a softball team--"Kristy's Krushers". Although they have more than enough spirit for a
whole league, the Krushers are klutzes! But who knows? Maybe with a little luck, Kristy can help her team win.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 151
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590420044
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Kristy for President
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic Incorporated (1992)

Summary: 



The hit series is back, to charm and inspire another generation of baby-sitters! Kristy's not too happy with some things at
Stoneybrook Middle School. The hot lunches, for example, look like dog food, and Mary Poppins is such a babyish choice
for their annual play. What the eighth grade really needs is a new class president. Someone who's organized and has great
ideas--someone like Kristy! But can Kristy coach a softball team, keep up her grades, baby-sit, run the BSC, and be
president? The Baby-sitters are about to find out! The best friends you'll ever have--with classic BSC covers and a letter
from Ann M. Martin!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 153
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590449670
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Kristy's Big Day
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic (1987)

Summary: 
Kristy finally accepts her mother's remarriage, but when the wedding has to bel held four months early, she has to help
baby-sit the guests' children--all fourteen of them!
Genre: Babysitters
Number of Pages: 153
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590407489
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Kristy's Mystery Admirer
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic Incorporated (1990)

Summary: 
Someone is sending anonymous love letters to Kristy. Is it a practical joke or do the letters mean something more?
Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Genre: Letters
Number of Pages: 151
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590435673
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Little House in the Big Woods
Laura Ingalls Wilder

HarperCollins (January 7, 1994)

Summary: 
Laura Ingalls's story begins in 1871 in a little log cabin on the edge of the Big Woods of Wisconsin. Four-year-old Laura lives
in the little house with her Pa, her Ma, her sisters Mary and Carrie, and their trusty dog, Jack. Pioneer life is sometimes
hard, since the family must grow or catch all their own food as they get ready for the cold winter. But it is also exciting as
Laura and her folks celebrate Christmas with homemade toys and treats, do the spring planting, bring in the harvest, and
make their first trip into town. And every night they are safe and warm in their little house, with the happy sound of Pa's
fiddle sending Laura and her sisters off to sleep. And so begins Laura Ingalls Wilder's beloved story of a pioneer girl and her
family. The nine Little House books have been cherished by generations of readers as both a unique glimpse into America's
frontier past and a heartwarming, unforgettable story.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400015
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Little house on the prairie
Laura Ingalls Wilder

Harper (1953)

Summary: 
For the first time in the history of the Little House books, this new edition features Garth Williams' interior art in vibrant, full
color, as well as beautifully redesigned covers. The adventures continue for Laura Ingalls and her family as they leave their
little house in the Big Woods of Wisconsin and set out for Kansas. They travel for many days in their covered wagon until
they find the best spot to build their little house on the prairie. Soon they are planting and plowing, hunting wild ducks and
turkeys, and gathering grass for their cows. Sometimes pioneer life is hard, but Laura and her folks are always busy and
happy in their new little house.
Genre: Family life
Number of Pages: 334
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590021111
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Little House on the Prairie
Laura Ingalls Wilder

Zondervan (January 7, 1994)

Summary: 
The adventures continue for Laura Ingalls and her family as they leave their little house in the Big Woods of Wisconsin and
set out for Kansas. They travel for many days in their covered wagon until they find the best spot to build their little house on
the prairie. Soon they are planting and plowing, hunting wild ducks and turkeys, and gathering grass for their cows.
Sometimes pioneer life is hard, but Laura and her folks are always busy and happy in their new little house.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 352
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400022
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Little Town on the Prairie
Laura Ingalls Wilder

HarperCollins (April 8, 2008)

Summary: 
The little settlement that weathered the long, hard winter of 1880-81 is now a growing town. Laura is growing up, and she
goes to her first evening social. Mary is at last able to go to a college for the blind. Best of all, Almanzo Wilder asks
permission to walk home from church with Laura. And Laura, now fifteen years old, receives her certificate to teach school.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 320
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400077
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Little Women
Or, Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy
Louisa May Alcott

Roberts Brothers (1880)

Number of Pages: 370
Language: English
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: July 1, 2020

Long Shot for Paul (Matt Christopher Sports Classics)
Matthew F Christopher

Little, Brown Young Readers (September 4, 1990)

Number of Pages: 155
ISBN: 0316142441
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Loser
Jerry Spinelli

Scholastic, Incorporated (1992)

Summary: 
Just like other kids, Zinkoff rides his bike, hopes for snow days, and wants to be like his dad when he grows up. But Zinkoff
also raises his hand with all the wrong answers, trips over his own feet, and falls down with laughter over a word like "Jabip."
Other kids have their own word to describe him, but Zinkoff is too busy to hear it. He doesn't know he's not like everyone
else. And one winter night, Zinkoff's differences show that any name can someday become "hero."
Genre: Families
Number of Pages: 218
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439460798
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020
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also raises his hand with all the wrong answers, trips over his own feet, and falls down with laughter over a word like "Jabip."
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Number of Pages: 218



Language: English
ISBN: 9780439460798

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Lost in the Pacific, 1942
Not a Drop to Drink
Tod Olson

Scholastic Incorporated (2016)

Summary: 
"World War II, October 21, 1942. A B-17 bomber drones high over the Pacific Ocean, sending a desperate SOS into the air.
The crew is carrying America's greatest living war hero on a secret mission deep into the battle zone. But the plane is lost,
burning through its final gallons of fuel. At 1:30 p.m., there is only one choice left: an emergency landing at sea. If the crew
survives the impact, they will be left stranded without food or water hundreds of miles from civilization. Eight men. Three
inflatable rafts. Sixty-eight million square miles of ocean. What will it take to make it back alive?--Provided by publisher.
Genre: Children's Books
Number of Pages: 168
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545928083
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Nathan
Date Loaned: August 27, 2021
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Lyddie
Katherine Paterson

Scholastic (1991)

Summary: 
Impoverished Vermont farm girl Lyddie Worthen is determined to gain her independence by becoming a factory worker in
Lowell, Massachusetts, in the 1840s.
Genre: Textile workers
Number of Pages: 182
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590981989
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



M is for Mama's boy
Michael Buckley

Amulet Books (2010)

Number of Pages: 246
ISBN: 9780810997790
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Maniac Magee
Jerry Spinelli (Pizza Delivery Man) (Pizza Hut)

Scholastic (1991)

Genre: Legends
Number of Pages: 184
ISBN: 0590452037
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Marisol and Magdalena
The Sound of Our Sisterhood
Veronica Chambers

Scholastic (1998)

Summary: 
Separated from her best friend in Brooklyn, thirteen-year-old Marisol spends a year with her grandmother in Panama where
she secretly searches for her real father. A saucy story of family and friendship, Latina style, this book follows the lives of
two best friends as their families try to instill in them the traditions of their heritage.
Number of Pages: 141
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439210003
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Mark McGwire and Chipper Jones
J. Gelberg

East End Pub. (1997)

Summary: 
A dual biography of two of professional baseball's superstars, Mark McGwire, first baseman of the Oakland A's, and Atlanta
Braves third baseman Chipper Jones.
Number of Pages: 95
Language: English
ISBN: 9780943403434
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Mary Anne + 2 Many Babies
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic (1992)

Summary: 
Mary Anne can't stop thinking about babies. First she starts baby-sitting for a pair of adorable baby twins. Then she and
Dawn decide it would be great to have a baby brother or sister of their own. But Mary Anne learns that taking care of a baby
is a big responsibility when she and Logan have to pretend to be parents to an egg "baby" for a class at school. "Sammie,"
their egg, has to be watched every second, and Mary Anne and Logan barely have time to breathe. Taking care of a baby
isn't all it's cracked up to be! The best friends you'll ever have--with classic BSC covers and a letter from Ann M. Martin!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 146
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590449663
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Mary Anne and Too Many Boys (The Baby-Sitters Club #34)
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic (1990)

Genre: Babysitters
Number of Pages: 147
ISBN: 9780590424943
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: July 1, 2020

Mary-Kate & Ashley Starring In #1: Our Lips Are Sealed
(Our Lips Are Sealed)
Mary-Kate & Ashley Olsen

HarperCollins (January 9, 2001)

Summary: 
Undercover Down UnderMary-Kate and Ashley Parker are hanging out, trying to think of a way to become popular -- when a
jewel thief trips over their feet! They've stopped a major crime! That's the good news. The bad news is, now the Parker
family has to move to Australia to get away from the thieves!Australia is great...at first. The girls' plan works, and soon
they're part of the popular crowd. But now they've got two problems. One: The boys they really like aren't part of the in
crowd. Two: The jewel thieves have tracked them down -- and they want revenge!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780061066658
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Matilda
Roald Dahl

Puffin Books (2004)

Summary: 
"The Trunchbull" is no match for Matilda! Matilda is a sweet, exceptional young girl, but her parents think she's just a
nuisance. She expects school to be different but there she has to face Miss Trunchbull, a kid-hating terror of a headmistress.
When Matilda is attacked by the Trunchbull she suddenly discovers she has a remarkable power with which to fight back. It'll
take a superhuman genius to give Miss Trunchbull what she deserves and Matilda may be just the one to do it! "Matilda will
surely go straight to children's hearts." --The New York Times Book Review
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 232
Language: English
ISBN: 9780142402535
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Meet Samantha
An American Girl
Susan S. Adler

Pleasant Company (1998)

Summary: 
Samantha Parkington is an orpan who lives with her rich grandmother in 1904. There are many servants in Grandmary's
busy, bustling household, but there is no one for Samantha to play with. That's why she's so excited when Nellie moves in
next door. Nellie has come to work so that she can send money back to her family in the city. Even though their lives are
different, the two girls become good friends. One day Samantha discovers that Jessie, the seamstress, is leaving. No one
will tell her why. So she and Nellie plan a secret midnight adventure to find out.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 61
Language: English
ISBN: 9780937295045
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Meet the Austins
Madeleine L'Engle

Macmillan (October 30, 1997)

Summary: 
A revised edition, including one section of the manuscript that was omitted in the original publication. Vicky Austin and her
siblings must adjust to the presence of a new member of the household-Maggie Hamilton, who is orphaned when her father
is killed in a plane crash. Maggie is at first petulant and spoiled, but gradually opens her heart to the Austins to become one
of the family.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 216
Language: English
ISBN: 9780374349295
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Meet the Austins
Madeleine L'Engle

Macmillan (October 30, 1997)

Summary: 



A revised edition, including one section of the manuscript that was omitted in the original publication. Vicky Austin and her
siblings must adjust to the presence of a new member of the household-Maggie Hamilton, who is orphaned when her father
is killed in a plane crash. Maggie is at first petulant and spoiled, but gradually opens her heart to the Austins to become one
of the family.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 216
Language: English
ISBN: 9780374349295
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Midnight Howl
Clare Hutton

Scholastic Incorporated (2011)

Summary: 
Poison Apple Books: Thrilling. Bone-chilling. These books have bite! Marisol and her mom move from the city to rural
Montana for a few months, and stay with family friends and their twin children, Jack and Hailey. Marisol loves looking at the
stars so far away from city lights, but she feels creeped out by the woods right by their house. She's even more scared when
her new friend Lily warns her about the wolves there -- wolves that are most dangerous around the full moon. When she
notices Hailey disappear several times late at night, Marisol starts to wonder...could she be friends with a werewolf?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 178
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545231015
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Mike's Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman and Company (1960)

Summary: 
The Boxcar children are spending the summer out west with their grandfather on Mystery Ranch. The excitement begins
when they meet their old friend Mike. When Mike is blamed for starting a fire, the Boxcar Children know he is innocent. But
can they find out who really is behind the Mike's Mystery?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807551417
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children
Ransom Riggs

Quirk Books (2013)

Summary: 
A New York Times #1 best seller On the New York Times Best Seller List for more than 52 consecutive weeks Includes an
excerpt from the much-anticipated sequel and an interview with author Ransom Riggs A mysterious island.   An abandoned
orphanage.   A strange collection of very curious photographs.   It all waits to be discovered in Miss Peregrine's Home for
Peculiar Children, an unforgettable novel that mixes fiction and photography in a thrilling reading experience. As our story
opens, a horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-year-old Jacob journeying to a remote island off the coast of Wales, where he
discovers the crumbling ruins of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. As Jacob explores its abandoned bedrooms
and hallways, it becomes clear that the children were more than just peculiar. They may have been dangerous. They may
have been quarantined on a deserted island for good reason. And somehow--impossible though it seems--they may still be
alive.   A spine-tingling fantasy illustrated with haunting vintage photography, Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children will
delight adults, teens, and anyone who relishes an adventure in the shadows. "A tense, moving, and wondrously strange first
novel. The photographs and text work together brilliantly to create an unforgettable story."--John Green, New York Times
best-selling author of The Fault in Our Stars "With its X-Men: First Class-meets-time-travel story line, David Lynchian
imagery, and rich, eerie detail, it's no wonder Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children has been snapped up by
Twentieth Century Fox. B+"--Entertainment Weekly "'Peculiar' doesn't even begin to cover it. Riggs' chilling, wondrous novel
is already headed to the movies."--People "You'll love it if you want a good thriller for the summer. It's a mystery, and you'll
race to solve it before Jacob figures it out for himself."--Seventeen
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 382
Language: English
ISBN: 9781594746031
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 26, 2021

Monster Blood for Breakfast!
R. L. Stine

Scholastic (2008)

Summary: 
It's a whole new ride from the master of fright and bestselling author R.L. Stine--with a story so fiendish that it can't be
contained in just one book! For an athlete like Matt Daniels, breakfast is the most important meal of the day. It's also the
most dangerous. That's because somebody is about to pull a mean prank. The recipe is simple: Just add gooey, green
Monster Blood. As if Matt's problems weren't big and slimy enough, an invitation to HorrorLand is also on its way. Can Matt
survive inside a terrifying scream park where trouble lurks behind every turnstile? Can YOU?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 137
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439918718
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Mountain Top Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic (1990)

Summary: 
Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny used to live alone in a boxcar. Now they have a home with their grandfather, and are
spending the summer mountain climbing in New England. A dangerous rockslide, a mountain cave, and a secret treasure
are a few of the adventures in store for the boxcar children!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590426787
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Mustang
Wild Spirit of the West
Marguerite Henry

Simon and Schuster (April 12, 2016)

Summary: 
Join Annie Bronn as she fights to save the magnificent wild Mustangs of the West in this classic horse story from Newbery
Award–winning author Marguerite Henry, now available in a collectible hardcover gift edition.Horses were in Annie Bronn’s
blood. For as long as she could remember, she had been fascinated by the spirited wild mustangs that roamed free
throughout the West. So when greedy cattlemen started to round up the mustangs for slaughter, Annie knew it was up to her
to save the breed. The true story of the Wild Horse Annie Act, Annie’s crusade to save the mustangs is inspiring. Cheer her
on as she travels all the way to the White House in her struggle to preserve these beautiful creatures from extinction. This
classic horse story from Newbery Award–winning author Marguerite Henry features the original text and illustrations in a
gorgeous collectible hardcover edition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9781481452229
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



My Brother's Secret
Dan Smith

Scholastic, Incorporated (2015)

Summary: 
In 1941 twelve-year-old Karl is proud to be a member of the Hitler Youth, but when his father is killed on the Eastern Front
everything changes--his family moves to the country to live with his grandparents, he encounters a brutal Gestapo officer,
and he begins to realize that his sixteen-year-old brother has joined a youth group who opposes the Nazis.
Number of Pages: 293
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545868693
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

My Co-Star, My Enemy
Ilene Cooper

Puffin Books (1993)

Summary: 
The last thing sheltered rich girl Alison expects is to land a starring role in a new TV series. The last thing veteran child
actress Jamie expects is to share her spotlight with a rank amateur. A new series about two teens who are on-screen
sisters--and off-screen foes.
Genre: Production and direction
Number of Pages: 149
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140361568
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

My Side of the Mountain
Jean Craighead George

Puffin Books (1991)

Summary: 
Tired of big-city life, Sam Gribley runs away to the Catskill Mountains to forge a life of his own. A year later, his younger
sister Alice joins him. Alone in the mountains, Sam and Alice face great danger - with only the land, their courage, and each
other to rely on.
Genre: Supervivencia (accidentes de aviación, naufragios, etc.)



Number of Pages: 177
Language: English

ISBN: 9780140348101
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

My Teacher Is an Alien
Bruce Coville

Simon and Schuster (June 11, 2013)

Summary: 
Could your teacher be an alien? Do your research with this bestselling, hilarious sci-fi favorite from the author who inspired
Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series.Sixth grade is just out of this world! Susan Simmons can tell that her new substitute
teacher is really weird. But she doesn’t know how weird until she catches him peeling off his face—and realizes that “Mr.
Smith” is really an alien! At first no one will believe her except Peter Thompson, the class brain. When Peter and Susan
discover Mr. Smith’s horrible plans for their classmates, they know they have to act fast. Only they can get rid of their
extraterrestrial visitor—and save the rest of the sixth grade class from a fate worse than math tests!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9781439112281
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Mystery at School
Laura Lee Hope

Penguin Group USA (May 1, 1989)

Summary: 
Bert is put in charge of a special school museum project. A valuable statuette is stolen, and Bert and his siblings have an
exciting time solving the mystery.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 180
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448090740
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Mystery Ranch
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic (1986)

Summary: 
Grandpa Alden's sister, Jane, is not feeling very well, and it's the Alden girls who go to care for her. Soon a mystery begins
to unfold and the clues are everywhere; from the stranger on the train, to the beautiful yellow rocks on Aunt Jane's ranch.
When Henry and Benny come out to join the girls, the four children find themselves unravelling the intriguing mystery.
Genre: Summer
Number of Pages: 127
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590426879
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Nazi Saboteurs
Hitler's Secret Attack on America
Samantha Seiple

Scholastic, Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
A gripping tale of the little-known Nazi plot to attack on American soil, and the brave individuals who got in the way. In 1942,
amid a growing German threat, Nazi agents infiltrated the United States in hopes of destroying American infrastructure and
sowing panic throughout the nation. Nazi Saboteurs tells the nail-biting tale of this daring plot, buried in history, for young
readers for the first time. Black-and-white historical photos throughout paint a picture of a nation on edge, the FBI caught
unawares, and the incredible capture of eight dangerous criminals. A thrilling historical narrative for WWII buffs, reluctant
readers, and adventure junkies.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338259148
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

NERDS
National Espionage, Rescue, and Defense Society
Michael Buckley

Amulet Books (2009)

Number of Pages: 306



ISBN: 9780810989184
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Nicholas
Goscinny, Sempé, Anthea Bell

Phaidon Press (2011)

Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 126
ISBN: 9780714861159
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Nightmare in Angel City
Franklin W. Dixon

Simon Pulse (1989)

Summary: 
Frank's girlfriend, Callie Shaw, manages to summon the Hardy boys before she disappears, and their investigation turns up
her film of secret people and a brutal and desperate cop.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 10
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671691851
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

No Dogs Allowed!
Bill Wallace

Simon and Schuster (June 1, 2005)

Summary: 
Twelve-year-old Kristine, still struggling to come to terms with the death of her beloved horse, finds it difficult to accept the
new dog she receives for her birthday.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English



ISBN: 9781416903819
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

No Dogs Allowed!
Bill Wallace

Simon and Schuster (June 1, 2005)

Summary: 
Twelve-year-old Kristine, still struggling to come to terms with the death of her beloved horse, finds it difficult to accept the
new dog she receives for her birthday.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416903819
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

No Ponies in the House!
Jeanne Betancourt

Scholastic Inc. (2003)

Summary: 
There's no mystery too big (or too small) for three best friends and their ponies to solve! Lulu and Snow White play detective
when a funny mishap leads the Pony Pals on a crazy, fun-lovin adventure. It's a mystery! When 5-year-old Rosalie stops by
to show Lulu her brand-new pet, the hamster makes a run for it. Lulu is sure it's somewhere in her house. But if her
grandmother finds it before the girls do there's going to be BIG trouble...and poor Rosalie will have to give up the only pet
she's ever had. Never fear! There's no mystery too big (or small) for three best friends and their ponies to solve. Lulu's pony,
Snow White can sniff out a hamster in a second. But how can the pony help if the hamster is indoors? Snow White may
have to go where no pony has gone before.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 89
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439426275
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



No Talking
Andrew Clements

Simon and Schuster (June 23, 2009)

Summary: 
"You have the right to remain silent." However... The fifth-grade girls and the fifth-grade boys at Laketon Elementary don't
get along very well. But the real problem is that these kids are loud and disorderly. That's why the principal uses her red
plastic bullhorn. A lot. Then one day Dave Packer, a certified loudmouth, bumps into an idea -- a big one that makes him try
to keep quiet for a whole day. But what does Dave hear during lunch? A girl, Lynsey Burgess, jabbering away. So Dave
breaks his silence and lobs an insult. And those words spark a contest: Which team can say the fewest words during two
whole days? And it's the boys against the girls. How do the teachers react to the silence? What happens when the principal
feels she's losing control? And will Dave and Lynsey plunge the whole school into chaos? This funny and surprising book is
about language and thought, about words unspoken, words spoken in anger, and especially about the power of words
spoken in kindness...with or without a bullhorn. It's Andrew Clements at his best -- thought-provoking, true-to-life, and very
entertaining.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416909842
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

No Talking
Andrew Clements

Simon and Schuster (June 23, 2009)

Summary: 
"You have the right to remain silent." However... The fifth-grade girls and the fifth-grade boys at Laketon Elementary don't
get along very well. But the real problem is that these kids are loud and disorderly. That's why the principal uses her red
plastic bullhorn. A lot. Then one day Dave Packer, a certified loudmouth, bumps into an idea -- a big one that makes him try
to keep quiet for a whole day. But what does Dave hear during lunch? A girl, Lynsey Burgess, jabbering away. So Dave
breaks his silence and lobs an insult. And those words spark a contest: Which team can say the fewest words during two
whole days? And it's the boys against the girls. How do the teachers react to the silence? What happens when the principal
feels she's losing control? And will Dave and Lynsey plunge the whole school into chaos? This funny and surprising book is
about language and thought, about words unspoken, words spoken in anger, and especially about the power of words
spoken in kindness...with or without a bullhorn. It's Andrew Clements at his best -- thought-provoking, true-to-life, and very
entertaining.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416909842
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Number the stars
Lois Lowry

Yearling Book (2005)

Genre: Jews
Number of Pages: 137
ISBN: 9780440403272
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Off and Running
Gary Soto

Delacorte Press (1996)

Summary: 
The biggest race of the school year is on! Fifth-grader Miata Ramirez is running for class president. Her best friend, Ana, is
her running mate. The girls are stunned when they learn they are running against class clown Rudy Herrera and his friend
Alex.At first Miata is certain she will win the election. She has big plans to make the school a better place. She'll clean up the
graffiti, plant flowers and trees, and get computers.Rudy's confident he'll get votes by promising longer recess periods and
selling the students ice cream every day.Miata is serious and means business. But the boys are funnier and louder. The girls
think if they quickly change their image, they'll get those extra votes. But the election is just a few days away.Readers will
catch election fever as the boys square off against the girls in Gary Soto's latest novel featuring Miata Ramirez from The
Skirt and Rudy Herrera from The Pool Party.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 136
Language: English
ISBN: 9780385321815
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

On My Honor
Marion Dane Bauer

Yearling (1987)

Summary: 
When his best friend drowns while they are both swimming in a treacherous river that they had promised never to go near,
Joel is devastated and terrified at having to tell both sets of parents the terrible consequences of their disobedience.
Genre: Fiction



Number of Pages: 90
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440466338
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

On the Banks of Plum Creek
Laura Ingalls Wilder

Zondervan (December 21, 2006)

Summary: 
The adventures of Laura Ingalls and her family continue as they leave their little house on the prairie and travel in their
covered wagon to Minnesota. Here they settle in a little house made of sod beside the banks of beautiful Plum Creek. Soon
Pa builds a wonderful new little house with real glass windows and a hinged door. Laura and her sister Mary go to school,
help with the chores, and fish in the creek. At night everyone listens to the merry music of Pa's fiddle. Misfortunes come in
the form of a grasshopper plague and a terrible blizzard, but the pioneer family works hard together to overcome these
troubles. And so continues Laura Ingalls Wilder's beloved story of a pioneer girl and her family. The nine Little House books
have been cherished by generations of readers as both a unique glimpse into America's frontier past and a heartwarming,
unforgettable story.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 358
Language: English
ISBN: 9780060885403
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

On the Far Side of the Mountain
Jean Craighead George

Scholastic (1990)

Summary: 
Two years after Sam Gribley first ran away, he is still on his won with his falcon. His independent younger sister, Alice, lives
in a treehouse of her own nearby. But suddenly, Sam's peaceful life is shattered by a conservation officer, and Alice
disappears.
Genre: Literature and Fiction
Number of Pages: 170
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590129299
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Onion John
Joseph Krumgold

Harper Collins (April 4, 1984)

Summary: 
The story of a friendship between a 12-year-old boy and an immigrant handyman, almost wrecked by the good intentions of
the townspeople.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064401449
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Over Sea, Under Stone
Susan Cooper

Scholastic Incorporated (1965)

Summary: 
Three children on a holiday in Cornwall find an ancient manuscript which sends them on a dangerous quest for a grail that
would reveal the true story of King Arthur and that entraps them in the eternal battle between the forces of the Light and the
forces of the Dark.
Number of Pages: 243
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590433204
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Oz the great and powerful
Elizabeth Rudnick

Disney Press (2013)

Genre: Oz (Imaginary place)
Number of Pages: 151
ISBN: 9781423170884
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Pax
Sara Pennypacker

HarperCollins (February 2, 2016)

Summary: 
National Book Award Longlist * New York Times Bestseller * An Amazon Best Book of the YearFrom bestselling and award-
winning author Sara Pennypacker comes a beautifully wrought, utterly compelling novel about the powerful relationship
between a boy and his fox. Pax is destined to become a classic, beloved for generations to come. This middle grade novel
is an excellent choice for tween readers in grades 5 to 6, especially during homeschooling. It’s a fun way to keep your child
entertained and engaged while not in the classroom. Pax and Peter have been inseparable ever since Peter rescued him as
a kit. But one day, the unimaginable happens: Peter's dad enlists in the military and makes him return the fox to the wild.At
his grandfather's house, three hundred miles away from home, Peter knows he isn't where he should be—with Pax. He
strikes out on his own despite the encroaching war, spurred by love, loyalty, and grief, to be reunited with his fox.Meanwhile
Pax, steadfastly waiting for his boy, embarks on adventures and discoveries of his own. . . .Plus, don't miss Here in the Real
World, Sarah Pennypacker's next gorgeous and heartfelt middle grade novel, coming in 2020!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062377036
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 3, 2020

Peak
Roland Smith

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Trade & Reference Publishers (2007)

Summary: 
After Peak Marcello is arrested for scaling a New York City skyscraper, he's left with two choices: wither away in Juvenile
Detention or go live with his long-lost father, who runs a climbing company in Thailand. But Peak quickly learns that his
father's renewed interest in him has strings attached. "Big" strings. He wants Peak to be the youngest person to reach the
Everest summit--and his motives are selfish at best. Even so, for a climbing addict like Peak, tackling Everest is the
challenge of a lifetime. But it's also one that could cost him his life. Roland Smith has created an action-packed adventure
about friendship, sacrifice, family, and the drive to take on Everest, despite the incredible risk. "Peak" is a novel readers
won't be able to put down.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 246
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152024178
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Pick of the Litter
Bill Wallace

Simon and Schuster (June 1, 2006)

Summary: 
Tom's grandfather is recovering from heart surgery, so during summer vacation Tom is helping him with his hunting dog
business. It's hard work, but Tom doesn't mind so much after he falls in love with one of the pups, a rare blue-eyed pointer
Tom names Tad. It's almost as if Tad understands when Tom talks to him, especially about confusing things like how hard it
is to write to Angie, a girl Tom met on vacation. The trouble is, Grandpa promised the owner of the pup's sire the pick of the
litter, and it's pretty clear that's Tad. Tom knows what he should do, but he can't help hoping there's a way to get around
Grandpa's promise. How can he do the honorable thing when it will cost him what he wants most in the world?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416925118
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416925118
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Pictures of Hollis Woods
Patricia Reilly Giff

Number of Pages: 166
ISBN: 9780439692397
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Pictures of Hollis Woods
Patricia Reilly Giff

Scholastic (2002)

Summary: 
A troublesome twelve-year-old orphan, staying with an elderly artist who needs her, remembers the only other time she was
happy in a foster home, with a family that truly seemed to care about her.
Genre: Families
Number of Pages: 166
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439577847
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Pioneer sisters
Melissa Peterson

Number of Pages: 92
ISBN: 9781338230178
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest - Junior
Novelization
Disney Book Group, Irene Trimble

Disney Press (May 22, 2006)

Summary: 
Calling all young pirates! Jack Sparrow and his friends are back and ready for another adventure. But this time, it looks like
they might be in over their heads. In The Pirates of the Caribbean 2 Early Reader, aspiring pirates will get a chance to re-live
the action and see stills from the movie.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423100249
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Polar Bears Past Bedtime
Mary Pope Osborne

Random House Children's Books (June 15, 2010)

Summary: 
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! It's icicle city…when the Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie to the frozen Arctic. Luckily, a seal hunter on a
dogsled lends them warm clothes. Unluckily, they get stuck on cracking ice. Will the giant polar bear save them? Or will Jack
and Annie become frozen dinners? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers:
Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at
MagicTreeHouse.com!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375894695
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Polars on the Path
Ben M. Baglio, Lucy Daniels

Baker & Taylor, CATS (July 10, 2009)

Summary: 
At Animal Ark, Mandy Hope helps her parents treat animals of all shapes and sizes. Even outside the clinic, Mandy can't
resist helping any animal in need. The Hopes are in the small town of Churchill to watch polar bears migrating north. It's a
spectacular sight. But when one of the cubs strays from his mother, Mandy fears for his safety. Can she help reunite the cub
with his family before winter sets in?
Number of Pages: 130
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442011779
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Pony on the Porch
Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic Inc. (1998)

Summary: 
Mandy Hope is a preteen girl who loves animals. She knows quite a bit about them--her parents are both vets. When Mandy
meets stuck-up Susan, she decides that the only good thing about her is her pony, Prince. Then Mandy realizes that
Susan's determination to win at show-jumping threatens Prince's life.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 142
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590187503
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Positively Izzy
Terri Libenson

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
On the day of the school talent show, the lives of shy Bri and dreamer Izzy converge to create an event even more dramatic
than either could even imagine.
Number of Pages: 220



Language: English
ISBN: 9781338325973
Reading Status: Unread

Date Added: July 1, 2020

Prince Caspian
The Return to Narnia
Clive Staples Lewis

Scholastic (1995)

Summary: 
Four children help Prince Caspian and his army of Talking Beasts to free Narnia from evil. Sequel to "The Lion, the Witch,
and the Wardrobe.
Genre: Internet Archive Wishlist
Number of Pages: 194
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590254786
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Princess Academy
Shannon Hale

Scholastic, Inc. (2005)

Genre: Mountains
Number of Pages: 314
ISBN: 9780439888196
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Princess Academy
Shannon Hale

Scholastic, Inc. (2005)

Genre: Mountains
Number of Pages: 314
ISBN: 9780439888196
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: July 1, 2020

Projekt 1065
A Novel of World War II
Alan Gratz

Scholastic Press (2016)

Summary: 
It is 1943, and thirteen-year-old Michael O'Shaunessey, son of the Irish ambassador to Nazi Germany in Berlin, is also a spy
for the British Secret Service, so he has joined the Hitler Youth, and pretending that he agrees with their violence and book-
burning is hard enough--but when he is asked to find out more about "Projekt 1065" both his and his parents' lives get a lot
more dangerous.
Number of Pages: 309
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338254020
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Public Enemies
Gordon Korman

Scholastic (2005)

Summary: 
The Falconer siblings come one step closer to freeing their parents from jail in this fifth installment of the thrilling Gordon
Korman series. Aiden and Meg Falconer have been crossing the country as fugitives in order to prove their parents didn't
commit a crime. They've been chased from state to state by the FBI . . . and by a killer they know only as Hairless Joe. Now
Hairless Joe is getting closer than ever -- and the Falconers are getting even closer than that to the truth.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 150
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439651400
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Puppy School
Jenny Dale

Scholastic Inc. (April 1, 2002)

Summary: 



What happens when dogs come to school? Find out in the newest Puppy Patrol Adventure! Neil and Emily can't believe it.
Dotty the dalmation, their teacher's mischievous dog, is as much trouble as ever -- and now she's expecting puppies! This is
bad news for her owner, Mr. Hamley. Dotty can't be left home alone in her condition, so she has to go to school. Now it's up
to Neil and Emily to keep her out of trouble...
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 110
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439218153
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Raccoons on the Roof
Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic Inc. (2001)

Summary: 
Mandy's delighted when she spots a mother and baby raccoon on the roof of the house where she's staying. But the next
door neighbor doesn't like the raccoons, and has laid traps for the playful creatures and wants them destroyed. Can Mandy
keep the raccoons away from danger?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 153
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439230209
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

RACE AGAINST TIME
Carolyn Keene

Aladdin (January 2, 1990)

Number of Pages: 206
ISBN: 9780671694852
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Racing in the Rain
My Life as a Dog
Garth Stein

Harper Collins (May 3, 2011)

Summary: 
Now a family friendly major motion picture from Fox 2000 Studios—featuring Milo Ventimiglia, Amanda Seyfried, and Kevin
Costner as the voice of Enzo the dog!In this young readers’ edition of the New York Times bestselling adult novel The Art of
Racing in the Rain, meet one funny mutt—Enzo, the lovable dog who tells this story.Enzo knows he is different from other
dogs. Most dogs love to chase cars, but Enzo longs to race them.He learns about racing and the world around him by
watching TV and by listening to the words of his best friend, Denny, an up-and-coming race car driver, and Denny's
daughter, Zoë, his constant companion. Enzo finds that life is just like being on the racetrack—it isn't simply about going
fast.Applying the rules of racing to his world, Enzo takes on his family's challenges and emerges a hero. In the end, Enzo
holds in his heart the dream that Denny will go on to be a racing champion with his daughter by his side.For theirs is an
extraordinary friendship—one that reminds us all to celebrate the triumph of the human (and canine) spirit.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 304
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062077172
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Ralph S. Mouse
Beverly Cleary

Scholastic (1982)

Summary: 
In this third and final Mouse novel from Newbery Medal-winning author Beverly Cleary, Ralph heads to school to see what
humans do all day . . . and to discover what the S in Ralph S. Mouse stands for With his rowdy cousins constantly wearing
out his motorcycle and the Mountain View Inn manager threatening to take care of the mouse infestation once and for all,
Ralph decides it's time to get away for a while. He convinces his human friend Ryan to take him along to school, where
Ralph instantly becomes the center of attention. But when Ryan's class decides to see how smart Ralph is by making him
run a maze, the usually confident mouse starts to fret. What if he's not as clever as he thought?Supports the Common Core
State Standards
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590687300
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Ramona and Her Father
Beverly Cleary

Scholastic (1977)

Summary: The family routine is upset during Ramona's year in second grade when her father unexpectedly loses his job.
Genre: Fathers
Number of Pages: 186
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590664882
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Ramona the Pest
Beverly Cleary

HarperCollins (February 1, 1992)

Summary: 
Ramona is off to kindergarten, and it's the greatest day of her life. So why is she sitting on the bench while the rest of the
students play the game gray duck? Laughs and minor upsets abound in an enormously popular story starring the one and
only Ramona Quimby!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380709540
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Rascal
Sterling North

Dutton (1984)

Summary: 



A Newbery Honor Book Celebrating 50 years of a beloved classic! Nothing's surprising in the North household, not even
Sterling's new pet raccoon. Rascal is only a baby when Sterling brings him home, but soon the two are best friends, doing
everything together--until the spring day when everything suddenly changes. Rascal is a heartwarming boyhood memoir that
continues to find its way into the hearts of readers fifty years later. This special anniversary edition includes the book's
classic illustrations restored to their original splendor, as well as a letter from the author's daughter, and material from the
illustrator's personal collection. "Everyone should knock off work, sit beneath the nearest tree, and enjoy Rascal from cover
to cover."--Chicago Tribune From the Trade Paperback edition.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 189

Language: English
ISBN: 9780525188391
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Reader's Digest Best Loved Books for Young Readers
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Jules Verne

Choice Pub (February 1, 1989)

Summary: 
A condensation of the nineteenth-century tale of an electric submarine, its eccentric captain, and the undersea world, which
anticipated many of the scientific achievements of the twentieth century.
Genre: Toy and movable books
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780945260295
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Rebecca and the Movies
Jacqueline Dembar Greene

American Girl Pub. (2009)

Summary: 
On her tenth birthday, Rebecca can hardly believe it when cousin Max invites her to join him for a day at his movie studio to
watch a movie being made! Although her parents don't approve of actors or movies, Mama relents and says Rebecca may
go. At the studio, Rebecca meets the glamorous Lily, a real movie star. When the camera begins to roll, Rebecca knows she
must sit quietly and watch. Suddenly, the director shouts "Cut!" and Rebecca finds herself facing an opportunity she never
imagined in her wildest dreams. Does she have the nerve for it? And what would her parents say if they knew?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 85
Language: English
ISBN: 9781593695262
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
Kate Douglas Wiggin

ABDO (January 1, 2002)

Summary: 
For generations, readers have enjoyed classic literature. They have delighted in the romance of Jane Austen, thrilled at the
adventures of Jules Verne, and pondered the lessons of Aesop. Introduce young readers to these familiar volumes with
Great Illustrated Classics. In this series, literary masterworks have been adapted for young scholars. Large, easy-to-read
type and charming pen-and-ink drawings enhance the text. Students are sure to enjoy becoming acquainted with traditional
literature through these well-loved classics.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9781577658238
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Redwall
Brian Jacques

Ace Books (1998)

Summary: 
The book that inspired a legend--the first novel in the bestselling saga of Redwall. Welcome to Mossflower Wood, where the
gentle mice have gathered to celebrate a year of peace and abundance. All is well...until a sinister shadow falls across the
ancient stone abbey of Redwall. It is rumored that Cluny is coming--Cluny, the terrible one-eyed rat and his savage horde--
Cluny, who has vowed to conquer Redwall Abbey! The only hope for the besieged mice lies in the lost sword of the
legendary Martin the Warrior. And so begins the epic quest of a bumbling young apprentice--a courageous mouse who
would rise up, fight back...and become a legend himself. "The medieval world of Redwall Abbey--where gallant mouse
warriors triumph over evil invaders--has truly become the stuff of legend."--Seattle Post-Intelligencer
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 333
Language: English
ISBN: 9780441005482
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Reluctantly Alice
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Dell (1992)

Number of Pages: 182
ISBN: 0440803098
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Report to the Principal's Office
Jerry Spinelli

Scholastic, Incorporated (1991)

Summary: 
A fast, fun, friendship read from the Newbery-award winning author of Maniac Magee. It's the first day of school at
Plumstead Middle School and already there's trouble. It starts with Sunny, who is determined to do whatever it will take to
get herself suspended. Then there's Eddie, who has a three-point plan for fitting in, but still gets beaten up on the morning
bus. Salem is all too pleased to witness Eddie's troubles--as a future famous writer, she's drawn to drama. And on top of it
all, there's Pickles Johnson, who is just...well...Pickles. These four sixth graders have only one thing in common. They're all
about to report to the principal's office.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 134
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590462778
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Report to the Principal's Office
Jerry Spinelli

Scholastic, Incorporated (1991)

Summary: 
A fast, fun, friendship read from the Newbery-award winning author of Maniac Magee. It's the first day of school at
Plumstead Middle School and already there's trouble. It starts with Sunny, who is determined to do whatever it will take to
get herself suspended. Then there's Eddie, who has a three-point plan for fitting in, but still gets beaten up on the morning
bus. Salem is all too pleased to witness Eddie's troubles--as a future famous writer, she's drawn to drama. And on top of it
all, there's Pickles Johnson, who is just...well...Pickles. These four sixth graders have only one thing in common. They're all
about to report to the principal's office.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction



Number of Pages: 134
Language: English

ISBN: 9780590462778
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Restart
Gordon Korman

Scholastic Press (March 27, 2018)

Summary: 
#1 New York Times bestselling author Gordon Korman harkens back to his No More Dead Dogs days in this new stand-
alone that takes a more serious tone than ever before. Chase's memory just went out the window. Chase doesn't remember
falling off the roof. He doesn't remember hitting his head. He doesn't, in fact, remember anything. He wakes up in a hospital
room and suddenly has to learn his whole life all over again . . . starting with his own name. He knows he's Chase. But who
is Chase? When he gets back to school, he sees that different kids have very different reactions to his return. Some kids
treat him like a hero. Some kids are clearly afraid of him. One girl in particular is so angry with him that she pours her frozen
yogurt on his head the first chance she gets. Pretty soon, it's not only a question of who Chase is--it's a question of who he
was . . . and who he's going to be. From the #1 bestselling author of Swindle and Slacker, Restart is the spectacular story of
a kid with a messy past who has to figure out what it means to get a clean start.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 243
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338053807
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Return to Del
Emily Rodda

Scholastic Incorporated (2001)

Summary: 
The seven lost gems have been restored to the Belt of Deltora. Now Lief, Barda, and Jasmine must find the heir to the
kingdom's throne because only the true heir can use the Belt's magic to overthrow the evil Shadow Lord. But the heir has
been in deepest hiding from birth, and only the Belt can reveal the hiding place.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 136
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439253307
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Riding Freedom
Pam Muñoz Ryan

Scholastic Inc. (1999)

Summary: 
Starred Review. Grade 4?6?Equestrian Charlotte "Charley" Parkhurst had the will to overcome challenges and the courage
to follow her dreams. In Pam Muñoz Ryan's fictionalized biography (Scholastic, 1998) set in the mid 1800s, Charlotte was
raised in an orphanage, loved tending and riding the horses, and yearned for a ranch of her own one day. Banned from the
stables, the 12-year-old ran away from the orphanage, disguised herself as a man, became a skilled stagecoach driver, and
eventually was the first woman to cast a vote in the California presidential election. Listeners will admire Charley's grit and
determination, refusing to give up her dream, even when she was seriously injured and blinded in one eye. Melissa
Hughes's narration is superb. She uses her mellifluous voice well, switching easily from raspy Charley to several other male
and female characters and employing different regional accents. After the story, Ryan provides additional historical
information about Parkhurst's interesting life. Horse aficionados will appreciate the author's attention to detail in recreating
the bustling activity of stable and ranch life, while others will enjoy the well-paced adventure and respect Charlotte's
determination to meet life head on. A gem.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 138
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439087964
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Rookie of the Year
John R. Tunis

Houghton Mifflin (March 1, 1990)

Summary: 
The complex web of relationships that make up a major league baseball team is the heart of this story about a rookie pitcher
who becomes a threat to his team’s chances for the pennant. Introduction by Bruce Brooks.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152688806
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Rookie of the Year
Todd Strasser, Sam Harper

Trumpet Club (1993)

Summary: 
The Chicago Cubs are having their usual tough season, and so is their biggest fan, 12-year-old Henry Rowengartner. Henry
dreams of playing for the Cubs one day, but can't even cut it as equipment manager for his school team. Then he
accidentally breaks his arm. When the cast is removed, Henry's got a l00 m.p.h pitch and a Chicago Cubs uniform!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 84
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440409106
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Ruff vs. fluff
Spencer Quinn

Number of Pages: 293
ISBN: 9781338538977
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Ruff vs. fluff
Spencer Quinn

Number of Pages: 293
ISBN: 9781338538977
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Rules
Cynthia Lord

Scholastic (2006)

Summary: 
"Frustrated with a life that revolves around the needs of her autistic brother, twelve-year-old Catherine longs for a "normal"
existence but instead finds her world further complicated and enriched by friendship with a young paraplegic."--Source
inconnue.
Genre: Families
Number of Pages: 200
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545036405
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Zahdric
Date Loaned: September 21, 2021
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Runaway Ralph
Beverly Cleary

Dell Publishing (August 1, 1988)

Genre: watchdogs
Number of Pages: 175
ISBN: 0440800021
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Sabotage
The mission to destroy Hitler's atomic bomb
Neal Bascomb

Number of Pages: 307
ISBN: 9781338303735
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Samantha Learns a Lesson
A School Story
Susan S. Adler

Pleasant Company (1986)

Summary: 
Each subset of cassettes explores one time period in American history and the life of one young girl: Kirsten, a Swedish
immigrant in 1854, Samantha, an upper-class child in 1904, and Molly, on the home front in 1944.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 61
Language: English
ISBN: 9780937295137
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Samantha Saves the Day
A Summer Story, 1904
Valerie Tripp

American Girl (1988)

Summary: 
Samantha and her family are spending the summer at Piney Point, Grandmary's home in the mountains. One day Samantha
and the twins, Agnes and Agatha, find a sketchbook made by Samantha's mother. In it, Samantha sees a beautiful waterfall
she had visited with her parents long ago, before they died in a boating accident. Using the sketchbook as a map, Samantha
and the twins set off. When their secret exploration puts them in the middle of a dangerous storm, Samantha must save the
day.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 65
Language: English
ISBN: 9780937295410
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Samantha's Surprise
A Christmas Story
Maxine Schur

Pleasant Company (1998)

Summary: 
Each subset of cassettes explores one time period in American history and the life of one young girl: Kirsten, a Swedish
immigrant in 1854, Samantha, an upper-class child in 1904, and Molly, on the home front in 1944.



Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 66
Language: English
ISBN: 9780937295229
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Santa Paws to the Rescue
Nicholas Edwards

Scholastic (2000)

Summary: 
When an ice storm cripples their hometown and puts all its residents in danger, the Callahans turn to their incredible dog,
Santa Paws, for help. By the author of Return of Santa Paws. Original.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 205
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439208499
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Sarah, Plain and Tall
Patricia MacLachlan

Scholastic (1996)

Summary: 
When their father invites a mail-order bride to come live with them in their prairie home, Caleb and Anna are captivated by
their new mother and hope that she will stay.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 64
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590974097
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Saving Shiloh
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Scholastic (1997)

Summary: 
Sixth-grader Marty and his family try to help their rough neighbor, Judd Travers, change his mean ways, even though their
West Virginia community continues to expect the worst of him.
Genre: Dogs
Number of Pages: 137
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590511865
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Say Cheese and Die!
R. L. Stine

Scholastic (2009)

Summary: 
Discover the bone-chilling adventures that made Goosebumps one of the bestselling children's book series of all time. Now
with all-new bonus materials! Greg thinks there is something wrong with the old camera he found. The photos keep turning
out . . . different. When Greg takes a picture of his father's brand-new car, it's wrecked in the photo. And then his dad
crashes the car. It's like the camera can tell the future--or worse. Maybe it makes the future! It's another fan-favorite prequel
to R.L. Stine's blockbuster GOOSEBUMPS HORRORLAND series. Now with a guide to haunted machines and other all-
new bonus material!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 136
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545035255
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
Alvin Schwartz

Summary: Stories of ghosts and witches, "jump" stories, scary songs, and modern-day scary stories.
Date Published: 2007



Number of Pages: 113
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545385039
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Scholastic 2013 Almanac For Kids
Scholastic Inc.

Scholastic Reference (2012)

Genre: Almanacs, Children's
Number of Pages: 352
ISBN: 9780545447829
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Scholastic 2014 almanac for kids
Lynn Brunelle

Date Published: 2013
Genre: Almanacs
Number of Pages: 352
ISBN: 9780545562645
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Scholastic Almanac for Kids 2015
Scholastic Inc.

Scholastic Incorporated (August 26, 2014)

Summary: 
Updated for 2015 with the newest, most exciting facts and stats. Need help with studying? Love trivia? Just want to impress
your friends or teachers? The Scholastic Almanac for Kids 2015 has information about practically everything! If you have
questions, this book has answers. Packed with hundreds of facts, stats, and all of the info you need to keep boredom away
and get your homework done. The 2015 edition will feature an exciting new cover, completely updated facts and stats
throughout, new pop-culture sections, and brand-new chapter openers.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction



Number of Pages: 352
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545679497
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Scholastic Almanac for Kids 2016
Scholastic Inc.

Scholastic (August 25, 2015)

Summary: 
Updated for 2016 with the newest, most exciting fun facts and records! Need help with studying? Love trivia? Just want to
impress your friends or teachers? The Scholastic Almanac for Kids 2016 has information about practically everything! If you
have questions, this book has answers. Packed with hundreds of facts, stats, and all of the info you need to keep boredom
away and get your homework done. The 2016 edition features an eye-catching cover, completely updated facts and stats
throughout, and new pop-culture sections.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 352
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545826259
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Scholastic book of lists
James Buckley

Scholastic Reference (2003)

Genre: Handbooks, vade-mecums
Number of Pages: 320
ISBN: 9780439419055
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Seaman
The Dog who Explored the West with Lewis & Clark
Gail Karwoski

Peachtree (1999)

Summary: 



It is 1804, the year that Meriwether Lewis, William Clark, and the Corps of Discovery set out for their now-legendary
exploration of the Louisiana Purchase, departing St. Louis to travel across the continent to the Pacific Ocean and back. This
fictionalized biography of Lewis and Clark's journey introduces Seaman, a 150-pound Newfoundland dog and unheralded
member of the Corps, to young historians. Seaman travels the long journey with the Corps, playing a key role in the
expedition's success by catching and retrieving game, and protecting the team from wild animals and hostile Native
Americans. Gail Langer Karwoski's thrilling account of Lewis and Clark's expedition with the Corps of Discovery, Seaman,
and eventually Sacagawea, full of accurate details drawn from Lewis's own diary entries, will draw readers into one of the
most exciting chapters in American history.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 183
Language: English
ISBN: 9781561451906
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Secrets Can Kill
Carolyn Keene

Pocket Books (1986)

Summary: 
Posing as a high school student, Nancy Drew goes undercover at Bedford High to investigate a series of minor thefts and
stumbles into a sinister case of murder.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 152
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671746742
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Semper Fido
C. Alexander London

Scholastic, Incorporated (April 30, 2013)

Summary: 
Gus Dempsey is a newly trained dog handler in the United States Marine Corps, and when he is deployed to Afghanistan he
is paired with Loki, a bomb-sniffing black Labrador with a mischievous streak. Original.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 219
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545477048
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Set Me Free
Eva Gray

Scholastic Inc. (2011)

Summary: 
In a terrifying future world, four girls must depend on each other if they want to survive.Maddie is ready for action. Louisa,
Evelyn, and Rosie helped rescue her from the Alliance's grasp, and she's learned an enormous, game-changing secret: her
mother is the leader of the Resistance!But reuniting with her long-absent mother is not going to be easy. As Maddie and her
friends set out to find the Resistance headquarters, they are relentlessly pursued by the Alliance. Worst of all, members of
their group have gone missing in the middle of rubble-strewn Chicago.Maddie and her friends have earned their battle scars,
courage, and strength. But at this darkest hour, will they be able to make it back to their families . . . and freedom?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 230
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545317047
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Seven Wheels of Power
Dawn Barnes

Scholastic, Incorporated (2005)

Summary: 
A brand-new action/adventure series from talented martial arts instructor Dawn Barnes, founder and sensei of the most
popular children's karate school in Los Angeles.In this high-drama action novel, four members of the elite Black Belt Club
set off on a daring adventure to save the world from an evil force that can only be stopped if they use their martial arts skills
and karate-spirit powers to work together. Full of high-kicks, blocks, and intelligent problem-solving, here is a new series
sure to pack a punch.This series will be heavily illustrated by comic book artist Bernand Chang, best known for his work for
DC and Marvel Comics, including issues of Superman, Spider-Man, X-Men, and Daredevil.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 175
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439639361
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



She Died Too Young
Lurlene McDaniel

Bantam Books (1994)

Summary: 
Chelsea James and Katie O'Roark met at Jenny House and spent a wonderful summer together.Now Chelsea and her
mother are staying with Katie as Chelsea awaits news concerning a heart transplant. While waiting for a compatible donor,
Chelsea meets Jillian, a girl who's funny and kind. Jillian is also waiting. She needs a heart-lung transplant. The two girls
become fast friends. When Chelsea meets Jillian's brother, he awakens feelings in Chelsea she's never known before.
However, as her medical situation grows desperate, Chelsea finds herself in a contest for her life against her very best
friend.Is it fair that there's only a chance for one of them to survive?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 154
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553562637
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Shiloh season
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Atheneum Books for Young Readers (1996)

Number of Pages: 120
ISBN: 0590206400
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Shiloh Season
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Simon and Schuster (April 2, 2013)

Summary: 
Marty gets to keep Shiloh! He wasn’t able to rescue all the dogs that Judd Travers mistreated, but at least Shiloh is safe . . .
right? Not necessarily, it turns out. With hunting season approaching, Judd has started drinking again, and hunting on the
outskirts of Marty’s family property. What if Judd tries to take back Shiloh? What if one of Marty’s sisters gets in the way of
Judd’s shotgun? It seems only a matter of time before something goes very wrong. The thing is, Marty knows a secret about
Judd that no one else does, and if anything terrible happens, he will never be able to forgive himself for keeping quiet. Is it
time for Marty to speak up? And can he find the courage to do so, before someone he loves gets hurt?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction



Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442486638
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Shipwreck
Gordon Korman

Scholastic (May 1, 2003)

Summary: 
Six kids, Nick, J.J., Will, Lyssa, Charla, and Ian, are thrown together against their will on a small boat that will make a one-
month journey on the Pacific Ocean. They have all been sent for different reasons. Luke is taking his only choice besides
being sent to a juvenile detention facility for a crime he didn't commit. Will and Lyssa are quarreling siblings sent by their
parents, who hope the trip will teach them to get along better. J.J. was sent by a movie-star father after he pulled one too
many pranks. Ian's parents hoped to cure him of his TV addiction. Charla was sent because she was having an athletic
"burnout." But these six totally different kids have to learn to work together to survive a vicious storm and a shipwreck that
leave them stranded in the middle of the ocean with no food, no water, and almost no hope for survival.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439544160
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Sing Down the Moon
Scott O'Dell

Houghton Mifflin (1970)

Summary: 
A young Navajo girl recounts the events of 1864 when her tribe was forced to march to Fort Sumner as prisoners of the
white soldiers.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 137
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606008563
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Skipping a Beat
Carolyn Keene

Simon Pulse (1996)

Summary: 
Nancy, Bess and George visit the city for a weekend's shopping and a night out at the new Backbeat Cafe. Packed with
celebrities, the wild scene gets even wilder when a smoke bomb goes off. Behind the scenes, Nancy assembles a list of
suspects, and all the ingredients for a dangerous investigation.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 148
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671568757
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Snowbound Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic Incorporated (1990)

Summary: 
Four orphaned children used to live alone in a boxcar. Now they have a home with their grandfather, and in their new life
encounter various adventures and mysteries.
Genre: Orphans
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590426763
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Socks
Beverly Cleary

Dell (April 15, 1980)

Summary: 



"Both children and adults with roar with laughter."--School Library JournalNewbery Medal-winning author Beverly Cleary
charms readers with yet another lovable character--Socks, a jealous cat who must learn to share his owners with their new
baby. Socks is one happy cat. He lives the good life with his affectionate owners, Mr. and Mrs. Bricker. Ever since the day
they saved him from a life spent in a mailbox drop slot, Socks has been the center of their world. And he always has
everything he needs--tasty kitty treats and all the lap room he could want!But when a new baby arrives, suddenly the
Brickers have less and less time for Socks. Little Charles William is the one getting all the attention. Socks feels left out--and
to show it, he starts getting into all sorts of trouble! What will it take to make Socks realize just how much the Brickers care
about him?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 156
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440482567
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Somewhere In The Darkness
Walter Dean Myers

Scholastic Paperbacks (May 1, 2008)

Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
ISBN: 9780545055772
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Somewhere In The Darkness
Walter Dean Myers

Scholastic Paperbacks (May 1, 2008)

Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
ISBN: 9780545055772
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Sounder
William H. Armstrong

Scholastic (1969)

Genre: Children: Grades 4-6
Number of Pages: 116
ISBN: 0590402129
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Spy High
Mission One
A. J. Butcher

Little, Brown (2003)

Genre: Adventure and adventurers
Number of Pages: 214
ISBN: 9780316155878
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Squirrels in the School
Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic Inc. (September 1, 2000)

Summary: 
At Animal Ark, Mandy Hope helps her parents treat animals of all shapes and sizes. Even outside the clinic, Mandy can't
resist helping any animal in need. Mandy and James are helping prepare for the school play-but behind the scenes a family
of squirrels is causing trouble. The principal wants them evicted and he's called in Pest Control. Now they're planning to put
down poison! Can Mandy and James help the squirrels to safety in time?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 134
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439097024
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Stacey and the Missing Ring
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic (1991)

Summary: 
Accused of stealing a valuable diamond ring, Stacey must call on the other babysitters to help her find the missing ring and
clear her name.
Genre: Detective and mystery stories
Number of Pages: 152
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590440844
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Stage Fright
A Sebastian Barth Mystery
James Howe

HarperCollins Publishers (April 1, 1987)

Summary: 
Young Sebastian Barth investigates the tangle of warnings and ominous accidents surrounding a famous actress visiting his
home town.
Genre: Detective and mystery stories
Number of Pages: 121
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380701735
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Stage Fright on a Summer Night
Mary Pope Osborne

Random House (2002)

Summary: 
Jack and Annie are ready for their next fantasy adventure in the bestselling middle-grade series—the Magic Tree House!
The show must go on! That's what Jack and Annie learn when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to Elizabethan
England. There they meet William Shakespeare himself—one of the greatest writers of all time! But Mr. Shakespeare's
having a hard time with some of the actors in his latest show. Are Jack and Annie ready to make a big entrance? Or will it be
curtains for Shakespeare? Visit the Magic Tree House website! MagicTreeHouse.com



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 70

Language: English
ISBN: 9780375806117
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Stallion in the Storm
Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic Inc. (December 1, 2001)

Summary: 
Mandy and James can hardly wait to accompany Mandy1s father to Folan1s Racing Stables. When they arrive, they find
there is trouble going on. Some of the jockeys believe the stables are haunted by Tibor, a stallion who died in a race. Can
Mandy and James discover the truthS and help Tibor make his peace?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 127
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439341264
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Starring Sally J. Freedman as Herself
Judy Blume

Piccolo (1977)

Summary: 
When Sally’s family moves to Miami Beach for the winter of 1947, she is excited and nervous at the same time. What will
school be like in Florida? Will she make any friends? Will she fit in so far away from home? Miami Beach has so many
things to worry and wonder about, Sally is in for one unforgettable winter!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 298
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440482536
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Static Shock Chapter Book #1 (Static Shock)
Tracey West

Scholastic (September 1, 2004)

Number of Pages: 80
ISBN: 9780439656214
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Stay Out of the Basement
R. L. Stine

Scholastic Incorporated (1992)

Summary: 
"Dr. Brewer is doing a little plant-testing in his basement. Nothing to worry about. Harmless, really. But Margaret and Casey
Brewer are worried about their father. Especially when they ... meet ... some of the plants he is growing down there. Then
they notice that their father is developing plantlike tendencies. In fact, he is becoming distinctly weedy--and seedy. Is this
just part of their father's 'harmless' experiment? Or has the basement turned into another little shop of horrors?"--P. [4] of
cover.
Genre: Horror stories
Number of Pages: 122
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590453660
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Strawberry Girl
Lois Lenski

Dell Publishing (1987)

Genre: Newbery Medal
Number of Pages: 193
ISBN: 0440801451
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Strays Like Us
Cecilia Galante

Scholastic Press (2018)

Summary: 
Twelve-year-old Fred (never Winifred) is being fostered by the eccentric but kind Margery Dawson while her mother is
dealing with addiction problems, and mostly Fred is determined not to form any attachments to anybody--until the condition
of Toby, the abused dog next door, captures first her attention and then her heart, and somehow it becomes increasingly
difficult to stay detached from the people who are helping her.
Number of Pages: 313
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338325119
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Street Spies
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1988)

Summary: 
Fenton Hardy is hired by World-Wide Technologies to investigate a rival manufacturer who is stealing designs. The clues
lead to World-Wide's New York messenger service, and Frank and Joe go undercover as bicycle messengers. But their new
jobs almost cost them their lives!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 153
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671646844
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Stuart Little
Elwyn Brooks White

Scholastic (1973)

Summary: 
The adventures of a tiny debonair mouse called Stuart Little as he sets out in the world to seek out his dearest friend, a little
bird that stays for a few days in his family's garden.
Genre: family



Number of Pages: 131
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590406208
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Sugar
Jewell Parker Rhodes

Scholastic Incorporated (2015)

Summary: 
In 1870, Reconstruction brings big changes to the Louisiana sugar plantation where spunky ten-year-old Sugar has always
lived, including her friendship with Billy, the son of her former master, and the arrival of workmen from China.
Number of Pages: 272
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545842969
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 26, 2021

Summer Ball
Mike Lupica

Scholastic (May 1, 2008)

Genre: Basketball
Number of Pages: 244
ISBN: 9780545153881
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Summer of the Monkeys
Wilson Rawls

Doubleday (February 1, 1992)

Summary: 
Monkeys Out In The Middle Of Nowhere Staring At Him! A tree full of monkeys the last thing fourteen-year-old Jay Berry Lee
thought he'd find on one of his treks through Oklahoma's Cherokee Ozarks. Jay learns from his grandfather that the
monkeys have escaped from a circus and there is a big reward for anyone who finds them. He knows how much his family
needs the money. Jay is determined to catch the monkeys. It's a summer of thrills and dangers no one will ever forget.



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 290

Language: English
ISBN: 9780553298185
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Super Narwhal and Jelly Jolt
Ben Clanton

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
Narwhal is a happy-go-lucky narwhal. Jelly is a no-nonsense jellyfish. The two might not have a lot in common, but they do
they love waffles, parties and adventures. Join Narwhal and Jelly as they discover the whole wide ocean together. A
wonderfully silly early graphic novel series featuring three stories.
Number of Pages: 64
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338282726
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Surprise Island
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scott, Foresman (1949)

Summary: 
Summer vacation on an almost private island gives the Aldens a challenge. Henry, Jessie, Violet and Benny used to live
alone in a boxcar. Now they have a home with their grandfather and are spending the summer on their own private island.
There is a mysterious stranger on the island with a secret--but that's not the only surprise in store for the Boxcar Children.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 181
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590426893
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Surviving the Applewhites
Stephanie S. Tolan

Scholastic (November 1, 2009)

Summary: 
Jake, a budding juvenile delinquent, is sent for home schooling to the arty and eccentric Applewhite family's Creative
Academy, where he discovers talents and interests he never knew he had.
Genre: Theater
Number of Pages: 216
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439566759
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Take Me to the River
Will Hobbs

Scholastic (2011)

Summary: 
When North Carolina fourteen-year-old Dylan Sands joins his fifteen-year-old cousin Rio in running the Rio Grande River,
they face a tropical storm and a fugitive kidnapper.
Genre: Cousins
Number of Pages: 184
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545380386
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Teacher's Pet
Patricia L. Barnes-Svarney

Pocket Books (1998)

Summary: 
Salem the black cat falls asleep in Sabrina's knapsack and inadvertently accompanies her to high school, where he enjoys
interacting until they are accidentally separated, propelling the indignant feline to find Sabrina or a new home. Original.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English



ISBN: 9780671023812
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Absolutely True Story... How I Visited Yellowstone Park
with the Terrible Rupes
(no Names Have Been Changed to Protect the Guilty)
Willo Davis Roberts

Simon and Schuster (May 1, 1997)

Summary: Lewis and Alison
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 154
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689814648
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Mark Twain

Baronet Books (1990)

Summary: The adventures of a boy and a runaway slave as they float down the Mississippi River on a raft.
Genre: Juvenile audience
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9780866119658
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Agony of Alice
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Dell Publishing Company (1988)

Summary: 
Eleven-year-old, motherless Alice decides she needs a gorgeous role model who does everything right; and when placed in
homely Mrs. Plotkins's class she is greatly disappointed until she discovers it is what people are inside that counts.
Number of Pages: 131
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440400516



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Bag of Bones
Vivian French

Candlewick Press (2010)

Summary: 
Now in paperback— Hold on to your head for the funny and fast-paced second Tale from the Five Kingdoms, a follow-up to
THE ROBE OF SKULLS. When the quill writes GO GO GO frantically on the wall, and the House of the Ancient Crones
heaves Gracie Gillypot outside onto the path, it can mean only one thing: there’s Trouble in the Five Kingdoms. This time it’s
in the form of a beady-eyed, green-tongued witch named Truda Hangnail, who with her banished Deep Magic has vowed to
succeed Queen Bluebell on the throne. Now that her horrible spell has shrunk the good witches of Wadington to the size of,
well, rats, can anything stop her? Will the strengths, smarts, and charms of a spunky trueheart, a sweet-natured orphan, a
scruffy prince, a substantial troll, and two squabbling bats be enough to foil her insidious plot?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 247
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763647704
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Best Christmas Pageant Ever
Barbara Robinson

Trumpet Club (1989)

Summary: 
The six mean Herdman kids lie, steal, smoke cigars (even the girls) and then become involved in the community Christmas
pageant.
Genre: Christmas pageants
Number of Pages: 80
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440842491
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The best school year ever
Barbara Robinson

Harper Trophy (1997)

Summary: 
Buckle up for a wild ride involving a missing gerbil, a crazy cat, and a tattooed baby that will have readers of all ages
laughing! This hilarious novel stars the Herdmans, the worst kids in the world, who made their first appearance in author
Barbara Robinson's classic The Best Christmas Pageant Ever.In The Best School Year Ever, Imogene, Claude, Ralph,
Leroy, Ollie, and Gladys Herdman haven’t changed a bit. They still set things on fire and knock the other kids black and
blue.One day the teachers ask all the students to think of compliments for their classmates, and Beth Bradley picks Imogene
Herdman’s name. At first, Beth can’t think of anything good, but soon she begins to see Imogene in a new light.Maybe
behind all of the outrageous pranks, there is something good about the Herdmans?
Genre: Schools
Number of Pages: 117
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064404921
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

The best school year ever
Barbara Robinson

Harper Trophy (1997)

Summary: 
Buckle up for a wild ride involving a missing gerbil, a crazy cat, and a tattooed baby that will have readers of all ages
laughing! This hilarious novel stars the Herdmans, the worst kids in the world, who made their first appearance in author
Barbara Robinson's classic The Best Christmas Pageant Ever.In The Best School Year Ever, Imogene, Claude, Ralph,
Leroy, Ollie, and Gladys Herdman haven’t changed a bit. They still set things on fire and knock the other kids black and
blue.One day the teachers ask all the students to think of compliments for their classmates, and Beth Bradley picks Imogene
Herdman’s name. At first, Beth can’t think of anything good, but soon she begins to see Imogene in a new light.Maybe
behind all of the outrageous pranks, there is something good about the Herdmans?
Genre: Schools
Number of Pages: 117
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064404921
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Big Camp Secret
Jamie Suzanne, Francine Pascal

Bantam (1989)

Summary: 
Girls, boys, and ghosts . . . Identical twins Jessica and Elizabeth Wakefield can't believe they're finally at sleep-away camp.
Even though there are no boys, and Elizabeth's friend Grace had to cancel her plans to go at the last minute, it mall be two
whole weeks of fun, fun, fun! The twins waste no time diving into their favorite activities. Jessica begins to arrange a
rendezvous with the boys' camp across the lake. Elizabeth spends much of her time horseback riding and making new
friends. But the real excitement starts when Grace turns up in the most unexpected place. Should the twins take a chance
and hide Grace? If they do and they're caught, camp may just turn out to be the worst two weeks of their lives!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 185
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553157079
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The big one-oh
Dean Pitchford

Scholastic (2009)

Genre: Children's parties
Number of Pages: 181
ISBN: 9780545200370
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Bill of Rights
Lucia Raatma

Children's Press (September 1, 2011)

Summary: 
Learn about the reasons for the Bill of Rights, key players in drafting it, and the effects it has today. Even before the first
glorious ring of the Liberty Bell, America was a land of freedom and promise. The Cornerstones of Freedom series explores
what inspires people from all over the world to start life anew here, endure the economic and social upheavals, and defend
the land and rights that are unique to the United States of America.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction



Number of Pages: 64
Language: English

ISBN: 9780531265529
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Black Cauldron
Lloyd Alexander

Dell (1985)

Summary: 
A classic high fantasy series which already enjoys cult status in America. A must-read for all fans of Lord of the Rings.
Synopsis The evil death-lord Arawn is once again threatening the peaceful land of Prydain. Taran, the pig-keeper and hero
of the Chronicles, must help find and destroy the powerful black cauldron. Arawn's cauldron creates an army of warriors,
who cannot be killed as they have no life. Can Taran overcome the huntsman of Annuvin and the enchantresses Orddu,
Orwen and Orgoch to fulfil his mission and protect Prydain?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 220
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440906490
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Black Stallion's Blood Bay Colt
Walter Farley

Yearling (1994)

Summary: 
Veteran harness race driver Jimmy Creech, an aging driver and trainer who is reluctant to accept that Standardbred harness
racing has moved from the county fairs to the big night-time, moneymaking raceways, pins his comeback hopes on Bonfire,
the Black Stallion's second colt. His dreams are threatened by ill health and his young apprentice Tom's inexperience.
Jimmy hopes that the great Black Stallion has given his son the speed and will to win.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 293
Language: English
ISBN: 9780679813477
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Bomb in the Bessledorf Bus Depot
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Aladdin Paperbacks (1997)

Summary: 
Could it be that someone in Bernie Magruder's own family, the family that did such a good job of managing the Bessledorf
Hotel, was the one who bombed the bus depot next door? Bernie didn't want to believe it. But why else was Delores, his
sister, so delighted that her former boyfriend had almost been hit by the bomb? And what was Bernie's brother Joseph
making behind the locked basement door? Officer Feeney said that families gave him more trouble than anyone else, and
Bernie was beginning to understand why. On the one hand, it was Bernie who gave Officer Feeney the information that
made him suspicious about Delores-and brought him over to talk to Delores often enough that Mrs. Magruder was sure
there would soon be a wedding in the family. And it was Bernie who told his friends Georgene and Weasel about Joseph.
But, on the other hand, it was Bernie who led his friends into sleuthing to get at the truth of the matter. A hard job, especially
after the first bomb was followed by several more. The bombs were a baffling mystery, with Bernie suspecting his family and
at the same time trying to prove that none of them was involved. As always, Bernie, his family, their pets, friends, and guests
prove that crime doesn't pay.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 136
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689805998
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Borgia dagger
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1988)

Summary: 



From the back of the book:

Deadly arts

Beautiful, rich, and very spoiled, Tessa Carpenter is all trouble from the moment she sideswipes Callie Shaw's car-and
meets Frank Hardy. She invites Frank and Joe to a party for a close-up look at her priceless treasure, the Borgia dagger. But
in the middle of the party the lights go out and Tessa is almost killed. Fearing the ancient curse on the jeweled dagger, Tessa
asks the brother detectives to protect her. The question is-will two bodyguards be enough for someone with enemies on
both sides of the grave?

=============

From inside the book:

LEGEND OF THE LOST

Dr. Lansdale's voice became lower as she recounted the story of the Borgia dagger. All of Tessa's guests leaned closer to
hear.

"With the life flowing out of her, Marisol flung open the bedroom shutters, letting in the light of the full moon. And as she
raised the dagger over Armando's bed, she screamed his name so loud they say it shattered the windows in the room."

By then Tessa's parlor had become so quiet, Frank could hear the beating of his own heart.

"From that day on, the legend goes, whoever takes possession of the dagger dies mysteriously within four months of having
touched it."
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 154
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671644635
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Boxcar Children The Dinosaur Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic Inc. (1995)

Number of Pages: 121
ISBN: 0590484168
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Call of the Wild
Jack London

Penguin Adult (March 6, 2008)

Summary: 
The venerable story of survival and adventure?a true classic! Part St. Bernard, part Scotch shepherd, Buck is a sturdy
crossbreed canine accustomed to a comfortable life as a family dog?until he's seized from his pampered surroundings and
shipped to Alaska to be a sled dog. There, the forbidding landscape is as harsh as life itself during the gold rush of the
1890s. Forced to function in a climate where every day is a savage struggle for survival, Buck adapts quickly. Traces of his
earlier existence are obliterated and he reverts to his dormant primeval instincts, encountering danger and adventure as he
becomes the leader of a wolf pack and undertakes a journey of nearly mythical proportions. Superb details, taken from Jack
London's firsthand knowledge of Alaskan frontier life, make this classic tale of endurance as gripping today as it was over a
century ago. One of literature's most popular and exciting adventure stories, The Call of the Wild is a children's classic that
will inspire imaginations generation after generation. Includes behind-the-scenes information, including an author profile, a
guide to who's who, activities and more!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780141321059
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Capture
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic (2003)

Summary: 
A classic hero mythology about the fight between good and evil, Guardians of Ga'Hoole is filled with adventure, suspense,
and heart.Soren is born in the forest of Tyto, a tranquil kingdom where the Barn Owls dwell. But evil lurks in the owl world,
evil that threatens to shatter Tyto's peace and change the course of Soren's life forever.Soren is captured and taken to a
dark and forbidding canyon. It's called an orphanage, but Soren believes it's something far worse. He and his friend Gylfie
know that the only way out is up. To escape, they will need to do something they have never done before -- fly.And so
begins a magical journey. Along the way, Soren and Gylfie meet Twilight and Digger. The four owls band together to seek
the truth and protect the owl world from unimaginable danger.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 226
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439405577
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Capture
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic Inc. (2010)

Summary: 
After Soren, a young owlet, is pushed from his family's nest by his older brother, he's plucked from the forest floor by agents
from a mysterious school, the St. Aegolius Academy for Orphaned Owls. When Soren arrives at St. Aggie's, he suspects
there is more to the school than meets the eye. He and his new friend, the clever and scrappy Gylfie, find out that St.
Aggie's is actually a training camp where the school's leader can groom young owls to help achieve her goal--to rule the
entire owl kingdom. In the first book in this series, the reader follows the adventures of Soren and Gylfie as they subvert the
attempted brainwashing that takes place at St. Aggie's, learn to fly, and eventually escape from the evil school. Later they
meet with two more orphaned owls, the indomitable Twilight and pensive Digger, and the four form a band as they journey to
a refuge that may exist only in legend--the Great Ga'Hoole Tree.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 222
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545253062
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Case of the Disappearing Diamonds
Carolyn Keene

Pocket Books (1987)

Summary: 
The daughter of mystery writer Beatrice Crown is convicted of stealing six diamonds, but when Beatrice tries to prove Karen
had been framed, she disappears, leaving Nancy Drew to solve the puzzle.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 147
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671648961
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The case of the safecracker's secret
Carolyn Keene

Pocket Books (1990)



Summary: 
Someone has broken into the safety depository at the Wilputte Bank & Trust, but nothing has been stolen. Nancy is called in
to investigate—and meets a couple of robbers comparable to Bonnie and Clyde!
Genre: Mystery and detective stories
Number of Pages: 154
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671663186
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The case of the Wild Wolf River
Judy Katschke

Scholastic (1998)

Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 87
ISBN: 0590294016
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Cat Who Was Named Twice
Eleanor Jean Wareing

E.J. Wareing (1990)

Summary: 
An introduction written by the author reads: "This story is about a real cat, a real 'tall man' & 'kind lady.' I'm sure that if she
could write, the little black & white cat you will meet in these pages would describe her adventures just as I have." These
adventures in Minnesota's north woods include meetings with a Siamese cat playing a Robin Hood role, a bear & a family of
weasels. Since the book has come out, several teachers have written the author to say they are using the book as a
teaching tool in their first, second & third grade classes. And in response to requests from four Minnesota elementary
schools, the author has appeared at their schools & spoken to the children, displaying her book & helping encourage them
in the art of writing. But the book was written mainly for entertainment, & judging from the comments from adult cat lovers &
children, THE CAT WHO WAS NAMED TWICE fills the bill. One of the third graders at Pequot Lakes Elementary School
said she had read the book twice & was going home & read it again.
Genre: Cats
Number of Pages: 141
Language: English
ISBN: 9780962917509
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The cats nobody wanted.
Harriet May Savitz

Scholastic (1989)

Summary: 
When Franky realizes that he must find homes for a neighbor's cats, he finds unexpected help from others, but will he be
able to adopt the cat he loves most?
Genre: Literature and Fiction
Number of Pages: 83
Language: English
ISBN: 0590421964
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Cheerleaders of Doom
Michael Buckley

Scholastic, Incorporated (2012)

Summary: 
Matilda "Wheezer" Choi, an asthmatic who uses nanobyte-enhanced inhalers and hates anything girlie, must infiltrate the
cheerleading squad when former member of NERDS turned villain, Gerdie Baker, becomes a cheerleader and starts
pillaging other worlds with the assistance of a device the criminal mastermind Simon helped her make.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 245
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545498166
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Chocolate Sundae Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic (1995)

Summary: 
The Boxcar children investigate when ice cream and other items start disappearing from their favorite ice cream parlor.
Genre: Ice cream parlors
Number of Pages: 120
Language: English



ISBN: 9780590484183
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The City of Ember
Book 1
Jeanne DuPrau

Yearling (2003)

Summary: 
Ember is the only light in a dark world. But when its lamps begin to flicker, two friends must race to escape the dark. This
highly acclaimed adventure series is a modern-day classic--with over 4 MILLION copies sold! The city of Ember was built as
a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that light the city are beginning to dim. When
Lina finds part of an ancient message, she's sure it holds a secret that will save the city. Now, she and her friend Doon must
race to figure out the clues to keep the lights on. If they succeed, they will have to convince everyone to follow them into
danger. But if they fail? The lights will burn out and the darkness will close in forever. Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An
American Library Association Notable Children's Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors' Choice A Child Magazine Best Children's Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William
Allen White Children's Book Award Winner "A realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau's book leaves Doon and Lina on the
verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more." --USA Today "An electric debut." --Publishers Weekly, Starred
"While Ember is colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with description." --VOYA, Starred "A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher." --Kirkus Reviews, Starred
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 270
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375822742
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Code Book: The Secret History of Codes and Code-
breaking
The Secret History of Codes and Code-breaking
Simon Singh

HarperCollins Publishers (June 23, 2010)

Summary: 
The Science of Secrecy from Ancient Egypt to Quantum Cryptography From the best-selling author of Fermat’s Last
Theorem, The Code Book is a history of man’s urge to uncover the secrets of codes, from Egyptian puzzles to modern day
computer encryptions. As in Fermat’s Last Theorem, Simon Singh brings life to an anstonishing story of puzzles, codes,
languages and riddles that reveals man’s continual pursuit to disguise and uncover, and to work out the secret languages of
others. Codes have influenced events throughout history, both in the stories of those who make them and those who break
them. The betrayal of Mary Queen of Scots and the cracking of the enigma code that helped the Allies in World War II are
major episodes in a continuing history of cryptography. In addition to stories of intrigue and warfare, Simon Singh also
investigates other codes, the unravelling of genes and the rediscovery of ancient languages and most tantalisingly, the
Beale ciphers, an unbroken code that could hold the key to a $20 million treasure. Note that it has not been possible to
include the same picture content that appeared in the original print version.
Genre: Science
Number of Pages: 416
Language: English



ISBN: 9780007378302
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Personal

The Crook Who Took the Book
Carolyn Keene

Aladdin Paperbacks (2002)

Summary: 
NANCY'S FAVORITE MYSTERY WRITER NEEDS A DETECTIVE -- TO FIND HIS OWN BOOK! Morton Sandback is
coming to River Heights to read from his new mystery at his daughter's bookstore. Then she's going to surprise him with a
rare copy of his very first book. Nancy, Bess, and George can't wait for the fun -- but when Mr. Sandback opens the box, the
book is gone! The bookstore is in a very old house full of creepy nooks and hiding places. But Nancy's not afraid, and soon
she has some interesting suspects. This time she's solving a real-life mystery -- and it's a page-turning adventure!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 74
Language: English
ISBN: 9780743437615
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Danger
Gordon Korman

케이론교육 (January 1, 2003)

Summary: 
Gordon Korman's adventurous Dive trilogy comes to an action-packed conclusion The kids found the sunken treasure. The
adults want to keep it for themselves. But there's a chance that both will lose it if they don't act fast. The kids learn that trust
is more vital than air in the thrilling, shark infested conclusion to this underwater trilogy.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 150
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439507240
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



The Dark Is Rising
Susan Cooper

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company (November 1, 1992)

Summary: 
On his eleventh birthday Will Stanton discovers that he is the last of the Old Ones, destined to seek the six magical Signs
that will enable the Old Ones to triumph over the evil forces of the Dark.
Number of Pages: 244
Language: English
ISBN: 9780395618806
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Dead Season
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (January 2, 1990)

Summary: 
It's an eerie mystery for the Hardy Boys when they confront some bizarre spirits of the night. Can they discover the flesh-
and-blood truth behind the ghosts haunting an old hotel? Time is running out, and if they do not crack the case soon, they
could pay with their lives.
Genre: Mystery and detective stories
Number of Pages: 149
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671674830
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Deadly Experiments of Dr. Eeek
R. L. Stine

Scholastic (1996)

Summary: 
Top secret and dangerous. That's what your mom, a famous scientist calls, the research she's been doing at the labs of Dr.
Eeek. You're dying to know what it's all about. Then one day you get lost in the labs. Before you know it you've become a
human guinea pig in Dr. Eeeks deadly experiments! If you choose one lab, you meet a dog wearing sneakers. He's half dog,
half kid. And now he's after you! If you choose another lab, you get lost in a maze--a maze that just happens to be the home
of an enormous rat! The choice is yours in this scary GOOSEBUMPS adventure that's packed with over 20 super-spooky
endings!



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 130

Language: English
ISBN: 9780590673181
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Deserted Library Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman & Company (1991)

Summary: 
At an old library, the Alden children discover a boy who needs their help and a stranger who is after a valuable object they
found in the library.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 121
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590449854
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The dog who thought he was Santa
Bill Wallace

Scholastic (2010)

Genre: Social life and customs
Number of Pages: 184
ISBN: 9780545290944
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

The dog who thought he was Santa
Bill Wallace

Scholastic (2010)

Genre: Social life and customs
Number of Pages: 184



ISBN: 9780545290944
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Double Life of Pocahontas
Jean Fritz

Puffin Books (1987)

Summary: 
In a story that is as gripping as it is historical, Jean Fritz reveals the true life of Pocahontas. Though at first permitted to
move freely between the Indian and the white worlds, Pocahontas was eventually torn between her new life and the culture
that shaped her.
Genre: Powhatan women
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140322576
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Enemy Above
A Novel of World War II
Michael P. Spradlin

Scholastic Inc. (2016)

Number of Pages: 232
ISBN: 9781338114003
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Face on the Milk Carton
Caroline B. Cooney

Dell Publishing (1994)

Summary: 
A young girl is shocked to discover the face on a milk carton is her face when she was young. Are her parents her real
parents, or was she kidnapped as a young child? Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Genre: Young Adult
Number of Pages: 184
Language: English



ISBN: 9780440910091
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Family Under the Bridge
Natalie Savage Carlson

Harper Collins (February 15, 1989)

Summary: 
This is the delightfully warm and enjoyable story of an old Parisian named Armand, who relished his solitary life. Children,
he said, were like starlings, and one was better off without them.But the children who lived under the bridge recognized a
true friend when they met one, even if the friend seemed a trifle unwilling at the start. And it did not take Armand very long to
realize that he had gotten himself ready-made family; one that he loved with all his heart, and one for whom he would have
to find a better home than the bridge. Armand and the children's adventures around Paris -- complete with gypsies and a
Santa Claus -- make a story which children will treasure.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064402507
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Forests of Silence
Emily Rodda

Scholastic (2001)

Summary: 
Filled with action, adventure, and magic, Emily Rodda's remarkable Deltora series begins right here--with a spectacular new
lenticular 3-D cover! The evil Shadow Lord is plotting to invade the land of Deltora and enslave its people. All that stands
against him is the magic Belt of Deltora with its seven stones of great and mysterious power. In secrecy, with only a hand-
drawn map to guide them, two unlikely companions set out on a dangerous quest. Determined to find the lost stones and rid
their land of the Shadow Lord, they struggle toward their first goal--the sinister Forests of Silence.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 131
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439253239
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The fourth stall
Chris Rylander

Scholastic (2011)

Number of Pages: 314
ISBN: 9780545445498
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Fugitive Factor
Gordon Korman

Scholastic (2005)

Summary: 
Aiden and Meg Falconer are now celebrities ... for all the wrong reasons. It's much harder to be on the run when the whole
country's looking for you....Aiden and Meg Falconer are out to find the evidence that will free their parents from a life
sentence in prison. But in order to do that, they have to live undercover. Ever since they broke out of a juvenile detention
facility, they've been chased by the FBI ... and by a strange killer they've nicknamed Hairless Joe. Now their story has hit the
airwaves, and suddenly everyone is looking for the Falconer kids. They think they can hide with an old family friend ... but
when she turns them in and Meg is put in jail, the danger and adventure only increase.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 148
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439651370
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Genius Thieves
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1987)

Summary: 
An impenetrable computer-operated vault has been cleaned out, and all clues point to an exclusive prep school, where
Frank enrolls and Joe poses as a janitor. The school abounds with suspects, and one of them wants to get rid of the Hardy
boys.
Genre: Schools
Number of Pages: 153
Language: English



ISBN: 9780671630805
Reading Status: Unread

Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Girl Who Hated Ponies
Jeanne Betancourt

Scholastic Inc. (December 7, 1996)

Summary: 
Visiting the Pony Pals for the weekend, Melissa Prince claims to hate ponies and seems to care about nothing except her
hair and clothes, until a surprise snowstorm and pony makeover party brings about unexpected changes. Original.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 81
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590866002
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Goalie
Susan Richards Shreve

HarperCollins Publishers (1998)

Summary: 
When Julie was not quite four, her mother was killed by a drunk driver. Now Julie proudly tried her hardest to be a mother to
her little sister, and a friend and housekeeper to her father. Then intruders arrive - Julie's father brings home Eliza True,
while Eliza's son competes with Julie to be goalkeeper on the soccer team. And Julie springs into action to defend her turf.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 95
Language: English
ISBN: 9780688158583
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

The Great Blue Yonder
Alex Shearer

Scholastic, Inc. (2004)



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 184
ISBN: 9780439561273
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Grey King
Susan Cooper

Collier Books (1975)

Summary: 
There is a Welsh legend about a harp of gold, hidden within a certain hill, that will be found by a boy and a white dog with
silver eyes-- a dog that can see the wind. Will Stanton knew nothing of this when he came to Wales to recover from a severe
illness. But when he met Bran, the strange boy who owned a white dog, he began to remember. For Will is the last-born of
the Old Ones, immortals dedicated to saving the world from the forces of evil, the Dark. And it is Will's task to wake-- with
the golden harp-- the six who must be roused from their long slumber in the Welsh hills to prepare for the last battle between
the Dark and the Light.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 165
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689710896
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Hardy Boys Ghost Stories
Franklin W. Dixon

Wanderer Books (1984)

Summary: 
The Hardy brothers are confronted with the supernatural in these six ghost stories which include The Walking Scarecrow
and The Haunted Castle.
Genre: Short stories
Number of Pages: 154
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671508081
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Haunted Cabin Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic Incorporated (1991)

Summary: 
The Boxcar Children have a new mystery to solve when they ride up the Mississippi on a paddleboat to visit their
grandfather's friend Cap and are followed by the mysterious Mr. Jay. Things really turn weird when, outside Cap's log cabin,
the children see eerie lights, hear strange noises, and receive spooky phone calls.
Number of Pages: 121
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590449830
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Headless Ghost
R. L. Stine

케이론교육 (October 1, 2004)

Summary: 
They're baa-ack! Make way for the bestselling children's series of all time! With a fresh new look, GOOSEBUMPS is set to
scare a whole new generation of kids. So reader beware--you're in for a scare! They've got a real head start . . . . Everyone
knows about Hill House. It's the biggest tourist attraction in town. That's because it's haunted. Haunted by the ghost of a
thirteen-year-old boy. A boy with no head! Duane and Stephanie love Hill House. It's dark. And creepy. And totally scary.
Still, they've never actually seen the ghost. Until the night they decide to go on a search. A search for his head . . . .
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439669870
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Heart of Glass Tales from the Five Kingdoms Paperback
Ross Collins

Candlewick Press (MA) (2011)

Summary: 



It’s a fine day for dwarf watching! At least that’s what Gracie Gillypott and Prince Marcus innocently think as they set out,
unaware that Princess Marigold has honed her sights on Marcus and plans to follow him to the ends of the earth — fan, frilly
petticoats, and all. As for the dwarves, it’s not a fine day at all: they’re overworked and underpaid, rushing to produce extra
gold to make crowns for a royal wedding. The Chief of Works has no choice but to send for some trolls to deal with the
problem, but they have their own agenda: finding a princess for their lonely king. Throw in the faithful Gubble, a slinking
goblin, four chatty bats, and a heart of glass that will give its owner absolute power and you have a hilarious new adventure
rife with mistaken identities — and the ever-compelling search for the perfect match.
Genre: Fairy Tales, Myths & Fables
Number of Pages: 244
ISBN: 9780763651329
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Hero
Ron Woods

Random House Children's Books (December 1, 2003)

Summary: 
Nobody would believe Dennis Leeper was a hero. He was the kind of kid you hid from when he pedaled his rickety bike
down the road. But Jamie couldn’t say no when his father asked him to include Dennis in the raft project. And someone
needed to hold the line when Jamie and his cousin Jerry finally got the raft in the river. But they should have known that
Dennis couldn’t be trusted to hold onto it. Without paddles and out of people’s sight, the three boys are swept downstream—
toward the dams, the steep falls, and three separate destinies. One swims to shore. One is rescued. And one never returns
alive. Overcome by guilt and the fear that Dennis’s father will take revenge for his son’s death, Jamie tells everyone how he
survived: Dennis was a hero. The question is: Will anyone believe it? From the Hardcover edition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 215
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440229780
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Horse and His Boy
C. S. Lewis

Zondervan (June 25, 1994)

Summary: An orphaned boy and a kidnapped horse gallop for Narnia . . . and freedom.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405010
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Hypersonic Secret
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1995)

Summary: 
Investigating the disappearance of an air taxi pilot, Frank and Joe uncover evidence of sabotage that points directly to the
missing man's passenger, millionaire Ian Fairbanks, who is connected to a national conspiracy. Original.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 151
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671505189
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Incredible Journey
Sheila Every Burnford

Bantam Books (June 1, 1984)

Summary: 
A Siamese cat, an old bull terrier, and a young Labrador retriever travel together 250 miles through the Canadian wilderness
to find their family.
Genre: Chats
Number of Pages: 145
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553262186
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Indian in the Cupboard (rack)
Lynne Reid Banks

Harper Collins (July 1, 1995)

Summary: 
"Skyhigh fantasy that will enthrall readers."-- "Publishers Weekly." A young man receives two presents that will change his
life: a plastic miniature Indian that magically comes to life inside a mysterious old cupboard. "Best novel of the year (1981)."-
- "The New York Times." Rebecca Caudill Young Reader's Book Award, California Young Reader Medal, Pacific Northwest
Young Readers Choice Award, A Virginia Young Readers Award.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction



Number of Pages: 208
Language: English

ISBN: 9780380725588
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Infinity Clue
Franklin W. Dixon

Wanderer Books (1981)

Summary: The Hardy Boys solve mysteries related to a gang of terrorists and a stolen diamond.
Genre: Mystery
Number of Pages: 190
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671423438
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Invisible Fran
Jim Benton

Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers (June 1, 2005)

Summary: 
Goosebumps and Bill Nye the Science Guy fans, meet Franny!There’s nothing better than being a mad scientist—at least
according to Franny. So she’s making it her mission to help her classmates discover their own inner mad scientists. All
Franny needs for her latest experiment is a few volunteers, a half-completed two-headed robot, and an invisibility potion.
Only this experiment just might prove to be Franny’s most difficult. Because what do you do when your classmates don’t
know anything about mad science—and there’s a doubly dumb robot running amok to prove it?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689862977
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Journey of Little Charlie (National Book Award Finalist)
Christopher Paul Curtis

Scholastic Inc. (January 30, 2018)

Summary: 
The National Book Award finalist by Christopher Paul Curtis!Twelve-year-old Charlie is down on his luck: His sharecropper
father just died and Cap'n Buck -- the most fearsome man in Possum Moan, South Carolina -- has come to collect a debt.
Fearing for his life, Charlie strikes a deal with Cap'n Buck and agrees to track down some folks accused of stealing from the
cap'n and his boss. It's not too bad of a bargain for Charlie... until he comes face-to-face with the fugitives and discovers
their true identities. Torn between his guilty conscience and his survival instinct, Charlie needs to figure out his next move --
and soon. It's only a matter of time before Cap'n Buck catches on.Newbery Medalist Christopher Paul Curtis brings his
trademark humor and heart to this story of a boy struggling to do right in the face of history's cruelest evils.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338164008
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The jungle book
W. T. Robinson

Dalmatian Press (2012)

Number of Pages: 186
ISBN: 9781453055427
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The jungle book
Rudyard Kipling

Aerie (1990)

Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 169
ISBN: 1559027517
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



The jungle book 1.
Rudyard Kipling

Aerie Books Ltd

Number of Pages: 169
ISBN: 1559027525
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Kane Chronicles, The, Book One: Red Pyramid
Rick Riordan

Disney-Hyperion (August 16, 2011)

Summary: 
Since their mother’s death, Carter and Sadie have become near strangers. While Sadie has lived with her grandparents in
London, her brother has traveled the world with their father, the brilliant Egyptologist, Dr. Julius Kane. One night, Dr. Kane
brings the siblings together for a “research experiment” at the British Museum, where he hopes to set things right for his
family. Instead, he unleashes the Egyptian god Set, who banishes him to oblivion and forces the children to flee for their
lives. Soon, Sadie and Carter discover that the gods of Egypt are waking, and the worst of them--Set–has his sights on the
Kanes. To stop him, the siblings embark on a dangerous journey across the globe -- a quest that brings them ever closer to
the truth about their family, and their links to a secret order that has existed since the time of the pharaohs.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 544
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423113454
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Kitten that Won First Prize and Other Animal Stories
Ben M. Baglio

Scholastic Inc. (June 1, 2000)

Summary: 
Join Mandy and James for nine different "Animal Ark" adventures featuring Tess the sheepdog, Henry the hamster, Prince
the pony, Houdini the goat, Blackie the labrador, Dorian the donkey, Bubble the bunny, Amber the kitten, and Mickey the
mouse-eared bat.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 148



Language: English
ISBN: 9780439097031

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The lake of tears #2
Emily Rodda

Scholastic Inc. (2000)

Number of Pages: 129
ISBN: 9780439253246
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Last Battle
C. S. Lewis

HarperCollins (June 25, 1994)

Summary: The conclusion of the saga that began with The Magician's Nephew
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405034
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Last Laugh
HARDY BOYS CASEFILES #42 (Hardy Boys Casefiles, No 42)
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1990)

Summary: 
During a San Diego comic convention, famed comic book publisher Barry Johns is kidnapped--and the Hardys see it all! But
Frank and Joe are convinced the kidnapping is a staged publicity stunt until one of the evildoers destroys a million-dollar art
collection. . . .
Genre: Mystery and Thrillers
Number of Pages: 155
Language: English



ISBN: 9780671700393
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
C. S. Lewis, Joseph Robinette

Dramatic Publishing (1989)

Summary: 
Four English school children find their way through the back of a wardrobe into the magic land of Narnia and assist Aslan,
the golden lion, to triumph over the White Witch, who has cursed the land with eternal winter.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 60
Language: English
ISBN: 9780871292650
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
C. S. Lewis

HarperCollins (July 1, 1994)

Summary: 
Don't miss one of America's top 100 most-loved novels, selected by PBS's The Great American Read.A beautiful paperback
edition of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, book two in the classic fantasy series The Chronicles of Narnia. This
edition features cover art by three-time Caldecott Medal-winning illustrator David Wiesner and interior black-and-white
illustrations by the series' original illustrator, Pauline Baynes. This middle grade novel is an excellent choice for tween
readers in grades 5 to 6, especially during homeschooling. It's a fun way to keep your child entertained and engaged while
not in the classroom. Four adventurous siblings--Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy Pevensie--step through a wardrobe door
and into the land of Narnia, a land frozen in eternal winter and enslaved by the power of the White Witch. But when almost
all hope is lost, the return of the Great Lion, Aslan, signals a great change . . . and a great sacrifice.Open the door and enter
a new world! The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe is the second book in C. S. Lewis's classic fantasy series, which has
been captivating readers of all ages with a magical land and unforgettable characters for over sixty years.This is a stand-
alone read, but if you would like to discover more about Narnia, pick up The Horse and His Boy, the third book in The
Chronicles of Narnia.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064404990
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Little Gymnast
Sheila Haigh

Scholastic Incorporated (1987)

Summary: 
With a lot of work and determination, Anda becomes the best gymnast in her class but family money is tight and she must
win the regional championship and the accompanying scholarship or give up gymnastics completely.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 135
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590404945
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Long Winter
Laura Ingalls Wilder

HarperCollins (January 7, 1994)

Summary: 
The adventures of Laura Ingalls and her family continue as Pa, Ma, Laura, Mary, Carrie, and little Grace bravely face the
hard winter of 1880-81 in their little house in the Dakota Territory. Blizzards cover the little town with snow, cutting off all
supplies from the outside. Soon there is almost no food left, so young Almanzo Wilder and a friend make a dangerous trip
across the prairie to find some wheat. Finally a joyous Christmas is celebrated in a very unusual way in this most exciting of
all the Little House books.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 352
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400060
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Magician's Nephew
Clive Staples Lewis

Scholastic (1995)

Summary: 
When Digory and Polly try to return the wicked witch Jadis to her own world, the magic gets mixed up and they all land in
Narnia where they all witness Aslan blessing the animals with human speech.



Genre: Fantasy
Number of Pages: 202
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590254755
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Mighty Miss Malone
Christopher Paul Curtis

Wendy Lamb Books (2012)

Summary: 
With love and determination befitting the "world's greatest family," twelve-year-old Deza Malone, her older brother Jimmie,
and their parents endure tough times in Gary, Indiana, and later Flint, Michigan, during the Great Depression.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 307
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545688406
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Moon Dragon
Tony Abbott

Scholastic (2006)

Summary: 
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that
kids, parents, and teachers are talking about!There's no place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the
Rainbow Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big
trouble. Eric, Julie, and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving
parents, and powerful magic.Can the kids stop Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 121
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439671743
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Mostly True Adventures of Homer P. Figg
W. R. Philbrick

Blue Sky Press/Scholastic (January 1, 2009)

Number of Pages: 224
ISBN: 9780545235099
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Mouse and the Motorcycle
Beverly Cleary

W. Morrow (1965)

Summary: 
A reckless young mouse named Ralph makes friends with a boy in room 2 15 of the Mountain View Inn and discovers the
joys of motorcycling.
Genre: People & Places
Number of Pages: 158
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590687331
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Mysterious Island
Tony Abbott

Scholastic (1999)

Summary: 
A hidden door. A magical staircase. Discover the world of Droon!

Splursh! Ka-thoom! Eric, Julie, and Neal are sailing with Princess Keeah. Suddenly, they are caught in the middle of a
magical ocean storm. They are shipwrecked on an island that belongs to one of Lord Sparr's witches. Now Eric, Julie, Neal,
and Princess Keeah have to get off the island before Lord Sparr gets them!
Genre: Fantasy fiction
Number of Pages: 85
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590108409



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Mystery at Lilac Inn
Carolyn Keene

Penguin (1989)

Summary: 
Nancy and her friend Helen visit their friend Emily Willouby at the Lilac Inn, which Emily now owns, to help her plan her
wedding. Emily plans on selling inherited diamonds in order to help fix up the Lilac Inn. However, Nancy soon learns that
someone has been impersonating her and making expensive purchases under her name. Soon after, Emily's diamonds are
stolen! Can Nancy find the thieves and recover the missing diamonds?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 180
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448095042
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Mystery Horse
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman and Company (1993)

Summary: 
When their grandfather arranges for them to spend two week at Sunny Oaks, the four Alden children enjoy settling into the
routines of farm life but become suspicious about a mysterious horse locked in the stables.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807553398
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

The Mystery Horse
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman and Company (1993)

Summary: 



When their grandfather arranges for them to spend two week at Sunny Oaks, the four Alden children enjoy settling into the
routines of farm life but become suspicious about a mysterious horse locked in the stables.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807553398
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The mystery of the hidden beach
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Scholastic (1994)

Genre: Coral reefs and islands
Number of Pages: 119
ISBN: 0590475371
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Mystery on the Mighty Mississippi
Carole Marsh

Gallopade International (April 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Christina and Grant start in New Orleans. Their two new friends start at the headwaters of the Mississippi River in
Minnesota. They planned to meet at the Gateway Arch in Saint Louis. But they didn't plan on getting involved in a very
strange mystery which takes them over locks and dams, past Tom Sawyer's cave and past many other fascinating sights
along the mighty Mississippi. Are they being followed? Tricked or trapped? Come along for the ride and see! LOOK what's in
this mystery - people, places, history, and more! New Orleans history, facts, and traditions Š The French Quarter of New
Orleans Š Mimes Š Mardi Gras history Š Cajun history and lifestyle (seafood gumbo, zydeco, and Cajun two-step) Š
Funeral traditions in New Orleans Š Where the Mississippi River runs Š Mississippi River history and facts Š Paddlewheeler
boats Š Life along the Mississippi River Š Gateway Arch construction, architecture, and history Š St. Louis history Š
Jackson Square Š The Cabildo, famous fort where the Louisiana Purchase had been signed Š City of the Dead, Burial
Ground Š Gateway Arch, St. Louis, Missouri Š Museum of Western Expansion. Like all of Carole Marsh Mysteries, this
mystery incorporates history, geography, culture and cliffhanger chapters that will keep kids begging for more! This mystery
includes SAT words, educational facts, fun and humor, built-in book club and activities.Below is the Reading Levels Guide
for this book:Grade Levels: 3-6Accelerated Reader Reading Level: 4.4Accelerated Reader Points: 3Accelerated Reader
Quiz Number: 79514Lexile Measure: 680Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Level: QDevelopmental Assessment Level: 40
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780635023919
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



The Night the Whole Class Slept Over
Stella Pevsner

Pocket Books (1992)

Summary: 
Tired of living in the back-to-nature fashion of his parents, Dan Wakefield yearns for a "normal" life like the other kids, and he
gets his chance during the annual class sleepover at the local library--a sleepover that becomes anything but normal.
Reprint.
Genre: Schools
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671781576
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Number File (Hardy Boys Casefiles, No 17)
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (July 1, 1988)

Summary: 



From the back of the book:

Hot water in the Bermuda Triangle

Frank and Joe are soaking up some sun in Bermuda and doing a little sleuthing on the side. Their father wants them to
check out a shady character named Bernhard Kruger the suspected kingpin of a big credit card scam. But the brothers
aren't making any headway-so far Kruger is clean.

When the Hardys spy on Kruger's villa, one of his thugs spots them. Before they know it, they're being tailed by a black
sedan and run off the road into the ocean! This is not the act of an innocent man. Their vacation shot, Frank and Joe resolve
to nail Kruger. But he's on to them, and he has other plans-like arranging for the brothers to vanish in the Bermuda Triangle.

===============

From inside the book:

DEATH SWIM

Frank and Joe tore down the rocky hill to where the red MG was hidden. In minutes they were crossing a bridge, on their
way back to Somerset Village.

Near the end of the bridge a powerful black BMW started to pass them. Dark-tinted windows on the sleek performance car
made it impossible to see the driver. The BMW held its position, creeping closer to the MG.

"Watch out!" Joe shouted.

Before Frank could hit the brakes, four thousand pounds of BMW slammed into the side of the little MG. Frank fought to stay
on the bridge, but the car spun out of control, jumping over the small curb.

The brothers were tossed forward as the car plummeted down the steep incline toward thirty feet of water.
Genre: Hardy Boys (Fictitious characters)
Number of Pages: 150
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671646806
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Nutcracker
Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann

Scholastic India Pvt Limited (2002)

Summary: 
After hearing how her toy nutcracker got his ugly face, a little girl helps break the spell and changes him into a handsome
prince.



Genre: Fairy tales
Number of Pages: 98
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439436519
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Perfect Horse
The Daring Rescue of Horses Kidnapped During World War II
Elizabeth Letts

Random House Children's Books (2019)

Summary: 
In this inspiring young readers adaptation of the New York Times bestseller, one American troop will save the world's most
precious horses during the final stretch of World War II. When American Colonel Hank Reed and his soldiers captures a
German spy, they uncover an unexpected secret: Hitler has kidnapped the world's finest purebred horses and hidden them
in a secret Czechoslovakian breeding farm. But, starving Russian troops are drawing closer and the horses face the danger
of becoming food instead. With little time to spare, the small American troop cross enemy lines to heroically save some of
the world's most treasured animals. Elizabeth Letts details the terrifying truth of Hitler's eugenics program during World War
II and shares the story of the courageous American troop dedicated to stopping it. Highlighting bravery in the face of
incredible odds, this tale will shed light on a little-known piece of our past and speak to history fans and animal lovers of
every age. ★ Spellbinding...a must-read. --Booklist, Starred review A Junior Library Guild Selection
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 272
Language: English
ISBN: 9780525644743
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Cadence
Date Loaned: August 30, 2022
Date Added: August 30, 2021

The Perfect Horse
How the US Rescued Priceless Horses from Hitler
Elizabeth Letts

Random House Children's Books (2019)

Summary: 
In this inspiring young readers adaptation of Elizabeth Letts' New York Times bestseller, one American troop will save the
world's most precious horses during the final stretch of World War II. When a small troop of American soldiers capture a
German spy, they uncover an unexpected secret: Hitler has kidnapped the world's finest purebred horses and hidden them
in a secret Czechoslovakian breeding farm. But, starving Russian troops are drawing closer and the horses face the danger
of being slaughtered for food. With little time to spare, Colonel Hank Reed and his soldiers cross enemy lines to heroically
save some of the world's most treasured animals. In this thrilling young readers' edition of her New York Times bestselling
book, Elizabeth Letts details the terrifying truth of Hitler's eugenics program during World War II and shares the story of the
courageous American troop dedicated to stopping it. Highlighting bravery in the face of incredible odds, this tale will shed
light on a little-known piece of our past and speak to history fans and animal lovers of every age. "Spellbinding...a must-
read." --Booklist, starred review
Genre: United States



Number of Pages: 272
Language: English
ISBN: 9780525644743

Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Baylee
Date Loaned: September 1, 2021
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Poison Jungle
Tui Sutherland

Scholastic, Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
The New York Times bestselling series continues with a thrilling revelation -- brand-new tribes of dragons! Some secrets are
deadly. It's no secret that Sundew wants to destroy the HiveWings. It's her life's mission to exact revenge on the tribe that
tried to wipe out the LeafWings and ripped every tree from the surface of Pantala. Every tree, that is, except the wild and
dangerous Poison Jungle, where the surviving LeafWings have been hiding since the war. Hiding, plotting, and waiting for a
dragon like Sundew, who is uniquely qualified to bring down the Hives. There are dark secrets in the jungle, though-some
that Sundew is keeping, and some that she's only just beginning to discover. And now that a new war is upon them, Sundew
and her friends must unearth the oldest secret in the jungle-even if what they find has the power to destroy them all.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 336
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338214512
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Quillan Games
D.J. MacHale

Simon and Schuster (December 26, 2007)

Summary: 
Let the Games Begin.... Quillan is a territory on the verge of destruction. The people have lost control of their own future and
must struggle simply to survive. The only chance they have of finding a better life is by playing the Quillan Games. Hosted
by a strange pair of game masters, Veego and LaBerge, the games are a mix of sport and combat. They use the people of
Quillan as pawns for their amusement as they force them to enter competitions that range from physical battles, to
impossible obstacle courses, to computer-driven tests of agility. To triumph in the games is to live the life of a king. To lose is
to die. This is the dangerous and deadly situation Bobby Pendragon finds on Quillan. He quickly realizes that the only way to
save this troubled territory is to beat Veego and LaBerge at their own games and dismantle their horrible fun house. But
there is more at stake for Bobby. The prize for winning the Quillan Games may be discovering the truth of what it really
means a Traveler.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 486
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689869136



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Reality Bug
D.J. MacHale

Aladdin (September 1, 2003)

Summary: 
VIRTUAL REALITY? The territory of Veelox has achieved perfect harmony. Fifteen-year-old Bobby Pendragon arrives on
this territory in pursuit of the evil Saint Dane, but all is peaceful on Veelox -- because it's deserted. The inhabitants have
discovered a way to enter their own personal dream worlds, where they can be whoever they want, wherever they want.
Their bodies lie in stasis while their minds escape to this dream realm. Fresh from his battle with Saint Dane in 1937 Earth,
Bobby is confident that they can defeat whatever Saint Dane has planned for this world. But once Bobby enters the virtual
world will he be able to resist the lure of the ultimate in escapism?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 384
Language: English
ISBN: 9780743437349
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Report Card
Andrew Clements

Simon & Schuster Children's Publishing (December 20, 2005)

Summary: 
SHHHHH Nora Rose Rowley is a genius, but don't tell anyone. She's managed to make it to the fifth grade without anyone
figuring out that she's not just an ordinary kid, and she wants to keep it that way. But then Nora gets fed up with the
importance everyone attaches to test scores and grades, and she purposely brings home a terrible report card just to prove
a point. Suddenly the attention she's successfully avoided all her life is focused on her, and her secret is out. And that's
when things start to get really complicated....
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 173
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689845246
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020



The Report Card
Andrew Clements

Simon & Schuster Children's Publishing (December 20, 2005)

Summary: 
SHHHHH Nora Rose Rowley is a genius, but don't tell anyone. She's managed to make it to the fifth grade without anyone
figuring out that she's not just an ordinary kid, and she wants to keep it that way. But then Nora gets fed up with the
importance everyone attaches to test scores and grades, and she purposely brings home a terrible report card just to prove
a point. Suddenly the attention she's successfully avoided all her life is focused on her, and her secret is out. And that's
when things start to get really complicated....
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 173
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689845246
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Rescue
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic India Pvt Limited (January 1, 2004)

Summary: 
The third book in the GUARDIANS OF GA'HOOLE series, a classic hero mythology, chronicles Soren's quest for his missing
mentor, Ezylryb, and battle against his evil brother, Kludd. Now that Soren has been reunited with his sister, Eglantine, he
must face his next challenge: making sense of the mysterious disappearance of his mentor, Ezylryb. When Soren discovers
that Ezylryb is in danger, he and his friends Gylfie, Twilight, and Digger devise a plan to save the beloved teacher. In this
process, Soren must fight a ferocious foe who wears a terrifying metal beak, sharpened for battle. It's not until the
confrontation is over that Soren discovers the true identity of his opponent. The metal beaked warrior is Soren's evil brother,
Kludd.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 197
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439405591
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Return of the Indian
Lynne Reid Banks

Harper Collins (October 1, 1987)

Summary: 
The Magic Continues . . .In The Indian In The Cupboard, Omri discovers a wonderful, magical world when a three inch high
Indian named Little Bear came to life. Now, in The Return Of The Indian, Omri tries to see his friend Little Bear again, and
lands in the middle of a whole new series of astonishing and dangerous adventures -- from which he may never escape!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 189
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380702848
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The robe of skulls
Vivian French

Candlewick Press (2009)

Summary: 
High above the mountain village of Fracture, trouble is brewing. The sorceress Lady Lamorna wants a skull-studded gown of
deep black velvet, but her treasure chest is empty of gold. That doesn’t stop her, however, from kidnapping, blackmailing,
and using more than a little magic to get what she needs. Will her plans be foiled by the heroic Gracie Gillypot, two chatty
bats, a gallant (if scruffy) prince, the wickedest stepsister ever, a troll with a grudge, and some very ancient crones?
Genre: Magic
Number of Pages: 200
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763643645
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Scorch Trials
James Dashner

Ember (2011)

Summary: 



The Scorch Trials picks up where The Maze Runner left off. The Gladers have escaped the Maze, but now they face an
even more treacherous challenge on the open roads of a devastated planet.And WICKED has made sure to adjust the
variables and stack the odds against them.Can Thomas survive in such a violent world?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction

Number of Pages: 361
Language: English
ISBN: 9780385738767
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Secret at Solaire
Carolyn Keene

Pocket Books (1993)

Summary: 
Nancy, Bess, and George are spending a week at the exclusive Spa Solaire outside Tucson, Arizona - a place for relaxation,
rigorous exercise, and complete beauty make-overs. But they soon discover a much more sinister aspect to the Solaire
program when an unexpected visitor welcomes them to their cabin: a poisonous black widow spider.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 152
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671792978
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Secret City
Chris Archer

Scholastic, Incorporated (2003)

Summary: 
Spies. Underground tunnels. Old maps. New enemies. Pirate oaths. Hidden treasure. Endless danger.This series has real
boy appeal. It has a fast pace, adventure, international intrigue, and more.George is fascinated by his family's legacy, the
stories that link his ancestors to the infamous pirate Captain Kidd. But for 12 years, everyone has told him the stories are
rumors. Now George has discovered the truth. And the truth is hidden in the web of tunnels mysteriously dug underneath his
house in Manhattan. There are secrets to be revealed, friendships to be tested, and ancient injustices to be set right.George
and his friends will sink deep underground to a secret city in search of treasure, but they'll find they aren't the only ones
looking for it - and there's much more at stake.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 184
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439368513
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Secret Garden
Frances Hodgson Burnett

HarperCollins (1987)

Summary: 
Ten-year-old Mary comes to live in a lonely house on the Yorkshire moors and discovers an invalid cousin and the mysteries
of a locked garden.
Number of Pages: 311
Language: English
ISBN: 9780673801371
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Secret Garden
Frances Hodgson Burnett

Bantam Books (January 1, 1987)

Summary: 
Few children's classics can match the charm and originality of Frances Hodgson Burnett's The Secret Garden, the
unforgettable story of sullen, sulky Mary Lennox, "the most disagreeable-looking child ever seen." When a cholera epidemic
leaves her as an orphan, Mary is sent to England to live with her reclusive uncle, Archibald Craven, at Misselthwaite Manor.
Unloved and unloving, Mary wanders the desolate moors until one day she chances upon the door of a secret garden. What
follows is one of the most beautiful tales of transformation in children's literature, as Mary her sickly and tyrannical cousin
Colin and a peasant boy named Dickson secretly strive to make the garden bloom once more. A unique blend of realism and
magic, The Secret Garden remains a moving expression of every child's need to nurture and be nurtured--a story that has
captured for all time the rare and enchanted world of childhood.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 242
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553212013
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Secret of Shadow Ranch
Carolyn Keene

Grosset & Dunlap (1993)

Summary: 



Nancy arrives in Phoenix, Arizona, eagerly looking forward to a fun-filled vacation at Shadow Ranch but finds herself
embroiled in a baffling mystery involving a phantom horse and buried treasure. Local people believe that the ghostly animal
is carrying out the curse of Dirk Valentine, the romantic outlaw who was killed many years ago at Shadow Ranch, where he
had gone to fulfill a promise to his sweetheart. Suspecting that a treasure hidden by Valentine may be at the root of the
Shadow Ranch mystery, Nancy undertakes a challenging search, aided by her friends Bess Marvin and George Fayne. The
first vital clue is found in an antique watch and sparks a series of clever deductions and dangerous developments. While
seeking further clues, the girls' investigation in a ghost town ends in near disaster when Nancy is trapped inside a building
that is toppled by a rockslide -- a rockslide which is deliberately caused. But the pretty titian-haired detective remains
undaunted in her determination to solve the mystery. For those who enjoy a suspenseful thriller, Nancy Drew's first Western
adventure makes a great listen.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 175
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448095059
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Secret of Shady Glen
Carolyn Keene

Pocket Books (1988)

Summary: 
Nancy and Bess are visiting Joanna when they learn she has been bequeathed a fortune in gold. The problem is that no one
knows where the gold is. Nancy must decipher an old map that leads her through an underground passageway to the Shady
Glen Cemetery to find the hidden gold.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 150
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671634162
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Secret of the Old Clock
Carolyn Keene

Penguin (1987)

Summary: 
Nancy Drew solves her first mystery when the accidental rescue of a little girl who lives with her two great-aunts leads on an
adventurous search for a missing will.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 180
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448095011
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Shakespeare Stealer
Gary L. Blackwood

Scholastic (1998)

Summary: 
Widge is an orphan with a rare talent for shorthand. His fearsome master has just one demand: steal Shakespeare's play
"Hamlet"--or else. Widge has no choice but to follow orders, so he works his way into the heart of the Globe Theatre, where
Shakespeare's players perform. As full of twists and turns as a London alleyway, this entertaining novel is rich in period
details, colorful characters, villainy, and drama."A fast-moving historical novel that introduces an important era with casual
familiarity." --School Library Journal, starred review
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 216
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439113106
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Shattering
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic (August 1, 2004)

Summary: 
In the Guardians of Ga'Hoole Series Book 5, Eglantine unwittingly becomes a spy for Kludd, leader of the Pure Ones. She is
brainwashed by an owl to infiltrate the Great Ga'Hoole Tree. Soren and his friends successfully reverse her odd behavior
and brainwashing.
Genre: Fantasy
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 0439405610
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

THE SHIFTING SANDS
Emily Rodda

Scholastic Incorporated (2001)

Number of Pages: 128
Language: English



ISBN: 9780439253277
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Shifting Sands
Emily Rodda

Scholastic (2001)

Summary: 
The quest leads to the harsh, barren landscape of the Shifting Sands in the fourth action-packed Deltora Quest adventure--
now with an amazing lenticular 3-D cover! When the seven gems of the magic Belt of Deltora were stolen, the evil Shadow
Lord invaded the kingdom and enslaved its people. Determined to rid their land of the tyrant, Lief, Barda, and Jasmine are
on a dangerous quest to find the lost gems, which are hidden in fearsome places throughout the kingdom. The time has
come to seek the fourth gem, kept jealously by an unknown guardian in a barren wasteland. Separation, confusion, and
strange, terrible enemies await the three heroes in the harsh landscape of the Shifting Sands.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 131
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439253260
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Sign of the Beaver
Elizabeth George Speare

Yearling Book (2005)

Summary: 
Left alone to guard the family's wilderness home in eighteenth-century Maine, a boy is hard-pressed to survive until local
Indians teach him their skills.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 135
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440479000
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Silver Chair
C. S. Lewis

Harper Collins (July 1, 1994)

Summary: Jill and Eustace must rescue the Prince from the evil Witch.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405041
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Soldiers of Halla
D.J. MacHale

Simon and Schuster (May 12, 2009)

Summary: 
In the tenth and final installment of the #1 New York Times bestselling Pendragon series, every question is answered. Every
truth is revealed. The final battle has begun.It was all leading up to this moment. Nine books—nine battles for nine territories
—have brought Bobby Pendragon to where he is now. At last, Bobby and the rest of the travelers must join forces in an epic
war against Saint Dane for not only one last territory, but for all of Halla. With more than three million books in print, the
number one New York Times bestselling Pendragon series has a huge and passionate fan base, and these fans will not be
disappointed as the series comes to an action-packed and satisfying conclusion in the tenth and final installment.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 594
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416914204
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Son of Neptune (Heroes of Olympus, Book 2)
Rick Riordan

Disney-Hyperion (July 2, 2013)

Number of Pages: 560
ISBN: 9781423141990
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Spray-paint Mystery
Angela Shelf Medearis

Scholastic (1996)

Summary: 
Someone's been painting graffiti on the walls. Could it be the new kid, Miguel? Or Nicky, who paints scenery for school
plays? Or maybe even that big scary guy? Cameron finally has a chance to prove that he can be a great detective just like
his dad. With help from his best friend, Tarann, it's up to him to solve this paint puzzle!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 102
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590484749
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Steeplechase Secret
Jeanette Lane, Netflix (Firm)

Scholastic Inc. (2018)

Summary: 
An original novel based on the hit Netlix show!Fifteen-year-old Zoe is finally getting the hang of life at Bright Field Stables.
She's ready to take it easy and enjoy some downtime with her family, her best friends, and her horse, Raven. But then, Zoe,
Becky, and Jade notice some strange things happening at the new steeplechase race track that has the whole town abuzz
with excitement. Zoe promised her mom she'd stay out of trouble for once . . . but a little investigating couldn't hurt, right?
Includes an 8-page insert packed with photos from the TV show!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 141
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338304480
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Story of Doctor Dolittle
being the history of his peculiar life at home and astonishing adventures in
foreign parts ; never before printed
Hugh Lofting

Delacorte Press (1988)

Summary: 



In this first book in the series, Doctor Dolittle discovers that he can talk to the animals--Jip the dog, Dab Dab the duck,
Polynesia the parrot.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 156
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440483076
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Stowaway Solution
Gordon Korman

Scholastic (2005)

Summary: 
The thrills take to the seas in the latest breakneck-speed adventure from ace storyteller Gordon Korman. Aiden and Meg
Falconer are on the hunt for the one man who might be able to free their parents from jail. The hitch? There are plenty of
other people on the hunt for THEM, including the FBI and an eerie, hairless killer. After one close call too many, the
Falconers find themselves stowed away on a ship -- but the chase doesn't end there. Instead, it moves to close quarters,
where every step, every breath, could get them caught.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 149
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439651394
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Sub
P. J. Petersen

Penguin Young Readers Group (1993)

Summary: 
When the substitute walks in, James and Ray quickly decide to switch desks and identities--but the joke turns as sour as the
smells from Ray's garbage-filled desk when James finds himself blamed for his friend's high jinks and poor schoolwork. . . .
A funny, uncontrived story.--Kirkus Reviews. IRA/CBC Children's Choice.
Number of Pages: 86
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140374421
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020



The Sub
P. J. Petersen

Penguin Young Readers Group (1993)

Summary: 
When the substitute walks in, James and Ray quickly decide to switch desks and identities--but the joke turns as sour as the
smells from Ray's garbage-filled desk when James finds himself blamed for his friend's high jinks and poor schoolwork. . . .
A funny, uncontrived story.--Kirkus Reviews. IRA/CBC Children's Choice.
Number of Pages: 86
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140374421
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Super-Nice Are Super-Annoying
Jamie Kelly

Scholastic, Incorporated (2012)

Summary: 
Do NOT read Jamie Kelly's top-secret diaries! "Sometimes it amazes me how ingenious I am about everything." --Jamie
Kelly We've been with Jamie Kelly through her search for inner beauty, poofy bridesmaid dresses, and desperate attempts
to make money during summer vacation. Along the way, she's left us with countless gems of wisdom, such as: "If somebody
ever asks you to kick her in the face, the first thing she will do is forget that she asked you to do it," and "As long as you
keep laughing at how dumb something is, you can secretly enjoy it without risking your cool." Now Jamie's upcoming diaries
have a fresh look and a fun twist. It's Dear Dumb Diary: Year Two! The diary entries are still laugh-out-loud funny -- but this
is a whole new beginning. Everything is another year dumber! (But Jamie STILL has no idea that anybody is reading her
diary. So please, please, please don't tell her.)
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 125
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545377638
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Supernaturalist
Eoin Colfer

Scholastic (2004)

Summary: 



In futuristic Satellite City, fourteen-year-old Cosmo Hill escapes from his abusive orphanage and teams up with three other
people who share his unusual ability to see supernatural creatures, and together they determine the nature and purpose of
the swarming blue Parasites that are invisible to most humans.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 267
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439701822
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Tale of Despereaux
Being the Story of a Mouse, a Princess, Some Soup, and a Spool of Thread
Kate DiCamillo

Scholastic Incorporated (2006)

Summary: 
The adventures of Desperaux Tilling, a small mouse of unusual talents, the princess that he loves, the servant girl who longs
to be a princess, and a devious rat determined to bring them all to ruin.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 267
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439701679
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Tales of Beedle the Bard
J. K. Rowling

Childrens High Level Group (2008)

Summary: 
The Wizard and the Hopping Pot, The Fountain of Fair Fortune, The Warlock's Hairy Heart, Babbitty Rabbitty and Her
Cackling Stump, and The Tale of the Three Brothers. This is the book that Dumbledore willed to Hermione.
Genre: Magicians
Number of Pages: 111
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545128285
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Tenth Power
Kate Constable

Arthur A. Levine Books (March 1, 2007)

Summary: 
Kate Constable's magnificent musical trilogy reaches its high note as Calwyn returns to Antaris and discovers the true
Singer of All Songs. YA fantasy at its best.At the beginning of THE SINGER OF ALL SONGS, Calwyn fled Antaris with
Darrow to defeat the ambitious chanter Samis. In THE TENTH POWER, she comes back to the mountains in hopes of
rejuvenating her lost powers of chantment. But Samis's magic left terrible scars on Antaris, so Calwyn finds only conflict
rather than the peace she craved. Meanwhile, Darrow suffers from a sickness that has sapped his magic as well as his
strength--and Samis has returned to continue his quest for the Singer of All Songs. All of Tremaris seems to be dying. How
can Calwyn save the land, and finally save them all?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 306
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439554831
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Time Machine
H. G. Wells

Scholastic (March 1, 2004)

Summary: 
One of the most thrilling science-fiction adventures of all time, now with an introduction by Melvin BurgessThe Time
Traveller has ridden his machine hundreds of years into the future. Buildings, cities, and civilizations rise and fall before his
eyes. He is welcomed to 802701 by the frail and simple Eloi.The future seems safe--until the Time Traveller encounters the
shadowy, carnivorous Morlocks, inhabitants of the Underworld. The Morlocks terrorize the Eloi, hunt the Time Traveller, and
capture the Time Machine.Can the Time Traveller escape the future with his Time Machine...and his life?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 123
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439436540
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Trumpet of the Swan
Elwyn Brooks White

Scholastic (1970)

Summary: 
Louis is a Trumpeter Swan, but he has no voice. Though he is frightened when his father explains to him that he is different
from the other cygnets, Louis is resourceful and determined. Leaving his wild and beautiful home, he finds a young human
friend, Sam Beaver, who helps him learn to read and write. When he returns to his lake, Louis discovers his education isn't
enough : the beautiful swan he loves, Serena, can't read his declarations of love-- and he can't trumpet them. Louis's
resolution to win the swan of his desire launches him on an adventure that will take him far from home and lead where fate--
and love-- have a few surprises in store. [Barnes & Noble].
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 210
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590406192
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Truth about Stacey
Ann M. Martin

Scholastic Incorporated (December 1, 1986)

Summary: 
Stacey, a member of the Baby-sitters Club, learns to cope with her diabetes and her overprotective parents. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 167
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590339520
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The underdogs
Mike Lupica

Scholastic (2012)

Genre: Community life
Number of Pages: 280



ISBN: 9780545487863
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Underground Abductor
Nathan Hale

Scholastic (2017)

Summary: 
Araminta Ross was born a slave in Delaware in the early 19th century. Slavery meant that her family could be ripped apart
at any time, and that she could be put to work in dangerous places and for abusive people. But north of the Mason-Dixon
line, slavery was illegal. If she could run away and make it north without being caught or killed, she'd be free. Facing
enormous danger, Araminta made it, and once free, she changed her name to Harriet Tubman. Tubman spent the rest of
her life helping slaves run away like she did, every time taking her life in her hands.
Number of Pages: 125
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338179798
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The valley of the lost
Emily Rodda

Scholastic Inc. (2001)

Genre: Magic
Number of Pages: 129
ISBN: 0439253292
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Vampire's Vacation
Ron Roy

Scholastic (1997)

Summary: 



"Grab your garlic, Green Lawn! There's a villainous vibe coming from the pale, dark-haired man Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose
see in the supermarket. When they follow him into Ellie's Diner, the stranger vanishes! But there's a cut on Ellie's neck -- or
could it be a bite? Could there really be a vampire in town? And could Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose be his next victims?"--
Page 4 de la couverture.
Genre: Mystery

Number of Pages: 84
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439680905
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The View from Saturday
E. L. Konigsburg

Simon and Schuster (May 1, 1999)

Summary: 
Four students, with their own individual stories, develop a special bond and attract the attention of their teacher, a
paraplegic, who chooses them to represent their sixth-grade class in the Academic Bowl competition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 163
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689829642
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
C. S. Lewis

HarperCollins (July 1, 1994)

Summary: 
A beautiful paperback edition of The Voyage of the Dawn Treader, book five in the classic fantasy series, The Chronicles of
Narnia, featuring cover art by three time Caldecott Medal-winning artist David Wiesner and black-and-white interior
illustrations by the original illustrator, Pauline Baynes.A king and some unexpected companions embark on a voyage that
will take them beyond all known lands. As they sail farther and farther from charted waters, they discover that their quest is
more than they imagined and that the world's end is only the beginning.The Voyage of the Dawn Treader is the fifth book in
C. S. Lewis's classic fantasy series, a series that has been drawing readers of all ages into a magical land with unforgettable
characters for over sixty years. This is a novel that stands on its own, but if you would like to continue to the journey, read
The Silver Chair, the sixth book in The Chronicles of Narnia.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405027
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Wanderer
Sharon Creech

Scholastic (2000)

Summary: 
Thirteen-year-old Sophie and her cousin Cody record their transatlantic crossing aboard the Wanderer, a forty-five foot
sailboat, which, along with uncles and another cousin, is en route to visit their grandfather in England. Thirteen-year-old
Sophie is the only girl amongst the surly crew of The Wanderer made up of her three uncles and two cousins. They sail
across the Atlantic toward England, the land of Bompie, her grandfather. The sea calls to Sophie promising adventure and
the chance to explore and discover. But the personal journey she takes brings her deeper into a forgotten past than she ever
knew she could travel to. Sophie's thirteen-year-old cousin Cody isn't even sure why his father brought him along on this
voyage. Everyone, including his dad, thinks he's nothing but a knuckle headed doofus. But behind all the goofing off, he
wonders if he has the strength to prove himself to the crew and to his father. Through Sophie's and Cody's travel logs, the
amazing experiences of these six wanderers and their perilous journey unfold. Stories of the past and the daily challenges to
survive at sea swirl together as The Wanderer sails toward its destination, and its passengers search for their places in the
world. -- From publisher.
Genre: Ocean voyages
Number of Pages: 305
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439316293
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

The Westing Game
Ellen Raskin

Scholastic (1978)

Summary: 
The mysterious death of an eccentric millionaire brings together an unlikely assortment of heirs who must uncover the
circumstances of his death before they can claim their inheritance.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 216
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439412810
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Westing Game (Puffin Modern Classics)
Ellen Raskin

Penguin (April 12, 2004)

Summary: 
A Newbery Medal Winner"A supersharp mystery...confoundingly clever, and very funny." —Booklist, starred review A bizarre
chain of events begins when sixteen unlikely people gather for the reading of Samuel W. Westing’s will. And though no one
knows why the eccentric, game-loving millionaire has chosen a virtual stranger—and a possible murderer—to inherit his
vast fortune, on things for sure: Sam Westing may be dead…but that won’t stop him from playing one last game! Winner of
the Newbery Medal Winner of the Boston Globe/Horn Book Award An ALA Notable Book   "Great fun for those who enjoy
illusion, word play, or sleight of hand." —The New York Times Book Review"A fascinating medley of word games, disguises,
multiple aliases, and subterfuges—a demanding but rewarding book." —The Horn Book
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9781101157459
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The whipping boy
Sid Fleischman

Troll

Summary: 
This Newbery winning book is about an orphan named Jemmy. As the whipping boy Jemmy must take the whippings for the
royal heir, Prince Brat. Jemmy plans to run away from the castle. Unfortunately Prince Brat beats him to it, and takes Jemmy
along. Jemmy then hears he's charged with the Prince's abduction. Will Jemmy escape or be hanged for this crime?
Genre: Children
Number of Pages: 90
Language: English
ISBN: 9780816710386
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The White Stallion
Elizabeth Shub

Bantam Books (1984)



Summary: 
Long ago, in 1845 . . . a young girl named Gretchen and her family were on their way west. One day, the horse Gretchen
was riding strayed far away from the wagon train, leaving Gretchen lost and all alone. But then a magnificent white stallion
appeared. And Gretchen knew she wouldn't have to be afraid because the beautiful horse would show her the way back
home. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Genre: Children: Grades 2-3
Number of Pages: 54
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553156157
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Wind in the Willows
Ellen Miles, Kenneth Grahame

Scholastic Inc. (2002)

Summary: 
Scholastic Junior Classics 시리즈 『버드나무에 부는 바람(The Wind in the Willows)』. Scholastic Junior Classics는 세계적으로
유명한 19세기에서 20세기 사이의 고전 문학 원서들을 아이들이 읽기 쉬운 문장으로 재구성하여 소개하는 Scholastic에서 출판한 주니어 클
래식 시리즈이다.어느 봄날, 두더쥐는 아늑한 굴을 벗어나 바깥 세상을 구경하기로 했어요. 물쥐, 오소리, 두꺼비와 함께 하는 맛있는 피크닉,
흥미진진한 보트 여행, 무서운 자연림에서의 모험... 지금까지의 평온했던 삶과는 전혀 다른 새로운 일들이 생깁니다. (Paperback/영어원서/
가로 13.3cm x 세로 19.2cm)
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 147
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439224567
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

The Wind in the Willows
Ellen Miles, Kenneth Grahame

Scholastic Inc. (2002)

Summary: 
Scholastic Junior Classics 시리즈 『버드나무에 부는 바람(The Wind in the Willows)』. Scholastic Junior Classics는 세계적으로
유명한 19세기에서 20세기 사이의 고전 문학 원서들을 아이들이 읽기 쉬운 문장으로 재구성하여 소개하는 Scholastic에서 출판한 주니어 클
래식 시리즈이다.어느 봄날, 두더쥐는 아늑한 굴을 벗어나 바깥 세상을 구경하기로 했어요. 물쥐, 오소리, 두꺼비와 함께 하는 맛있는 피크닉,
흥미진진한 보트 여행, 무서운 자연림에서의 모험... 지금까지의 평온했던 삶과는 전혀 다른 새로운 일들이 생깁니다. (Paperback/영어원서/
가로 13.3cm x 세로 19.2cm)
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 147
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439224567
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The witches
Roald Dahl & Quentin Blake

Puffin Books (2007)

Summary: 
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG! This is not a fairy tale. This is about real
witches.Grandmamma loves to tell about witches. Real witches are the most dangerous of all living creatures on earth.
There's nothing they hate so much as children, and they work all kinds of terrifying spells to get rid of them. Her grandson
listens closely to Grandmamma's stories—but nothing can prepare him for the day he comes face-to-face with The Grand
High Witch herself!
Genre: Fantasy
Number of Pages: 201
ISBN: 9780142410110
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The year my parents ruined my life
Martha Freeman

Scholastic (2010)

Number of Pages: 184
ISBN: 9780545238151
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

The year my parents ruined my life
Martha Freeman

Scholastic (2010)

Number of Pages: 184
ISBN: 9780545238151
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



The Year of the Panda
Miriam Schlein

Harper Collins (October 30, 1992)

Summary: 
Daxiong mao is rare and mysterious, like a god, living in the midst of the mountains.Strange things are happening on Lu Yi's
farm. First, some men from the Chinese government ask Lu Yi's father to sell the property that has belonged to the family for
generations. Then a giant panda appears in a neighbor's field, A rare occurrence, given the farm's distance from the high-
mountain bamboo forests that pandas inhabit.Lu Yi has a feeling that the two mysteries are somehow connected. And
before long, an orphaned baby panda he finds in the' woods provides an answer. As the boy nurses the helpless animal
back to health, he begins an adventure that may, well change his entire future.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064403665
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

The Yellow House Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman and Company (1981)

Summary: 
The Boxcar Children are determined to solve the mystery that surrounds an oldyellow house on their grandfather's property.
Strange things have happened inthat house where long ago a man disappeared.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 191
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807593660
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

The Yellow House Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman and Company (1981)

Summary: 



The Boxcar Children are determined to solve the mystery that surrounds an oldyellow house on their grandfather's property.
Strange things have happened inthat house where long ago a man disappeared.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 191
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807593660
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

The Zebra Wall
Kevin Henkes

Harper Collins (July 2, 2013)

Summary: 
The Vorlob family is making preparations. Preparations for the new baby, soon to arrive. Getting ready includes painting a
mural in the baby's nursery and making a list of possible names. Adine, age ten, is used to the routine -- she has four sisters
already: Bernice, Carla, Dot, and Effie. This time, however, the routine is broken. In more ways than one. Most significantly,
Aunt Irene will be staying with the Vorlobs until Mrs. Vorlob is rested and back on her feet. Aunt Irene arrives, as does the
baby, but nothing goes quite as expected. Especially for Adine.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062284693
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

These Happy Golden Years (Little House)
Laura Ingalls Wilder

HarperCollins (October 14, 1953)

Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 304
ISBN: 0060264802
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Things hoped for
Andrew Clements

Scholastic (2006)

Summary: 
Seventeen-year-old Gwen, who has been living with her grandfather in Manhattan while she attends music school, joins up
with another music student to solve the mystery when her grandfather suddenly goes missing.
Genre: Family & Relationships
Number of Pages: 167
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545036832
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Third-grade reporter
Carolyn Keene

Pocket Books (2000)

Summary: 
WHO IS GIVING NANCY'S SCHOOL A BAD NAME?Reporter Alice Stone is visiting her old school, Carl Sandburg
Elementary. She'll sit next to Nancy and become a third grader again. Then she'll write an article for her newspaper. But
right away mysterious things start happening to Alice. First someone messes with her macaroni and cheese. Then her jump
rope with the sparkly handles disappears.Snooty Brenda Carlton is pushing Nancy to solve the case. She gave Alice the
idea to write the story. Now the school's good name is at stake. If Nancy can't come up with a solution, it will be bad news
for Carl Sandburg Elementary.
Genre: Mysteries
Number of Pages: 75
Language: English
ISBN: 0671042661
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Thunder From The Sea
Joan Hiatt Harlow

Aladdin Paperbacks (2004)

Number of Pages: 243
ISBN: 9781416912149



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Tick Tock, You're Dead!
R. L. Stine

Scholastic (1995)

Summary: 
The reader is taken on a museum tour in New York City, a vacation that is less than exciting until a strange time-travel
accident occurs at the Museum of Natural History, in an adventure that asks readers to choose from twenty possible
endings. Original.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 135
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590566452
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Toby's Story
W. Bruce Cameron

Scholastic Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
Toby, an unusually calm beagle puppy, finds his purpose when Mona and her mother adopt him and teach him to be a
therapy dog at a nursing home.
Number of Pages: 191
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338611588
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: September 22, 2021

Tonight on the Titanic
Mary Pope Osborne

Scholastic, Inc. (1999)

Number of Pages: 70
ISBN: 9780439580441
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: June 30, 2020

Too Many Traitors
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1988)

Summary: 
The Hardys have won an all-expense-paid trip to sunny Spain! But when their tour guide disappears and foreign agents start
closing in on them, they realize they have been set up for a dangerous game of espionage. Can they win against Too Many
Traitors?
Genre: Mystery and Thrillers
Number of Pages: 151
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671644604
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Trail of Lies
Carolyn Keene

Simon Pulse (November 1, 1990)

Summary: 
Nancy and Jon join Carson Drew on a visit to Anchorage shipping magnate Henry Wilcox, and they are thrilled by the idea
of exploring Alaska. But a cold case awaits…
Genre: Crime & Mystery
Number of Pages: 151
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671700300
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Treasure Island
Robert Louis Stevenson

Signet Classic (1998)

Summary: 



For sheer storytelling delight and pure adventure, Treasure Islandhas never been surpassed. From young Jim Hawkin's first
encounter with the sinister Blind Pew to the climactic battle with the most memorable villain in literature, Long John Silver,
this novel has fired readers' imaginations for generations. More than a rousing tale of treachery, greed, and daring, Treasure
Islandis, in the words of G. K. Chesterton, "the realisation of an ideal, that which is promised in its provocative and
beckoning map; a vision not only of white skeletons but also green palm trees and sapphire seas." Original and thoroughly
engaging, Treasure Islandcontinues to appeal to young and old alike. A new introduction by R.H.W. Dillard offers a modern
perspective on the timeless themes of this classic story, illuminating its relevance to today's readers.
Genre: Fiction
Number of Pages: 203
Language: English
ISBN: 9780451527042
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Tricky Business
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1988)

Summary: 
When Jimmy Quayle is accused of attempted murder, Frank and Joe decide to infiltrate the business where he worked,
Trusty Teens, in order to prove his innocence.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 148
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671649739
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Trouble in the Pipeline
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1989)

Summary: 
Frank and Joe fly to Alaska to trace Scott Sanders, who's supposed to be working on a top-secret project for a mining firm.
When company officials claim they've never heard of Scott, the Hardys grow suspicious. They find that some company
managers have been selling jobs on the oil pipeline. But before the brother detectives can dig deeper, they're kidnapped and
forced to bail out over the arctic wilderness. Stranded, Frank and Joe face their toughest test--fighting hunger, grizzly bears,
and bullets to survive--while at trails end and a group called the Assassins waits to give them their final exam.
Genre: Mystery and Thrillers
Number of Pages: 152
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671646899
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



TroubleTwisters
Garth Nix

Scholastic Inc. (August 27, 2011)

Number of Pages: 293
ISBN: 9780545394710
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Troubling a Star (Laurel Leaf Books)
Madeleine L'Engle

Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group (May 1, 1995)

Genre: Detective and mystery stories
Number of Pages: 296
ISBN: 0440910587
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

True Tales of Animal Heroes
Allan Zullo

Troll Communications (April 1, 2002)

Summary: 
In a new edition of this bestselling title, the author documents amazing true stories of animals that came to the rescue of
kids and saved their lives. Includes accounts of the brave dog that rescued two children from a burning house and a
courageous cat that fought off a deadly intruder.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780816772469
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Tuff’s Luck
Jenny Dale

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Twister on Tuesday
Mary Pope Osborne

Random House (2001)

Summary: 
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! An adventure to blow you away! That's what Jack and Annie get when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to
the 1870s. They land on the prairie near a one-room schoolhouse, where they meet a teenage schoolteacher, some cool
kids, and one big, scary bully. But the biggest and scariest thing is yet to come! Did you know that there's a Magic Tree
House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more
dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun
with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 70
Language: English
ISBN: 9780679890690
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Ugly
Robert Hoge

Scholastic Incorporated (2017)

Summary: 
Robert Hoge was born with a tumour in the middle of his face, and legs that weren't much use. There wasn't another baby
like him in the whole of Australia, let alone Brisbane. But the rest of his life wasn't so unusual: he had a mum and a dad,
brothers and sisters, friends at school and in his street. He had childhood scrapes and days at the beach; fights with his
family and trouble with his teachers. He had doctors, too: lots of doctors who, when he was still very young, removed that
tumour from his face and operated on his legs, then stitched him back together. He still looked different, though. He still
looked ugly. It is also the true story of how an extraordinary boy grew up to have an ordinary life, and how that became his
greatest achievement of all.



Number of Pages: 200
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338216080
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Ungifted
Gordon Korman

Balzer + Bray (2012)

Summary: 
Due to an administrative mix-up, troublemaker Donovan Curtis is sent to the Academy of Scholastic Distinction, a special
program for gifted and talented students, after pulling a major prank at middle school.
Number of Pages: 280
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545631341
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Ungifted
Gordon Korman

Balzer + Bray (2012)

Summary: 
Due to an administrative mix-up, troublemaker Donovan Curtis is sent to the Academy of Scholastic Distinction, a special
program for gifted and talented students, after pulling a major prank at middle school.
Number of Pages: 280
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545631341
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

Unicorn school
the surprise party
Linda Chapman

Scholastic (2007)

Summary: 



"Sapphire's birthday is nearly here and her friends are planning a magical party. But Troy has been behaving strangely-could
he be keeping a secret from the others" (publisher)?
Genre: Animals, Mythical
Number of Pages: 116
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545053648
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

United Tates of America
A Novel with Scrapbook Art
Paula Danziger

Scholastic Inc. (2003)

Summary: 
Best-selling children's book author Paula Danziger brings us the perfect novel for middle grade readers--a touching story
incorporating the themes of friendship,loss, love and perseverance. Skate Tate hates change. But her whole life is changing
at once. It's just not fair! Sixth grade is tough. Her new school is bigger, the classes are harder, and Skate's group of close
friends is growing apart. Only her Great Uncle Mort (GUM for short) can help her deal with it all. He's not afraid of anything.
When tragedy strikes, GUM sends Skate and her family on a road trip that will change their lives forever--starting with
Plymouth, Massachusetts. Skate is taking it all down in her scrapbook, but will she ever learnhow to handle what lies just
around the corner?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 123
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590692229
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

United Tates of America
A Novel with Scrapbook Art
Paula Danziger

Scholastic Inc. (2003)

Summary: 
Best-selling children's book author Paula Danziger brings us the perfect novel for middle grade readers--a touching story
incorporating the themes of friendship,loss, love and perseverance. Skate Tate hates change. But her whole life is changing
at once. It's just not fair! Sixth grade is tough. Her new school is bigger, the classes are harder, and Skate's group of close
friends is growing apart. Only her Great Uncle Mort (GUM for short) can help her deal with it all. He's not afraid of anything.
When tragedy strikes, GUM sends Skate and her family on a road trip that will change their lives forever--starting with
Plymouth, Massachusetts. Skate is taking it all down in her scrapbook, but will she ever learnhow to handle what lies just
around the corner?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 123
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590692229
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Upchuck and the Rotten Willy
Bill Wallace

Simon and Schuster (September 1, 1998)

Summary: 
Okay, so I've told a few rotten dog jokes. So sue me. But we cats have to hang together in a dog-eat-cat world! I can think of
a few nasty poodles and a fanged Doberman I'd like to bite right back. But to tell the truth, I'd rather be smart and "scared"
than brave and "scarred."
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671014155
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Vampalicious!
Sienna Mercer

Scholastic (2009)

Genre: Fathers and daughters
Number of Pages: 201
ISBN: 9780545210294
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020

War Dogs
Tales of Canine Heroism, History, and Love
Rebecca Frankel

Macmillan (September 6, 2016)

Summary: 



In this special edition of War Dogs, adapted specifically for a younger audience, Rebecca Frankel offers a riveting mix of on-
the-ground reporting her own hands-on experiences in the military working dog world, and a look at the science of dogs’
special abilities—from their amazing noses and powerful jaws to their enormous sensitivity to the emotions of their human
companions. Her narrative gives us insight into the world of dogs in combat and the touching aspect of the relationship
between soldiers and their dogs.Frankel explores the long, rich history of dogs in the US military, from the spirit-lifting
mascots of the Civil War to the dogs still leading patrols hunting for IEDs today. Frankel not only interviewed handlers who
deployed with dogs in wars from Vietnam to Iraq, but top military commanders, K-9 program managers, combat-trained
therapists who brought dogs into war zones as part of a preemptive measure to stave off PTSD, and veterinary technicians
stationed in Bagram. She makes a passionate case for maintaining a robust war-dog force. In this YA edition, Rebecca
Frankel gives further insight into her work as a journalist and how it led her to explore the world of dogs and their handlers.
With a compelling cast of humans and animals, this moving book is a must read for all dog lovers.
Genre: Young Adult Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9781250112286
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

We could be brothers
Derrick D. Barnes

Scholastic

Number of Pages: 164
ISBN: 9780545357975
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Weird But True! 9
300 Outrageous Facts
National Geographic Society (U.S.)

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: Offers a collection of true facts about animals, food, science, pop culture, outer space, geography, and weather.
Number of Pages: 206
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338269222
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Wellspring of Magic
Jan Fields

Annie's Attic (2007)

Summary: 
When six ordinary girls accidentally open a secret door into another world, it doesn't take long for adventure, and danger, to
find them.
Genre: Magic
Number of Pages: 120
Language: English
ISBN: 9781596351479
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

What Is a Presidential Election?
With Activities, Stickers, and a Poster!
Douglas Yacka and Who HQ

Penguin (June 30, 2020)

Summary: 
The 2020 Election is here! And so is this book, which tells young readers all about presidential campaigns and American
politics--complete with stickers, activities, and a color-your-own Electoral Map poster! Who can run for president? What's the
difference between America's two major political parties? Why do candidates spend so much time in Iowa and New
Hampshire? And is the Electoral College really a college? Answers to these questions and many, many more can be found
in the pages of this official Who HQ guide to the 2020 US presidential election. From stump speeches to catchy slogans,
debates to nominating conventions, and finally to Election Night and Inauguration Day, readers will learn all about what it
takes to run for--and win--the most powerful job on earth. Activities throughout prompt readers to think about the issues they
care most about and consider what makes a good president, sparking discussion with friends and family, and encouraging
them to follow along and get involved as the 2020 presidential campaign heats up. Includes a sheet of presidential
bobblehead stickers and a color-your-own Electoral Map!
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780593095614
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: March 25, 2022



What Is the Statue of Liberty?
Joan Holub

Penguin (2014)

Summary: 
In 1876, France decided to give the United States a very big and very special present--the Statue of Liberty. The gift was to
commemorate the 100th birthday of the United States, and just packing it was no small feat--350 pieces in 214 crates
shipped across the ocean. The story of how the 111-foot-tall lady took her place in the New York Harbor will fascinate young
readers.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 107
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448479170
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

What is the Women's Rights Movement?
Deborah Hopkinson

Scholastic (2019)

Summary: 
Chronicles the women's rights movement in the United States, from the beginning of the movement in the nineteenth
century and the fight for equal rights in the 1960s to such present-day events as the Women's March in 2017.
Number of Pages: 107
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338607185
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

What was D-Day?
Patricia Demuth

Scholastic Incorporated

Summary: 
D-Day spelled the beginning of the end for Nazi Germany and the Third Reich. Readers will dive into the heart of the action
and discover how it was planned and carried out and how it overwhelmed the Germans who had been tricked into thinking
the attack would take place elsewhere.
Number of Pages: 107



Language: English
ISBN: 9781338238525

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

What was Pearl Harbor?
Patricia Demuth

Scholastic (2013)

Genre: Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941
Number of Pages: 108
ISBN: 9780545650342
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

What was The Gold Rush?
Joan Holub

Scholastic (2013)

Number of Pages: 105
ISBN: 9780545650366
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

What were the Twin Towers?
Jim O'Connor

Scholastic (2016)

Number of Pages: 108
ISBN: 9781338100280
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



When You Reach Me
Rebecca Stead

Yearling (December 28, 2010)

Summary: 
This remarkable novel holds a fantastic puzzle at its heart. By sixth grade, Miranda and her best friend, Sal, know how to
navigate their New York City neighborhood. They know where it's safe to go, and they know who to avoid. Like the crazy guy
on the corner. But things start to unravel. Sal gets punched by a kid on the street for what seems like no reason, and he
shuts Miranda out of his life. The apartment key that Miranda's mom keeps hidden for emergencies is stolen. And then a
mysterious note arrives, scrawled on a tiny slip of paper. The notes keep coming, and Miranda slowly realizes that whoever
is leaving them knows things no one should know. Each message brings her closer to believing that only she can prevent a
tragic death. Until the final note makes her think she's too late.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 199
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375850868
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Where is Antarctica?
Sarah Fabiny

Scholastic (2019)

Summary: 
"Explore Antarctica--the coldest, driest, and windiest continent on Earth--in this adventure-filled title in the Who HQ series.
Antarctica, the earth's southernmost continent, was virtually untouched by humans until the nineteenth century. Many
famous explorers journeyed (and often died) there in the hope of discovering a land that always seemed out of reach. This
book introduces readers to this desert--yes, desert!--continent that holds about 90 percent of the world's ice; showcases
some of the 200 species that call Antarctica home, including the emperor penguin; and discusses environmental dangers to
the continent, underscoring how what happens to Antarctica affects the entire world"--
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338607147
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Where is Area 51?
Paula Manzanero

Scholastic Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
Describes the isolated Nevada air base known as Area 51, covering its use for testing top-secret aircraft, and discusses
speculation about a connection to unidentified flying objects.
Number of Pages: 107
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338557213
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Noah
Date Loaned: September 27, 2021
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Where is Walt Disney World?
Joan Holub

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
"Building the most magical place on earth was no fairy tale. Learn the story behind the creation of Walt Disney World. In
1964, when Walt Disney and his brother Roy decided to build a second theme park in the Florida swamplands, they kept it
super hush-hush. Why? Well, if word got out that they planned to buy up lots of land, the price would have skyrocketed. So
the Disneys cleverly covered up their trail, avoiding the Orlando Airport and even using made-up names, like Walt and Roy
Davis, for their flights. The deception worked. In covering the history of the "Most Magical Place On Earth," Joan Holub
takes readers both behind the scenes and underneath the park (there are secret employee-only tunnels that form one big
circle under the Magic Kingdom). Loaded with fun facts, this book is a great companion to Who Was Walt Disney?"--
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338341171
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Where the Red Fern Grows
Wilson Rawls

Random House Children's Books (May 1, 2000)

Summary: 



Billy, Old Dan, and Little Ann -- a boy and his two dogs.A loving threesome, they ranged the dark hills and river bottoms of
Cherokee country. Old Dan had the brawn, Little Ann had the brains, and Billy had the will to make them into the finest
hunting team in the valley. Glory and victory were coming to them, but sadness waited too.Where the Red Fern Grows is an
exciting tale of love and adventure you'll never forget.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 272
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375806810
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Who Is Stealing the 12 Days of Christmas?
Martha Freeman

Scholastic, Incorporated (2003)

Summary: 
When parts of outdoor Christmas displays go missing from neighborhood yards, nine-year-old Alex and his friend Yasmeen
investigate.
Genre: Christmas decorations
Number of Pages: 200
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439815727
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 29, 2020

Who Is Stealing the 12 Days of Christmas?
Martha Freeman

Scholastic, Incorporated (2003)

Summary: 
When parts of outdoor Christmas displays go missing from neighborhood yards, nine-year-old Alex and his friend Yasmeen
investigate.
Genre: Christmas decorations
Number of Pages: 200
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439815727
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020



Who Ran My Underwear Up the Flagpole?
Jerry Spinelli

Scholastic (1992)

Summary: 
A fast, fun friendship read from the Newbery-award winning author of Maniac Magee. It's football season at Plumstead
Middle School, and everything is up in the air. Sunny has become a cheerleader--the first ever to wear a frown and beat up
fans who refuse to cheer. Eddie has gone out for football to prove that he's grown up despite his superhero underwear--and
to try to impress a certain cheerleader. Salem has become the football team's manager, and she's starting a new time-out
tradition that the team will never forget. And Pickles is leading Plumstead's pathetic marching band...to a very unusual beat.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 127
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590462785
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Who was Albert Einstein?
Jess M. Brallier

Scholastic Incorporated

Summary: Recounts the life of the scientist whose theories of relativity revolutionized the way we look at space and time.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 105
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338341188
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 3, 2020

Who was Dr. Seuss?
Janet B. Pascal

Scholastic Incorporated

Summary: 
Ted Geisel loved to doodle from the time he was a kid. He had an offbeat, fun-loving personality. He often threw dinner
parties where guests wore outrageous hats! And he donned quirky hats when thinking up ideas for books like his classic
The Cat in the Hat. This biography, with black-and-white illustrations throughout, brings an amazingly gifted author/illustrator
to life.



Number of Pages: 103
Language: English

ISBN: 9781338341096
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Who was George Washington Carver?
Jim Gigliotti

Penguin Random House (2015)

Summary: 
"Born in 1860s Missouri, nobody expected George Washington Carver to succeed. Slaves were not allowed to be educated.
After the Civil War, Carver enrolled in classes and proved to be a star student. He became the first black student at Iowa
State Agricultural College and later its first black professor. He went on to the Tuskegee Institute where he specialized in
botany (the study of plants) and developed techniques to grow crops better. His work with vegetables, especially peanuts,
made him famous and changed agriculture forever. He went on to develop nearly 100 household products and over 100
recipes using peanuts."--Provided by publisher.
Number of Pages: 105
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338038781
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Who Was Sojourner Truth?
Yona Zeldis McDonough

Number of Pages: 106
ISBN: 9781338038750
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Who was Stephen Hawking?
Jim Gigliotti

Scholastic, Incorporated (2020)

Summary: 



"Learn more about the renowned British scientist, professor, and author who spent his entire career trying to answer the
question: "Where did the universe come from?" Stephen Hawking was born exactly three hundred years after the death of
the scientist Galileo, so maybe it was written in the stars that he would become a famous scientist in his own right. Although
he was diagnosed with a neurological disease at age 21, Stephen did not let the illness define his life. Known for his
groundbreaking work in physics, and identified by his wheelchair and computerized voice system, Stephen continued his
research until his death in 2018. He is best known for his black hole theories and his best-selling book A Brief History of
Time. Stephen Hawking is an example of a person who had a great mind, but an even greater spirit"--
Number of Pages: 106
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338665949
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Who were the Tuskegee Airmen?
Sherri L. Smith

Penguin Workshop, an imprint of Penguin Random House (2018)

Summary: 
It's up, up, and away with the Tuskegee Airmen, a heroic group of African American military pilots who helped the United
States win World War II.During World War II, black Americans were fighting for their country and for freedom in Europe, yet
they had to endure a totally segregated military in the United States, where they weren't considered smart enough to
become military pilots. After acquiring government funding for aviation training, civil rights activists were able to kickstart the
first African American military flight program in the US at Tuskegee University in Alabama. While this book details thrilling
flight missions and the grueling training sessions the Tuskegee Airmen underwent, it also shines a light on the lives of these
brave men who helped pave the way for the integration of the US armed forces.
Genre: African American air pilots
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399541940
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Wild life
Cynthia C. DeFelice

Farrar Straus Giroux (2011)

Genre: Grief
Number of Pages: 177
ISBN: 9780545486606
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Wildfire
A novel
W. R. Philbrick

Number of Pages: 202
ISBN: 9781338606072
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Witness to Murder
Franklin W. Dixon

Pocket Books (1988)

Summary: 
The Hardys get mixed up in a diamond theft ring, when Joe falls for Annie, a dazzling waitress who may be a thief. The
Hardys turn down an offer to join the gang, but can they uncover the truth about Annie and break the ring before more
diamonds go missing?
Genre: Detective and mystery stories
Number of Pages: 153
Language: English
ISBN: 9780671646837
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020

Words on fire
Jennifer A. Nielsen

Scholastic Press (2019)

Number of Pages: 322
ISBN: 9781338606065
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 30, 2020



Young Thomas Edison
Michael Dooling

Michael Dooling (August 1, 2014)

Summary: 
How did Thomas Edison grow up to be America's greatest inventor? Author Michael Dooling explores the beginnings of
Edison's genius: from his difficulty in school, to his early years as a young scientist, to the man everyone called "The
Wizard."
Number of Pages: 34
Language: English
ISBN: 9780990613503
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 3, 2020

Zane and The Hurricane: A story of Katrina
A story of Katrina
Rodman Philbrick

Scholastic (2015)

Genre: Hurricane Katrina, 2005
Number of Pages: 181
ISBN: 9780545840637
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: July 1, 2020


